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Abstract
This thesis presents a novel design paradigm, called Virtual Runtime Ap-
plication Partitions (VRAP), to judiciously utilize the on-chip resources.
As the dark silicon era approaches, where the power considerations will
allow only a fraction chip to be powered on, judicious resource manage-
ment will become a key consideration in future designs. Most of the works
on resource management treat only the physical components (i.e. compu-
tation, communication, and memory blocks) as resources and manipulate
the component to application mapping to optimize various parameters (e.g.
energy efficiency). To further enhance the optimization potential, in addi-
tion to the physical resources we propose to manipulate abstract resources
(i.e. voltage/frequency operating point, the fault-tolerance strength, the
degree of parallelism, and the configuration architecture). The proposed
framework (i.e. VRAP) encapsulates methods, algorithms, and hardware
blocks to provide each application with the abstract resources tailored to its
needs. To test the efficacy of this concept, we have developed three distinct
self adaptive environments: (i) Private Operating Environment (POE), (ii)
Private Reliability Environment (PRE), and (iii) Private Configuration En-
vironment (PCE) that collectively ensure that each application meets its
deadlines using minimal platform resources. In this work several novel ar-
chitectural enhancements, algorithms and policies are presented to realize
the virtual runtime application partitions efficiently. Considering the future
design trends, we have chosen Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Architectures
(CGRAs) and Network on Chips (NoCs) to test the feasibility of our ap-
proach. Specifically, we have chosen Dynamically Reconfigurable Resource
Array (DRRA) and McNoC as the representative CGRA and NoC plat-
forms. The proposed techniques are compared and evaluated using a variety
of quantitative experiments. Synthesis and simulation results demonstrate
VRAP significantly enhances the energy and power efficiency compared to
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1.1 Trends and developments
In this section, this thesis will explain various trends and challenges faced by
the digital design industry that prompted this thesis. Since commercial pro-
duction of integrated circuits started in the early 1960s, the increasing speed
and performance requirements of the applications have driven the design-
ers to manufacture increasingly smaller transistors. The smaller transistors
enhance performance by allowing to embed additional silicon on a chip and
increase the operating frequency. As shown in Table 1.1, the reduction in
transistor sizes has followed More’s law, which predicts that on-chip tran-
sistor density doubles every 18 to 24 months.
Table 1.1: Circuit size from 1963-2010 [2].
Year Integration Level Transistor Count
1963 Small Scale Integration (SSI) < 100
1970 Medium Scale Integration (MSI) 100-300
1975 Large Scale Integration (LSI) 300-30000
1980 Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) 30000-1 million
1990 Ultra Large Scale Integration (ULSI) > 1 million
2010 Giga Scale Integration (GSI) > 1 billion
1.1.1 Power wall
With the arrival of 3D integration, the Moore’s law continues to offer expo-
nential increases in transistor count per unit area [120]. However, the power
wall limits the maximum allowable transistor frequency. The issue of power
wall arises because the power consumed by a chip operating at voltage V
and frequency F is given by Power = QFCV 2. Where C and Q are respec-
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tively the capacitance and the activity factor. The formula simply states
that an increase in voltage increases the power consumption (and therefore
the activity factor) exponentially. Since the maximum allowable frequency is
dependent on the operating voltage, high frequency chips require expensive
cooling methods. Therefore, to meet the performance requirements, the in-
dustry opted parallelism instead of increasing the chip frequency. This trend
can be seen in the processor generation shown in Table 1.2. It can be seen
from the table that the processor speeds increased till approximately 3GHz
but after that the industry has started to focus on exploiting parallelism to
enhance performance.
Table 1.2: Processor frequencies different generations [52].
Year Model Process Clock Transistor Count
1993 Pentium 0.8um 66 MHz 3.1 million
1995 Pentium Pro 0.6um 200 MHz 5.5 million
1997 Pentium II 0.35um 300 MHz 7.5 million
1999 Pentium III 0.25um 600 MHz 9.5 million
2000 Pentium IV 0.18um 2 GHz 42 million
2005 Pentium D 90nm 3.2 GHz 230 million
2007 Core 2 Duo 65nm 2.33 GHz 410 million
2008 Core 2 Quad 45nm 2.83 GHz 820 million
2010 Six-Core Core i7-970 32nm 3.2 GHz 1170 million
2011 10-Core Xeon 32nm 2.4 GHz 2600 million
1.1.2 Utilization wall and Dark silicon
Utilization wall [120] is a recent concept in digital design industry that lim-
its the usable transistors on chip. It states that even with constant voltage
and frequency a dense chip will consume additional power (i.e. even at
same voltage, a 20 nm chip will consume more power than a 65 nm chip).
As a consequence, in future designs the power and thermal limits will al-
low only a portion chip to operate full throttle (voltage and energy). To
understand this problem, consider Table 1.3 [120]. The table shows how
transistor properties change with each process generation, where S is the
scaling factor. e.g. for shifting from a 45nm to a 32nm process generation,
S = 45/32 = 1.4. The table distinguishes the factors that governed the tran-
sistor properties before and after 2005. In pre 2005 era (also called Dennard
scaling era), it was possible to simultaneously scale the threshold and the
supply voltage. In this era the transistor properties were governed by Den-
nards Scaling which implies that power consumption is proportional to the
area of a transistor. In the post 2005 period (post Dennard scaling era), the
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threshold or supply voltage could no longer be easily scaled without causing
either exponential increases in leakage or transistor delay [120]. The table
shows that as the number of transistors increases by S2, their frequency in-
creases by S, and their capacitance Q decreases by 1/S. The Dennard/post
Dennard Scaling eras differ in supply voltage VDD scaling (under Dennard
scaling, VDD goes down by 1/S, but in the post Dennard scaling era, VDD
remains fixed because the threshold voltage Vt cannot be scaled). When
scaling down to the next process generation, the change in a design power
(δ P) is given by δP = δQFCVDD (with additional squaring for the VDD
term). Therefore, while the Dennard scaling promised constant power when
migrating between process generations, since 2005 power increases by S2.
For future designs it is predicted that heat dissipation (resulting from ad-
ditional power) will be significant to burn the device [90]. It is predicted
that in future the power and thermal limits will allow only a portion of the
chip to remain operational, leaving a significant fraction left unpowered, or
dark. This phenomenon known as dark silicon. As a consequence of dark
silicon, with every process generation, the amount of usable transistors will
decrease. To deal with the dark silicon era, architectural, algorithmic, and
technological solutions are needed to efficiently utilize the on-chip resources.
Table 1.3: The origin of utilization wall [120].
Transistor property Dennard Scaling era Post Dennard scaling era
δ Density S2 S2
δ Frequency ≈ S ≈ S
δ Capacitance 1/S 1/S
δ V 2DD 1/S
2 ≈ 1
δ Power=δ QFCV 2DD 1 S
2
1.1.3 Fault-tolerance becoming critical
Every new process generation is marked by smaller feature size, lower node
capacitance, higher operating frequency, and low voltage. These properties
enhance performance, lower the power consumption, and allow to make
smaller embedded chips. However, these properties affect the noise margins
and amplify susceptibility to faults. It is therefore predicted that the number
of on-chip faults will increase as technology scales further into the nano-




From the discussion above, three conclusions can be drawn: (i) the power
wall has forced the industry to opt for parallelism (since parallelism allows to
perform the same task at lower frequency/voltage), (ii) the utilization wall
makes dark silicon a critical consideration for future designs, necessitating
the use of efficient runtime power management techniques and customizable
hardware, and (iii) the small feature sizes has made variability an essential
consideration for contemporary digital designs. All these trends make effi-
cient resource management an essential challenge. The future platforms will
host multiple applications with arbitrary communication/computation pat-
terns, power budgets, reliability requirements, and performance deadlines.
For these scenarios, compile time static decisions are sub-optimal and unde-
sirable. Unlike the classic resource managers [94], that handled only physi-
cal component (like memory and computational units), the next generation
resource managers should also manipulate additional performance/cost met-
rics like reconfiguration, reliability, voltage, and frequency) to get the maxi-
mum chip performance. To solve this challenge requires a framework based
on theoretical foundations. The framework should simultaneously address
the algorithms, the architecture, and the implementation issues for simulta-
neously managing the physical and abstract on-chip components. This thesis
presents a systematic approach to design next generation resource managers.
The approach is called Virtual Runtime Adaptive Partitions (VRAP). The
proposed approach (i.e. VRAP) is based on virtualization and it provides a
framework that allows each application to enjoy the operating point, relia-
bility, and configuration infrastructure tailored to its needs.
1.3 Background
Efficient resource management (to optimize e.g. power, resource utilization)
in the prevailing research trends (dark silicon era, fault-tolerance consider-
ations, platforms hosting multiple applications), necessitates the use of a
resource manager that can not only dynamically allocate and reclaim phys-
ical but also manipulate the performance and cost metrics such as voltage,
frequency, reliability, and configuration architecture. To achieve these goals,
the resource manager should provide various services such as configuration
optimization, power optimization, and adaptive fault-tolerance. Existing
works deal with these goals and services separately. Figure 1.1 highlights
the various components of a resource manager and the implementation al-







































































































































Figure 1.1: Resource management taxonomy
1.3.1 Services
In this section, a briefly explanation of various services provided by the
proposed resource managers will be presented. Our discussion will cover
three categories: (i) power optimization, (ii) configuration optimization, and
(iii) reliability optimization.
Power optimization
Power optimization constitute techniques directly targeted towards reduc-
ing energy/power. Broadly, the power optimization techniques can be clas-
sified as dynamic voltage and scaling (DVFS) and dynamic power man-
agement (DPM) [15]. DVFS exploits the fact that voltage and frequency
have conflicting impact on the power consumption. It scales the voltage
and frequency to meet the application requirements. DVFS reduces dy-
namic power. Most recent surveys on DVFS can be found in [69, 19]. DPM
switches off the part of the device that is free. It reduces the static power
consumption. Depending on the granularity of power management, DVFS
can range from coarse-grained to fine-grained. Coarse-grained DVFS, scales
the operating point of entire platform for the application needing maximum
performance. Fine-grained DVFS offers better energy efficiency by allowing
to modify the frequency/voltage of each resource separately [70]. However,
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its realization is strongly challenged by factors such as voltage switching and
synchronization overheads [33].
Reliability optimization
Fault tolerance will be an essential feature in future designs. However, in a
platform that hosts multiple applications, each application can potentially
have different reliability requirements (e.g. control information in many
DSP applications require higher reliability than the data streams). In addi-
tion, the reliability needs of an application can also vary depending on the
operating conditions (e.g. temperature, noise, and voltage etc.). Providing
maximum (worst case) protection to all applications imposes high area and
energy penalty. To cater this problem, flexible reliability schemes have been
proposed [6, 5, 55], which reduce the fault-tolerance overhead by provid-
ing only the needed protection for each application. The flexible reliability
schemes vary greatly depending on the component to protect (computation,
communication and/or storage). Most of the existing research (on flexible
reliability) that protects the computation, only support shifting between dif-
ferent levels of modular redundancy. In modular redundancy, an entire unit
(e.g. ALU) is replicated, making it an expensive technique that costs at
least twice energy and area overhead compared to the unprotected chip. To
protect the communication and the memories, in addition to modular redun-
dancy, the adaptive reliability schemes also employ low cost error detecting
codes (EDCs) [55].
Configuration optimization
In modern platforms, the concurrency and communication patterns among
applications is arbitrary. Some applications enjoy dedicated resources and do
not require further reconfiguration. While other applications, share the same
resources in a time-multiplexed manner, and thus require frequent reconfigu-
rations. Additionally, a smart power management system might dynamically
serialize/parallelize an application, to enhance energy efficiency by lowering
the voltage/frequency operating point. This requires a reconfiguration archi-
tecture that is geared to dynamically and with agility reconfigure arbitrary
partitions of a fabric instance. To address these requirements, concepts
like configuration pre-fetching [35, 109, 88], context switching, configuration
compression [34, 51, 45], and faster reconfiguration networks [129, 128, 58]
have been proposed. While these techniques do solve the problem, they
come at a considerable cost (i.e. they improve the agility at cost of space
and vice-versa). An even bigger problem is that, they address the reconfig-
uration requirements of only a certain category of applications/algorithms.
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1.3.2 Control Architecture
Control architecture is responsible for monitoring and managing various
components of a device (a CGRA or NoC our case). The resource mangers
with centralized control architecture enjoy high efficiency since they moni-
tor the entire platform centrally and make decisions accordingly [26, 113].
However, the centralized managers suffer from a single point of failure, larger
volume of monitoring (resources and resource states), and central point of
communication (between the manager and the hosted resources)and there-
fore are not scalable. To make the control architecture scalable, distributed
control architectures were proposed [4]. The distributed controllers mon-
itor only a part of device. They assume that by optimizing each portion
of the device separately, the entire platform will be optimized. However,
in this approach (also termed as greedy approach) the efficiency badly suf-
fers, since the distributed units are unaware of the platform state. As a
trade off between scalability (provided by the distributed resource managers
by reducing the communication hot spots) and efficiency (provided by the
centralized resource managers due to the availability of system level infor-
mation), the recent works propose on hierarchical control architectures [27].
In these architectures, the basic control is distributed but the distributed
blocks are also allowed to communicate with each other. The coordination
allows them to optimize even at system level.
1.3.3 Implementation Platforms
The ASIC or fully customized designs are extremely efficient in terms of
area, energy and power. However, the entire design flow is costly in terms
of time design time, effort, and manufacturing cost. Furthermore, since
ASICs are usually designed to support only a single application under spe-
cific conditions, a separate ASIC is needed for every application hosted by a
chip. Software approach allows to use the same processor for implementing
any function using the load store architecture, and thereby reduce design
time and design effort. However, the load store architecture is slow since it
does not allow to create specialized data paths provided by the ASIC imple-
mentation. To tackle these problems, the digital design industry has taken
two paths: (i) increase the ASIC flexibility and (ii) increase the processor
performance.
Increasing ASIC flexibility
The increase in the ASIC flexibility was achieved by devices such as Pro-
grammable Logic Arrays (PLAs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FP-
GAs), and Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Architectures (CGRAs). PLAs
were first devices that introduced flexibility in ASICs. They allowed to
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implement any logic function using configurable AND planes linked to pro-
grammable OR gate planes. However, once configured, they could not be
reprogrammed. To tackle this problem, the SRAM based FPGAs (with vir-
tually infinite reconfiguration cycles) were introduced. To realize a logic
function the FPGAs store its implementation in a look up table. The look
up table based implementation is costly in terms of configuration memory,
area, power and energy consumption. Initially, the FPGAs were solely used
for prototyping. Since the last decade, fueled by the demands of high perfor-
mance of multimedia and telecommunication applications, coupled demand
for low non recurring engineering and time to market FPGAs are now in-
creasingly used to implement actual designs. However, since FPGAs are
slower than ASICs they fail to meet the high performance requirements of
modern applications. To meet the high performance requirements the idea
of coarse grained reconfigurable architectures was proposed [132]. CGRAs
enhance silicon and power efficiency by implementing commonly used pro-
cessing elements (e.g. ALUs, multipliers, FFTs etc.) in hardware.
Increasing processor performance
To enhance the processor performance, the initial approach was to increase
its clock speed. However, as explained in Section 1.1.1, due to the power wall,
the computing industry took an irreversible transition towards parallelism
since 2005. As a result, today the performance is achieved by integrating a
number of smaller processors.
On the basis of the architectural characteristics, Figure 1.2 [132] de-
picts various platforms. The figure shows that both the approaches are
slowly coming closer together. For performance improvements in software
implementations, single core powerful processor has given way to simpler
many processor systems. To enhance the flexibility in hardware solutions
the PLAs gave way to FPGAs. To enhance the performance, the coarse
grained architectures (as an alternative to FPGAs), have been a subject of
intensive research since the last decade [112]. Major FPGAs manufactur-
ers (Xilinx and Altera) already integrate many coarse-grained components
(like DSPs) in their devices. It is expected the performance requirements
will derive the industry to devote a significant percentage of device area
for coarse grained components. Considering these trends, CGRAs and net-
work on chips (NoCs) have been chosen, as candidate platforms, to test the
efficacy of the proposed VRAP framework.
1.4 Objectives and methods
To cope with the current and future design challenges, this thesis presents a
novel design paradigm called Virtual Runtime Adaptive Partitions (VRAP).
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Figure 1.2: Direction for future platforms
Figure 1.3 illustrates goals, resources (both abstract and physical), and ser-
vices needed to realize the next generation resource managers. The main
goal of our methodology is to meet the application requirements (i.e. dead-
lines, reliability, power budget), on a flexible platform, with the overheads
close to its customized implementation. The proposed resource manage-
ment paradigm incorporates algorithms, hardware, and the architectural
locks/switches to provide each application with only the resources essential
to meet it deadlines and minimize energy.
A generic approach to realize the proposed architecture is shown in Fig-
ure 1.4. To make the problem manageable, this thesis have divided the
framework into three phases: (i) private configuration environments (PCE),
(ii) private reliability environments (PRE), and (iii) private operating envi-
ronments (POE). PCE deals with the hardware/software necessary to im-
plement a configurable reconfiguration architecture. PRE investigates the
architectural switches needed to realize adaptive reliability. POE explores
the architecture needed to manipulate the voltage and frequency for reduc-
ing the power consumption. It should be noted that the three environments
chosen for this thesis are for proof of concept. Additional optimization cri-



















































Figure 1.4: Private configuration environments approach
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1.5 Contributions
Since the VRAP framework is implemented in three stages, the contributions
will also be described in three parts.
1.5.1 Private Configuration Environments
This thesis proposes private configuration environments for CGRAs. The
configuration infrastructure is developed in two stages: (i) an efficient and
agile configuration architecture development and (ii) the enhancement of
scratchpad memory to implement Private Configuration Environments (PCE).
To design efficient and agile configuration mechanism, the thesis com-
bines LZSS compression with RowMultiC that minimizes the configware
transfers to DRRA configuration memory. The obtained results, using a
few applications, suggest that the proposed method has a negligible penalty
in terms of area (1.2%), while provides a significant reduction in the con-
figuration cycles (up to 78%) and energy (up to 94%) required to configure
DRRA. To further reduce the configuration cycles, this thesis also presents
a technique to compactly represent multiple bitstreams, corresponding to
different application implementations (with different degree of parallelism).
The compact representation is unraveled at runtime. The simulation re-
sults, using FFT with three versions (with different degree of parallelism),
revealed that the CGIR saves an additional 18% memory for 2 versions and
33% memory for 3 versions.
After developing the reconfiguration mechanism, the thesis also presents
an on-demand reconfiguration. On-demand reconfiguration relies on a mor-
phable data/configuration memory, supplemented by morphable hardware.
By configuring the memory and the hardware, the proposed architecture
realizes four configuration modes: (i) direct feed, (ii) direct feed multi-cast,
(iii) direct feed distributed, and (iv) multi context. The obtained results
suggest that significant reduction in memory requirements (up to 58 %) can
be achieved by employing the proposed morphable architecture. Synthesis
results confirm a negligible penalty (3 % area and 4 % power) compared to
a DRRA cell.
1.5.2 Private Reliability Environments
The thesis proposes private reliability environments for both CGRAs and
NoCs. For CGRAs, this thesis presents an adaptive fault-tolerance mech-
anism to provides the on-demand reliability to multiple applications. To
provide on-demand fault-tolerance, the reliability requirements of an appli-
cation are assessed upon its entry. Depending on the assessed requirements,
one of the five fault-tolerance levels are provided: (i) no fault-tolerance, (ii)
temporary fault detection, (iii) temporary/permanent fault detection, (iv)
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temporary fault detection and correction, or (v) temporary/permanent fault
detection and correction. In addition to modular redundancy (employed
in the state-of-the-art CGRAs offering flexible reliability levels), this the-
sis presents the architectural enhancements needed to realize sub-modular,
residue mod 3 redundancy. The residue mod 3 coding allows to reduce the
overhead of the self-checking and fault-tolerant versions by 57% and 7%,
respectively. The polymorphic fault-tolerant architecture is complemented
with a morphable scrubbing technique to prevent fault accumulation. The
obtained results suggest that the on-demand fault-tolerance can reduce en-
ergy consumption up to 107%, compared to the highest degree of available
fault-tolerance (for an application needing no fault-tolerance).
For NoCs, this thesis presents an adaptive fault tolerance mechanism,
capable of providing the on-demand protection to multiple traffic classes.
On-demand fault tolerance is attained by passing each packet through a two
layer, low cost, class identification circuitry. Upon identification, the packet
is provided one of the four fault tolerance levels: (i) no fault tolerance, (ii)
end to end DEDSEC, (iii) per hop DEDSEC, or (iv) per hop DEDSEC
with permanent fault detection and recovery. The obtained results suggest
that the on-demand fault tolerance incurs a negligible penalty in terms of
area (up to 5.3%) compared to the fault tolerance circuitry, and provides a
significant reduction in energy (up to 95%), compared to state of the art.
1.5.3 Private Operating Environments
Private operating environments are presented for both CGRA and NoC.
In CGRA domain, this thesis presents the architecture and implementation
of energy aware CGRAs. The proposed architecture promises better area
and power efficiency, by employing Dynamically Reconfigurable Isolation
Cells (DRIC)s and Autonomous Parallelism Voltage and Frequency Selec-
tion algorithm (APVFS). The DRICs utilize reconfiguration to eliminate
the need for most of the dedicated hardware, required for synchronization,
in traditional DVFS techniques. APVFS ensures high energy efficiency by
dynamically selecting the application version which requires the minimum
frequency/voltage to meet the deadline on available resources. Simulation
results using representative applications (Matrix multiplication, FIR, and
FFT) showed up to 23% and 51% reduction in power and energy, respec-
tively, compared to traditional designs. Synthesis results have confirmed
significant reduction in DVFS overheads compared to state of the art DVFS
methods.
In NoC domain, this thesis presents the design and implementation of a
generic agent-based scalable self-adaptive NoC architecture to reduce power.
The system employs dual-level agents with SW/HW co-design and synthesis.
The system agent is implemented in software, with high-level instructions
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tailored to issue adaptive operations. The effectiveness and the scalability
of the system architecture is demonstrated using best-effort dynamic power
management, using distributed DVFS. The experiments revealed that the
adaptive power management saved up to 33% energy and up to 36% power.
The hardware overhead of each local agent is only 4 % of a router area.
1.6 Research publications and contributions
Overall, the thesis has resulted in 22 accepted peer-reviewed international
publications (4 ISI-Indexed journals and 18 conference papers). In addition,
2 ISI-Indexed Journal and 2 conference papers are submitted for review.
This monograph is based on the following publications.
Accepted Journal Publications
1. Syed M. A. H. Jafri, Liang Guang, Ahmed Hemani, Kolin Paul, Juha
Plosila, Hannu Tenhunen: Energy-aware fault-tolerant NoCs address-
ing multiple traffic classes, in Microprocessors and Microsystems- Em-
bedded Hardware Design. 2013. In press. doi:dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
micpro.2013.04.005.
Authors Contribution The author proposed the idea to provide
different reliability level to different traffic classes while using the hi-
erarchical agent based framework developed by Liang. Compared to
the conference version of this paper, the author also designed an inter-
agent communication protocol. The Author performed all the exper-
iments and also wrote most of the manuscript. The other authors
provided guidance and supervision.
2. Syed M. A. H. Jafri, Stanislaw Piestrak, Oliver Sentieys, and Sebestien
Pillement: Design of Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Architecture DART
with Online Error Detection, in Microprocessors and Microsystems-
Embedded Hardware Design. 2013. In press. doi:dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
micpro.2013.12.004.
Authors Contribution The author designed and evaluated the residue
mod 3 for the CGRA DART, while Prof. Stanislaw came up with the
idea to protect DART using residue mod 3. In addition, he also sug-
gested pipelining to eliminate the timing overheads incurred by the
conference version of this paper.
3. Syed M. A. H. Jafri, Stanislaw Piestrak, Kolin Paul, Ahmed Hemani,
Juha Plosila, Hannu Tenhunen: Private reliability environments for
efficient fault-tolerance in CGRAs, Springer Design Automation for
Embedded Systems. 2013. In press.
Authors Contribution The author proposed and designed an adap-
tive version of Residue mod 3 to provide efficient fault-tolerance for
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mixed criticality application in CGRAs. On addition, the author pre-
sented the architectural modifications needed to realize adaptive scrub-
bing in CGRAs. Prof. Stanislaw and Assoc. Prof. Kolin provided the
essential related work in the field. The other coauthors provided su-
pervision and helped in the manuscript preparation.
4. Nasim Farahini, Ahmed Hemani, Hasan Sohofi, Syed M. A. H. Jafri,
Muhammad Adeel Tajammul, Kolin Paul: Parallel Distributed Scal-
able Address Generation Scheme for a Coarse Grain ReconïňĄgurable
Computation and Storage Fabric, Submitted to Microprocessors and
Microsystems- Embedded Hardware Design (Accepted)
Authors Contribution The author evaluated the effect of various
compression methods on the hardware presented by Nasim.
Accepted Conference Publications
5. Syed M. A. H. Jafri, Guillermo Serrano Leon, Masoud Daneshtalab,
Ahmed Hemani, Kolin Paul, Juha Plosila, Hannu Tenhunen: Transfor-
mation Based Parallelism for low power CGRAs, Field programmable
logic (FPL) 2014 (Accepted). Authors Contribution The author
proposed the idea to provide hardware transformation based paral-
lelism, rather than storing multiple versions. Bachelor student Guillermo,
wrote VHDL code of the transformer and performed the experiments.
The other authors provided guidance and supervision.
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1.7 Thesis Navigation
Fig. 1.5 shows the thesis navigation. The figure contains core technical
areas, chapters, proposed schemes, constituents, and publications together.
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In this chapter, will explain the experimental platforms used to test the effi-
cacy of PREX framework. For this purpose, we have chosen Coarse Grained
Reconfigurable Architectures (CGRAs) and Network on Chips (NoCs). The
motivation for choosing the CGRAs and NoCs has already been given in
Chapter 1.
2.1 DRRA before our innovations
Unlike FPGAs, contemporary CGRAs vary greatly in their architecture (i.e.
computation, communication and storage), configuration scheme, energy
consumption, performance, and reliability. Therefore, in the absence of a
standard CGRA we had to isolate a platform to test the validity of our frame-
work. For this thesis, we have chose Dynamically Reconfigurable Resource
Array (DRRA) [111] due to three reasons: (i) we had available complete
information about its architecture (from the RTL and the physical design),
so that we could implement the proposed architectural modifications easily;
(ii) DRRA has a grid based architecture, which is the most dominant design
style for CGRAs, it therefore allowed us to compare our work with other
CGRAs; and (iii) we had available a library for commonly used DSP func-
tion (containing FFTs, FIRs), allowing us to quickly map DSP applications
and perform cost/benefit analysis of the proposed techniques on real world
applications. DRRA is a dynamically reconfigurable coarse-grained archi-
tecture developed at KTH [110]. In this section, we will explain the DRRA
architecture before our enhancements.
As depicted in Figure 2.1, DRRA is composed of two main components:
(i) DRRA computation layer and (ii) DRRA storage layer (DiMArch). In
Table 2.1, the functionality of these components is listed. DRRA compu-
tation layer performs the computations. DiMArch is a distributed memory










Figure 2.1: Different applications executing in its private environment
tecture. DRRA can host multiple applications, simultaneously. For each
application, a separate partition can be created in the DRRA storage and
computation layers.
Table 2.1: Local controller functionality
Component Functionality
DRRA computation layer Perform computations
DRRA storage layer Store data for computations
2.1.1 DRRA computation layer
The computation layer of DRRA is shown in Figure 2.2. DRRA computa-
tional layer is divided into four components: (i) register files (Reg-files), (ii)
morphable Data Path Units (DPUs), (iii) circuit switched interconnects ,
and (iv) sequencers organized in rows and columns. The register files store
data for the DPUs that perform computations. Each register file contains
two ports (port A and port B). Circuit switched interconnects provide in-
terconnectivity between the different components of DRRA (DPUs, circuit
switched interconnects, reg-files and sequencers). The sequencers hold the
configware which corresponds to the configuration of the components (reg-
files, DPUs, and circuit switched interconnects). Each sequencer stores up
to 64 35-bit instructions and can configure elements the in same row and
column as the sequencer itself. The configware loaded in the sequencers
contains sequence of configurations required to perform an operation. To
understand the process of configuration, consider for example that we want
to add the contents of reg-file 0 (row = 0, column = 0) to the contents of
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reg-file 1 (row = 0, column = 1), using DPU 1 (row = 0, column = 1) , and
store the result to register file 2 (row = 0, column = 2). To configure the
DRRA for this operation, 3 sequencers are required: (i) sequencer 0 con-
taining one instruction to configure register file 0 (ii) sequencer 1 containing
three instructions to configure reg-file 1, MDPU 1, and circuit switched in-
terconnect 1 (iii) sequencer 2 containing two instructions to configure reg-file
2 and circuit switched interconnect 2. It should be noted that this example
was just for illustrative purposes, we could have performed the same opera-
tion using only one sequencer by loading the inputs from different ports of























Figure 2.2: Computational layer of DRRA
2.1.2 DRRA Storage layer (DiMArch)
DiMArch is a distributed memory template that complements DRRA with
a scalable memory architecture. Its distributed nature allows a high speed
data access to the DRRA computational layer [118, 86]. DRRA was de-
signed to host multiple applications with potentially different memory to
computational ratio. To efficiently utilize the memory resources, DiMArch
dynamically creates a separate memory partition for each application [118].
As shown in Fig. 2.3, DiMArch is a 2-dimensional array of memory tiles.
Depending on their function, the tiles are classified into two types: (i) Con-
figuration Tile (ConTile) and (ii) Storage Tile (STile). The memory tiles
present in the row, adjacent to the DRRA computation layer, are called
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ConTiles. The ConTiles manage all data transfers and contain five com-
ponents: (i) SRAM, to store data for computational layer, (ii) an address
generator to provide data from appropriate addresses, (iii) a crossbar, to
handle data transfers between tiles, (iv) an Instruction Switch (iSwitch),
to handle the transfer of control instructions between tiles [117], and (v) a
DiMArch sequencer, to store the sequence in which data will be transferred
to the DRRA computational layer. The memory tiles present in rows, non-
adjacent to the DRRA computational layer, are called STiles. They are















Figure 2.3: DRRA storage Layer
2.1.3 DRRA programming flow
Figure 2.4 depicts the programming flow of DRRA [58]. The configware
(binary) for commonly used DSP functions (FFT, FIR filter e.t.c.) is written
either in VESYLA (HLS tool for DRRA) and stored in a library. To map an
application, its (simulink type) representation is fed to the compiler. The
compiler, based on the available functions (present in library) constructs the








Figure 2.4: DRRA programming flow
2.2 Control and configuration backbone integra-
tion
When our thesis started, DRRA lacked a runtime reconfiguration and control
mechanism. The tests were performed by manually feeding each sequencer
with the machine code. To manage delivery of configware from the on chip
memory to the sequencers in DRRA, we integrated a LEON 3 processor,
as shown in Figure 2.5. The processor was connected to AHB bus, inspired
from the architectures presented in [11, 43, 71]. The choice of using LEON 3
connected to AHB bus was dictated by the ease of implementation, power,
and flexibility offered by this architecture. It should however be noted,
that this architecture can be improved significantly by using direct memory
access (DMA) and an advanced bus like AXI, but implementation of such
an architecture is beyond the scope of this thesis. In our architecture, the
LEON 3 processor delivers the configuration bitstream from the memory to










Figure 2.5: DRRA control and configuration using LEON 3
To configure DRRA efficiently, we have employed a multi-casting. Mul-
ticasting allows compression and ability to configure multiple components
simultaneously [58]. To utilize these benefits, we modified the DRRA ad-
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dressing scheme. In particular, we employed RowMultiC originally proposed
in [123]. In the original DRRA addressing scheme, n bits required to pro-
gram m components were n = ⌈log(m)/log(2)⌉ bits. Each sequencer was
assigned a unique identity ranging from 0 to 2n − 1. The address decoding
was achieved by comparing the incoming address with the assigned identity.
In multicasting, as shown in Figure 2.6, each sequencer is assigned a unique
ID on the basis of its row and column number. Hence, the generated ad-
dress contains 2 parts. The first part contains r = number of rows and
the second part contains c bits where c = number of columns. Hence, the
overhead of implementing this scheme is overheadtotal = (r + c) − n bits.
To address a sequencer, 1 is placed in the column and the row bits of the
address. Multiple sequencers can be addressed by placing multiple 1s in the
row or column positions. For decoding, the incoming address is compared
with the assigned row and column number. If the corresponding row and







Figure 2.6: Multicasting architecture
2.3 Compact Generic intermediate representation
to support runtime parallelism
One of the contributions of this thesis is to integrate runtime parallelism
with conventional power management techniques. The runtime parallelism
allows to make aggressive power management decisions and therefore en-
hance energy efficiency. Consider for example that N components execute
a task in T seconds consuming E energy. For a perfectly paraleizable task
N ∗ C components can perform the same task in T/C seconds. To reduce
the energy, the voltage and frequency can be scaled down to reduce the en-
ergy efficiency while still meeting the deadlines. The support for runtime
parallelism, was provided by using two phase method initially proposed in
[128]. This two phase method has two phases: (i) offline and (ii) online.
In the offline phase, different versions of each application, with different
levels of parallelism are stored. At runtime, the most efficient version is
mapped to the system. The two phase approach [128], however suffered
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from prohibitive configuration memory requirements arising from the need
to store multiple versions. Unfortunately, the need for extra memory in-
creases linearly with the versions. To cater this problem, we presented a
compression method, called Compact Generic Intermediate Representation
(CGIR). CGIR, instead of storing a separate binary for each version, stores a
compact, unique, and customizable representation. To formalize the poten-
tial savings of our method, consider for example that, A(i), bits are needed
to map the ith implementation of application A. Total bits needed to rep-






where v is the number of versions. Total bits needed to represent configware
for each application, CAC , in CGIR based approach is given by equation




where A(imax) is the version with maximum storage requirement and seq(i)
represents the sequences stored for each version. It was shown in [57] that
seq(i) represents only a small part (17% to 32%) of total implementation
giving considerable overall savings when multiple versions are stored. In this
section we will describe the method to develop CGIR from raw configware
(hard binaries of different versions).
2.3.1 FFT example
To illustrate the self similarities among different versions, we have chosen 16-
point DIT radix 2 FFT algorithm. For achieving various versions, we have
used pipelined (cascaded) approach [54]. We have implemented 3 versions
of FFT with one, two and four butterflies respectively. In Figure 2.7, we
show the mapping of a complex FFT butterfly on DRRA. Each butterfly
requires 4 DPUs and 4 reg-files. reg-file 0 and reg-file 2 hold the real and
complex bitstreams, respectively. Twiddle factors are pre-stored in reg-file
1. DPU 0 and DPU 2 consume data from reg-file 0, reg-file 1, and reg-file 2
and feed the outputs to DPU 1 and DPU 3. DPU 1 and DPU 3 utilize this
data along with the delayed version of input bitstream (stored in reg-file 3)
and twiddle factors (stored in reg-file 2) to produce the final outputs.
A fully serial version (SV) containing a single butterfly is shown in Fig-
ure 2.8. The solid boxes indicate the sequencer numbers. The numbers
in parentheses indicate row and column numbers, respectively. The dotted
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Figure 2.7: Mapping of each butterfly on DRRA fabric
2.7. A fully serial version, requires six sequencers (4 to configure the but-
terfly and 2 for storing the intermediate results). A partially parallel FFT
version (PPV), is shown in Figure 2.9. It requires twelve sequencers. Eight
sequencers store configware of MDPU, reg-file, and switch box for imple-
menting the 2 butterflies and four additional sequencers are needed to store
configware for reg-files, which hold intermediate results. A fully pipelined
(cascaded) FFT version (PV), using 4 butterflies is shown in Figure 2.10.
It requires 16 sequencers to store configware of MDPU, reg-file, and switch
box for implementing the 4 butterflies.

































Figure 2.8: Fully serial FFT mapping on DRRA cells
2.3.2 Compact Generic Intermediate Representation
In this section we will describe the method to develop CGIR from raw con-
figware (hard binaries of different versions).
Basic Block
To exploit the regularities among different versions, we introduce the ter-
minology of Basic Block (BB). A BB is a piece of configware that performs
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Stage 1 and Stage 3
Figure 2.9: Serial parallel FFT mapping on DRRA cells






























Figure 2.10: Fully parallel FFT mapping on DRRA cells
identical functions in all versions. A completely sequential implementation
contains only a single BB. The number of BBs in a version depends on its
level of parallelism. In the FFT example SV will have only one BB (im-
plementing a single butterfly), while a PV will have 4 BBs (implementing
4 butterflies). A complete CGIR consists of BBs, interconnections between
them, and some additional code for synchronization.
Effects of Parallelism on Basic Block Configware
Although, each BB is functionally identical, variations in configware of two
BBs occur when parallelism is exploited using data parallelism or pipelining.
For data parallelism, differences in configware arise due to the difference in
the physical placement of BBs. For functional parallelism, the differences
in configware occur from the differences in both the physical placement and
the delay when each BB receives data.
For identical functions, the DPU instructions remain same regardless
of the location of the BB on DRRA. Reg-file instructions are also location
invariant, however, if dependencies exist like in the case of pipelining, each
instruction has a different delay. Switch box instructions are sensitive to
location. Simply put, reg-file instructions are delay sensitive, Switch box
instructions are location sensitive, and DPU instructions are both delay and
location insensitive. Therefore, the DPU instructions remain same in all
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versions, the reg-file instructions in different versions differ only in delay,
and the switch box instructions in various versions differ only in placement.
Hence, instead of storing all the instructions, we store only delays for reg-file
instruction and only placement information for switch box instructions.
Extra Code for Communication and Synchronization between BBs
Most of the compression possibilities arise from extracting regularities among
BBs. However, some additional code is required for connecting and synchro-
nizing these BBs. For simplicity, we have decided not to compress this part
and store it as a hard binary.
CGIR Generation
In Figure 2.11, we have shown how the CGIR based representation is stored
and unraveled. The extra code for communication and synchronization is
stored as hard binary (it is not transformed). All the DPU instructions are
also stored as hard binaries. However, since the DPU instructions are the
same in all versions, compression is achieved by storing DPU instructions for
a single BB. To create different versions, the same code is sent to different
sequencers. In addition, if a version contains multiple BBs, configware for
only one BB needs to be stored, and its copy is sent to different sequencers to
achieve parallelism (we call it internal compression). The reg-file and switch
box instructions for each BB are stored as intermediate representations.
For reg-file instructions, the delay field is represented by a variable. A
set of delay values for each version is stored separately. For switch box
instructions, the location information is stored in two fields: (i) Hierarchical
Index (HI) and (ii) Vertical Index (VI). Hence, the HI and VI fields are
represented by a variable. A set of values for each version is stored separately
(this storage is shown at the bottom of Figure 2.11). An extra bit (EB) is
used to indicate whether an instruction is a hard binary or an intermediate
representation. EB = 0, indicates that the word is a hard binary. EB = 1,
indicates that the word is an intermediate representation. The method for
unraveling this code will be explained in next Section 2.3.3.
2.3.3 The Two Phase Method
Before explaining how the CGIR is unraveled at runtime, we will describe
the changes in two phase method (shown previously in Figure 2.4).
Programming Flow
Inspired from [128], we have designed two phase method for optimal version
selection. Figure 2.12 illustrates the details of our method. The configware
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Figure 2.11: Runtime Extraction of CGIR
for commonly used DSP functions (FFT, FIR filter e.t.c.) is written either
in VESYLA (HLS tool for DRRA) or MANAS (which is the assembler for
DRRA) and stored in an offline library. The library, thus created, is profiled
with throughputs and energy consumptions of each implementation. When
an application is to be loaded, an offline compiler isolates the versions which
meet the deadlines of the application and sends them to RTM, as CGIRs.
Each CGIR compactly represents multiple versions. The RTM unravels the
CGIR by selecting the most optimal version (in terms of power consumption,








Phase 1 (compile time)
Phase 2 (runtime)
Runtime conditions
Figure 2.12: DRRA programming flow
Runtime Unraveling
The runtime unraveling can either be performed by the in software or hard-
ware. Due to the ease of implementation (considering the complex problems
tackled), for most part of the thesis we have employed software based unrav-
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eling. In this technique, the processor analyzes each configuration instruc-
tion before feeding it to DRRA. If the instruction represents a hard binary,
it is fed directly to DRRA. If its a soft primitive, then its unraveled and the
unraveled instruction is sent to DRRA. For the sake of completion, we will
also show how the soft binary can be quickly unraveled using a hardware
based solution. Figure 2.11 shows the circuitry for unraveling the CGIR in
hardware. EB is analyzed to determine whether an incoming instruction
represents a hard binary or an intermediate representation. Upon detection
of an intermediate representation, set of sequences to be replaced in the
intermediate representation are extracted from CGIR depending on the ver-
sion to be configured. Finally, from the OP code, it is determined whether
the incoming sequence indicates delay for reg-file instructions or HI values
and VI values for switch box instructions. Once the delay or HI and VI
fields have been inserted, the instruction is sent to the sequencer.
2.4 Network on Chip
In this thesis, we have chosen McNoC to test the effectiveness of our method.
McNoC is a packet switched network on chip platform, which uses regular
mesh topology [23]. We chose McNoC due to the following reasons: (i) we
had available full RTL code allowing us to make architectural modifications
easily; (ii) McNoC had in built power management system which allowed
us to test the effect of power management on a NoC; (iii) McNoC is a very
well documented platform with over 100 publications, and (iv) the architec-
ture of McNoC is very similar to the contemporary academic and industrial
platforms allowing us to extend the framework to other architectures. The
overall architecture of McNoC is shown in Figure 2.13. Broadly, McNoC



















Figure 2.13: McNoC architecture
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2.4.1 Nostrum
McNoC uses the Nostrum network-on-chip as communication backbone [93,
97, 83]. It uses regular mesh topology with each node comprising of a re-
source (rec in Figure 2.13) and a switch. Every resource contains a LEON3
processor, a memory and a Data Management Engine (DME) [25, 1]. DME
acts as a memory management unit and interfaces the node with the net-
work. Nostrum uses buffer-less switches which provide hot potato X-Y rout-
ing [37]. In this routing strategy, as long as there are no contentions, packets
are routed normally using dimension order routing. If multiple packets con-
tend for a link, the packet with most hop-count is given priority and the
rest are randomly misrouted to another free link. The main benefit of us-
ing hot potato routing is that it allows to use buffers-less routers. The
buffer-less routers have significantly small energy and area costs (compared
to buffered routers) and are a subject of intensive research for low power
NoCs [89, 46, 67, 73]. Since we target low power NoCs, nostrum provided
us with a perfect platform. For buffered NoCs, the relative overhead of im-
plementing the proposed framework (compared to a router) is expected to be
significantly smaller thereby enhancing the feasibility of our approach. The
methods, presented in this thesis can easily be extended to accommodate
buffered in routers.
2.4.2 Power management infrastructure
A power management system has been built on top of Nostrum by intro-
ducing a Globally Ratio Synchronous Locally Synchronous (GRLS) wrapper
around every node [22, 21]. The wrapper is used to ensure safe communica-
tion between nodes and to enable Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
(DVFS). The access point to provide the power services is given by the
Power Management Unit (PMU), which uses Voltage Control Unit (VCU)
and Clock Generation Unit (CGU) to control the voltage and the clock fre-
quency, respectively, in each node. A detailed description of GRLS is beyond
the scope of this thesis and for details, an interested reader can refer to [23].
2.5 Experimental Methodology
To access the efficacy of the presented work, the author will implemented
various components of VARP framework on DRRA or McNoC in the pro-
ceeding chapters. To estimate additional overheads, the synthesis results
will be done using 65 nanometer technology at 400 MHz frequency, using
Synopsys design compiler (unless otherwise stated). Most of the algorithms
will be implemented on the LEON3 processor.
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the architectural details of the CGRA and the NoC plat-
forms, used in this thesis, were presented. To evaluate VRAP on a CGRA,
DRRA was chosen. However, before this thesis DRRA lacked a configuration
backbone essential to evaluate the VRAP. Therefore, before implementing
the core contributions of thesis thesis, i.e. PCE, PRE, and POE, we en-
hanced DRRA with a smart and efficient configuration mechanism. To eval-
uate VRAP on a NoC, we have chosen McNoC. McNoC is RTL based cycle
accurate simulator. It already contained a comprehensive Data Manage-
ment Engine (DME) complemented by a power management infrastructure,






In this chapter, we will present a polymorphic configuration architecture,
that can be tailored to efficiently support reconfiguration needs of the ap-
plications at runtime. Today, CGRAs host multiple applications, running
simultaneously on a single platform. To enhance power and area efficiency
they exploit late binding and time sharing. These features require frequent
reconfigurations, making reconfiguration time a bottleneck for time critical
applications. Existing solutions to this problem either employ powerful con-
figuration architectures or hide configuration latency (using configuration
caching). However, both these methods incur significant costs when designed
for worst-case reconfiguration needs. As an alternative to worst-case dedi-
cated configuration mechanism, we exploit reconfiguration to provide each
application its Private Configuration Environment (PCE). PCE relies on a
morphable configuration infrastructure, a distributed memory sub-system,
and a set of PCE controllers. The PCE controllers customize the morphable
configuration infrastructure and reserve portion of the a distributed mem-
ory sub-system, to act as a context memory for each application, separately.
Thereby, each application enjoys its own configuration environment which is
optimal in terms of configuration speed, memory requirements and energy.
Specifically, we deal with the case when a CGRA fabric instance hosts
multiple applications, running concurrently (in space and/or time), and
each application has different reconfiguration requirements. Some appli-
cations enjoy dedicated CGRA resources and do not require further re-
configuration. While other applications, share the same CGRA resources
in a time-multiplexed manner, and thus require frequent reconfigurations.
Additionally, a smart power management system might dynamically serial-
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ize/parallelize an application, to enhance energy efficiency by lowering the
voltage/frequency operating point. This requires a reconfiguration archi-
tecture that is geared to dynamically and with agility reconfigure arbitrary
partitions of the CGRA fabric instance. To address these requirements,
concepts like configuration caching [35], [109], [88], configuration compres-
sion [34], [51], [45], and indirect reconfiguration [129], [128], [58] have been
proposed. While these techniques do solve the problem, they come at a
considerable cost (i.e. they improve the agility at cost of space and vice-
versa). Moreover, they address the reconfiguration requirements of only a
certain category of applications/algorithms; when a different category of
application is instantiated, either the resources are under-utilized or the
reconfiguration speed suffers. In this chapter, we propose a configurable
reconfiguration architecture, that allows different partitions of CGRA fab-
ric instances to have a reconfiguration infrastructure that is adapted to its
needs. In essence, we are proposing second order reconfigurability; recon-
figuring the reconfiguration infrastructure to match the application needs.
In particular, we distinguish between four reconfiguration architectures: (i)
Direct Configuration (DC), (ii) Distributed Indirect Configuration (DIC),
(iii) Bus-based Indirect Configuration (BIC) and (iv) multi-context config-
uration, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (a). Each of these architectures incur different
costs (in terms of reconfiguration time, configuration memory, and energy).
The DC requires the least memory (and hence power/energy) but is too
slow to support applications needing time sharing and late binding ([58],
[44], Section 3.7). The DIC offers high speed reconfiguration at the cost
of additional memory/power. The BIC allows to compress data resulting
in reduced memory requirements (see [123] and Section 3.7), compared to
distributed configuration infrastructure, at the cost of performance. The
multi-context architecture offers high frequency reconfiguration at the cost
of high memory.
To efficiently utilize the silicon and energy resources we present a mor-
phable architecture, that can dynamically morph into DC, DIC, BIC, or
multi-context. As shown in Fig. 3.1 (b), the proposed scheme relies on a
reconfigurable infrastructure (hardware) supported by a morphable scratch
pad memory. The polymorphic infrastructure can be tailored to realize ei-
ther direct, bus based or distributed communication. The morphable mem-
ory can morph into data memory, single context configuration memory, or
multi-context configuration memory. Each application can have its own
customized reconfiguration architecture (infrastructure and memory), which
we call Private Configuration Environment (PCE). The proposed scheme is
generic and in principle applicable to all grid based CGRAs with a scratch
pad data memory [43], [103], [80]. To report concrete results, we have chosen
DRRA [111] as a representative CGRA. Simulating practical applications
(WLAN and Matrix Multiplication) show that our solution can save up to
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Figure 3.1: Motivation for Private Configuration Environments (PCE)
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58 % memory (compared to the worst case), by changing the configuration
modes. Synthesis results confirm that implementing the proposed technique
incurs negligible overheads (3 % area and 4 % power).
This work had five major contributions:
1. we propose a morphable configuration infrastructure which can be tai-
lored to match the application configuration needs, thereby promising
significant reductions in memory and energy consumption;
2. we exploit existing data memory to mimic configuration caching and
context switching, thereby eliminating the need for dedicated contexts;
3. we propose an Autonomous Configuration Mode Selection (ACMS)
algorithm that based on the reconfiguration deadlines and available
memory selects a configuration mode that consumes the least energy;
4. we present a 3-tier hierarchical configuration control and management
layer, to realize the above concepts in a scalable manner (Section 3.4);
and
5. we formalize (Section 3.6) and analyze (Section 3.7) potential benefits
and drawbacks of using the morphable reconfiguration architecture.
3.2 Related Work
A configuration architecture is composed of two main elements: (i) config-
uration delivery mechanism and (ii) internal configuration memory. The
configuration delivery mechanism transfers the configware, that determines
the system functionality, from an external storage device to the internal
configuration memory. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3.2, the techniques that
enhance the configuration efficiency, either reduce the configuration delivery
time and/or optimize the internal configuration memory. In this section, we
will review the most prominent work from both areas that is relevant to our
approach.
Traditionally, reconfigurable architectures were provided with only one
configuration memory and the configware was loaded in daisy chained fash-
ion [96]. DeHon [35] analyzed the benefits of hiding configuration latency
by employing multi-context reconfiguration memories. To allow fast recon-
figuration, DAPDNA-2 [109] and FE-GA employ four, DRP-1 [88] and STP
16 employ 16, and ADRES employs 32 contexts in their architectures. How-
ever, the redundant context memory is both area and power hungry. As a
result of redundant contexts, the configuration memory consumes 50% and
40% of area in ADRES and MuCCRA [7], respectively [8]. Additionally, the
configuration caching consumes prohibitive dynamic (due context switch-




























Figure 3.2: Classification of methodologies to optimize configuration
to this problem, Compton [30] presented a method for configuration data
de-fragmentation. The proposed method reduces the unusable areas in con-
figuration memory, created during reconfiguration. Thereby, it enhances the
configuration memory utilization. All the research, that attempt to enhance
the configuration efficiency, employ dedicated contexts regardless of the con-
figuration requirements. As an alternative, we suggest using the contexts
with configurable size by exploiting the scratch pad memory to mimic the
functionality of multiple contexts.
Existing research that reduces the configware delivery time employs
configuration compression, multi-casting or a faster configuration network.
Configuration compression utilizes regularity in data to minimize the size of
configuration bitstream. Multicasting reduces the configuration latency by
configuring multiple PEs, simultaneously. Morphosys [43], reduces the con-
figuration cycles by allowing all the PEs in a row/column to be configured
in a single cycle. However, since the entire row/column has to be configured
with same data, it incurs significant hardware overheads if different elements
in a row/column perform different functions. The hardware wastage in Mo-
sphosys was considerably reduced by the RowMultiC, presented in [123].
This technique, uses two wires, indicating column and row respectively, con-
nected to each cell of a CGRA. The cells which have one set in both column
and row wire are configured with the same data in a single cycle. This
scheme was later employed by [7] and [72] to optimize their configuration
architectures. The multi-casting technique in this thesis is also inspired from
RowMultiC. We enhance its effectiveness by suggesting how it can be scaled.
SmartCell [80] employs both multi-casting and context switching to reduce
the excessive configuration time. We employed a combination of RowMultiC
and dictionary based compression to enhance configuration efficiency [57].
Sano and Amano [108] proposed an adaptive configuration technique to dy-
namically increase the configuration bandwidth. The proposed approach
combines the configuration bus with the computation network, at runtime.
When high speed configuration is needed, the network otherwise used for
computation is stalled and used to reduce configuration time. Furthermore,
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since the configuration is not as complex as the computations, they suggest
to use a faster network for configuration.
3.3 Private Configuration Environments (PCE)
The reconfigurable fabric DRRA efficiently hosts multiple applications by
dynamically creating a separate partition in its computation and memory
layers. However, before our enhancements, all applications were provided a
dedicated serial bus based configuration mechanism. Since different applica-
tions can also have different reconfiguration requirements, we have upgraded
the DRRA computation and storage layer to implement a morphable recon-
figuration architecture. Thus each application on the DRRA fabric can have
a configuration scheme tailored to its needs, called Private Configuration En-
vironment (PCE). The proposed scheme relies on a morphable storage layer
and a reconfigurable infrastructure. To realize a morphable storage layer,
DiMArch, that previously served as data memory to the DRRA computa-
tional fabric, can now morph into context memory for different configura-
tions. The configuration infrastructure is made morphable by embedding
a set of controllers to handle data transfers. The details of the morphable




















Figure 3.3: Logical view of private configuration environment
To clearly illustrate the concept of PCE, consider the case of a DRRA
instance, shown in Fig. 3.3, that simultaneously hosts FFT and Matrix Mul-
tiplication (MM). It is assumed that MM needs fast and frequent reconfigu-
rations (using multiple contexts) while FFT once configured needs no further
reconfiguration. Providing FFT with fast multi-context configuration archi-
tecture would be a waste of area and energy. The proposed methodology
promises reductions in these overheads by morphing into PCE1 and PCE2
for FFT and MM, respectively. Where PCE1 provides simple direct load-
ing from memory and PCE2 provides a fast multi-context reconfiguration
architecture.
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3.3.1 PCE Configuration modes
To achieve different levels of performance and memory consumption, the
proposed architecture can morph into four configuration modes: Direct
Feed (DF), Memory Feed Multi-Cast (MFMC), Memory Feed Distributed
(MFD), and multi-context. In Table 3.1, we briefly estimate the costs and
benefits of these modes. The estimates will be formally evaluated in Sec-
tion 3.6 and actual figures will be reported in Section 3.7. In Direct Feed
mode (DF), the configuration bitstream is directly fed to the DRRA se-
quencers from the global configuration memory (see Fig. 2.5). This method
requires high reconfiguration time, due to additional latency of moving con-
figware from global configuration memory via AHB bus to the loader. The
DF mode incurs low memory costs since it requires no intermediate stor-
age. The Memory Feed Multi-Cast (MFMC), the Memory Feed Distributed
(MFD), and the multi-context modes copy the configware transparently to
DiMArch, before transferring it to DRRA sequencers. Thereby, they reduce
the configuration latency (global configuration memory to the loader) at the
cost of additional intermediate memory. In memory feed multi-cast mode,
the configware is directly fed to the DRRA sequencers from DiMArch. This
mode offers code compression by storing identical configuration words only
once [123], [7]. The memory feed distributed mode feeds the configware from
the DiMArch to multiple sequencers (belonging to different columns), simul-
taneously. Thereby the MFD mode reduces configuration time. It requires
additional memory, since same configuration words need to be stored in
multiple locations. The multi-context mode, stores multiple configurations
of same application in different memory banks of DiMArch. This mode al-
lows high speed of operation (same as MFD) and high frequency context
switching.
Table 3.1: Configuration modes
Configuration Configuration Configuration Configuration Targeted
mode infrastructure time memory domain
Direct Feed Bus based sequential and
High Low
Applications needing
(DF) multi-cast configware transfers no reconfiguration
from global memory
Memory Feed Bus based sequential and
Medium Medium
Applications using
Multi-Cast multi-cast configware transfers late binding
(MFMC) from DiMArch
Memory Feed Distributed sequential
Low High
Applications using
Distributed transfers from DiMArch late binding
(MFD)
Multi-context Multiple parts of DiMArch act
Low Highest
Applications using
as multiple contexts time sharing
To further illustrate the need for different configuration modes, consider
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for example that a platform hosts Wireless LAN (WLAN). Given that abun-
dant resources are available and no further reconfigurations are needed, the
direct feed mode (with minimum memory requirements) will be the most
efficient configuration technique. If the WLAN application can be paral-
lelized/serialized (e.g. to enhance its energy efficiency [60]) the system
requires some initial reconfigurations to stabilize. To meet the reconfigu-
ration needs of this system either memory feed multi-cast or memory feed
distributed modes would be feasible. Finally, if the platform has limited re-
sources and the WLAN is time multiplexed with MPEG4 decoder. To meet
the deadlines, this system will require fast and frequent reconfigurations that
can be only provided by multi-context configuration mode.
3.3.2 PCE life time
The proposed scheme provides multiple applications with the configuration
architectures, tailored to their needs, called Private Configuration Environ-
ments (PCE). A PCE has the life time equal to the application, for which it
is created. Before an application enters a platform, its PCE is created and
required resources reserved. During execution, the PCE manages the con-
text switches and configware delivery. After the application exits the plat-
form, the PCE is terminated and the reserved resources released. Broadly,
the life time of a Private Configuration Environment (PCE) can be divided
into six stages: (i) memory banks in DiMArch (data memory) are reserved
to act as configuration memory, (ii) the application configware is stored in
the reserved memory banks, (iii) the context switching and data transfer
instructions are sent to the DiMArch sequencers (Section 3.3.4), (iv) config-
uration infrastructure is morphed to mimic the configuration mode (Section
3.3.5), (v) the application starts executing with the data transfers and con-
text switches managed by the DiMArch sequencer (Section 3.3.4), and (vi)
the PCE is terminated once application leaves the platform.
3.3.3 PCE Generation and Management Packet (GMP)
To realize the six stages of PCE, discussed in Section 3.3.2, additional infor-
mation is stored with the configware of each application. This additional in-
formation identifies the peculiarities of a PCE (e.g. configuration mode and
contexts). Fig. 3.4 (a) shows the original Application ConfigWare (ACW)
along with the appended PCE information, collectively called PCE Genera-
tion and Management Packet (GMP). The GMP packet contains four types
of instructions: (i) PCE Context Length (PCL) instructions, (ii) Applica-
tion ConfigWare (ACW), (iii) Data sequencing instructions (Dseq), and (iv)
Context sequencing instructions (Cseq). The PCL instructions are loaded
first from the global configware memory to a DiMArch sequencer (see Sec-
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/*Generate PCE2 for MM*/
Reserve memory(x1 to y1) for ctxt1
Reserve memory(x2 to y2) for ctxt2
load ctxt1 in memory (x1 to y1)
load ctxt2 in memory (x2 to y2)
/*Manage PCE2 for MM*/
Feed sequencers 4-9 memory (x1 to y1) 
Feed data to registers 4-9
Feed sequencers 4-9 memory (x2 to y2) 
/*Generate PCE1 for FFT*/
/*No context reservation needed 
ditect load inferred*/
/*Manage PCE1 for FFT*/
Feed sequencers 0-3 ACW from GCM
Feed data to registers 0-3





PCE   = Private configuration 
              enviornment
GMP  = PCE generation and 
              management packet
PCL   = PCE context length
Dseq  = Data sequence
Cseq  = Context sequence
CTXT = Context
ACW  = Application configware
Figure 3.4: PCE generation and management
tion 2.1.2). Depending on the PCL instructions, the DiMArch sequencer
either creates or manages a PCE. The Dseq instructions identify the loca-
tions and order, to transfer data for computation. The Cseq instructions
dictate the locations and order in which context switches should be made.
To illustrate how a PCE is generated and managed (using the GMP), we
reuse the example of FFT and matrix multiplication, discussed earlier in
this section. Remember that FFT and matrix multiplication use direct feed
and multi-context configuration modes, respectively. Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 3.4 (b), matrix multiplication and FFT have different GMP packets .
For FFT, the PCL field contains only one instructions indicating that FFT
will use direct feed mode (needing no context reservation). For matrix mul-
tiplication, the PCL field contains three instructions. The first instruction
indicates that multi-context configuration mode with two contexts should be
reserved. The other two instructions identify the start and end addresses of
DiMArch memory banks to be reserved for each context. After the memory
banks are reserved, the application configware is sent to the reserved Di-
MArch memory banks. Finally, the Dseq and Cseq instructions are copied
to the DiMArch sequencers to manage data transfers and context switching,
respectively. Fig. 3.4 (c) depicts how the DiMArch sequencer decodes the
packet to generate and manage the PCEs.
3.3.4 Morphable Configuration Memory
Before our modifications, all the configware was stored in a global configu-
ration memory (see Fig. 2.5), before its transfer to the relevant sequencers
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[58]. But as discussed later in sections 3.6 and 3.7, the cost of programming
the sequencer from the global configware memory is too high to support
late binding or time sharing (provided by MFMC, MFD, and multi-context
modes). To allow fast and frequent reconfigurations, we have extended the
functionality of the existing distributed-data-memory, DiMArch (described
in Section 2.1.2), to store configware as well. To efficiently support variable
memory to computation ratios of different applications, DiMArch can be dy-
namically divided into multiple partitions, by the software [118]. Each parti-
tion can be viewed as a local memory for the application. Each partition can
be subdivided into two parts: (i) configware partition and (ii) data partition.
Before an application is mapped, a request to reserve a memory/configware
partition, is sent to DiMArch. Based on the request, DiMArch creates mem-
ory/configware partitions of appropriate sizes. The configware partition can
be further morphed into three states: (i) centralized single context, (ii) dis-
tributed single context, and (iii) distributed multi context. The centralized
single context state assumes that DiMArch is connected to a bus based
configuration infrastructure and outputs data sequentially. The distributed
single context state considers that DiMArch is supported by a distributed
configuration architecture. In this configuration mode, DiMArch copies data
in multiple memory banks, from where it can be transferred to the DRRA
sequencers, in parallel. In distributed multi-context state, DiMArch stores
different chunks of a configware in multiple memory banks to perform high
frequency context switching. To realize different configuration states, Di-
MArch sequencers (Section 2.1.2) are employed. The DiMArch sequencers
are implemented as simple state machines that control and manage each
partition. The state machines determine when data or configware is sent to
the reg-files or sequencers, respectively. For further information on DiMArch
sequencer, we refer to [118].
3.3.5 Morphable Configuration Infrastructure
Fig. 3.5 depicts a high-level overview of DRRA configuration infrastructure.
In this section, we will explain how each configuration mode is realized using
this hardware. The intelligence for morphing the configuration architecture
resides in a Configuration Controller (CC). To allow scalability, the CC
is implemented hierarchically in three layers, as explained later in Section
3.4. For the direct feed mode, the CC performs three steps: (i) it loads
the configware from the configware bank to the Horizontal Bus (HBUS),
(ii) it asserts the sequencer addresses directly to DRRA using RowMultiC
(see [123] and Section 3.4.2), and (iii) it directs the Local Configuration
Controller (LCC), present with each column of the DRRA, to copy the data
from the HBUS to vertical bus VBUS , effectively broadcasting data to
all sequencers. To support memory feed distributed, memory feed multi-
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cast, and multi-context modes, the configware is first loaded to DiMArch
by the DiMArch sequencers using the DiMArch network shown in Fig. 2.3.
In distributed mode, the configware from the DiMArch memory bank is
transferred to the MLFCs. The MLFCs depending on the address transfer
the configware to the sequencers. In MCMF mode, the configware is placed
by MLFCs on its VBUS, and simultaneously the multi-cast addresses are
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Figure 3.5: Private Configuration Environment (PCE) infrastructure
3.4 Hierarchical configuration backbone
To ensure scalability, we have implemented the proposed configuration archi-
tecture using three hierarchical layers of configuration controllers: (i) local
controller, (ii) application controller, and (iii) platform controller. A logical
view of these controllers is shown in Fig. 3.6. A single platform controller
manages all the Private Configuration Environments (PCEs) of the plat-
form. It is connected to the loader and receives the PCE generation and
management packets (see Section 3.3.2) from the global configuration bank.
Depending on the contents of the packet and the available free resources the
platform agent sends the PCE generation and management packet to one
of the application controllers. Each application controller creates and man-
ages a PCE, by interacting with local controllers. A set of local controllers
coordinate with each other and the application controller to realize one of
the configuration modes. The configuration controllers are implemented as
simple state machines, which depending on the chosen configuration mode,
direct the configuration words towards appropriate path. For a given ap-
plication, the application and local controllers can operate in either direct
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feed, memory feed distributed, or memory feed multi-cast mode (see Section
3.3.1). Before shifting to memory feed distributed or memory feed multi-
cast mode, the controllers first load DiMArch in an additional mode, called
memory load mode. The multi context mode is realized by the morphable





























Figure 3.6: Hierarchical configuration control layer
3.4.1 Local controller
A separate controller, called local controller, is embedded with each column
of DRRA. To generate and manage a private configuration environment, a
set of local controllers work in harmony. The basic functionality of the local
controller is shown in Table 3.2. To efficiently realize the functionality we
have implemented the local controllers in two parts: (i) multi-cast controller
and (ii) DiMArch controller.
Table 3.2: Local controller functionality
Configuration mode Functionality
Direct feed
Copy configware from horizontal bus to vertical
bus to vertical bus
Memory load
Copy configware from horizontal bus to DiMArch
sequencer
Memory Feed Distributed (MFD)
Copy configware from DiMArch sequencers to
vertical buses
Memory Feed Multi-Cast (MFMC)
(i) One of the local controllers copies
configware from the DiMArch sequencer to
horizontal bus
(ii) All local controllers copy the configware
from horizontal bus to the vertical bus
Multi-cast controller
As depicted in Fig. 3.7 (a), the multi-cast controller is connected to hor-
izontal bus, vertical bus, and DiMArch controller interface. To determine
its operating mode, the multi-cast controller continuously snoops for valid
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data, on the horizontal bus and the DiMArch controller interface. Upon
detecting valid data on the horizontal bus, it morphs to either direct feed
or memory load mode.In direct feed mode it copies the configware from the
horizontal bus to the vertical bus, thereby broadcasting the configware to
all sequencers. In memory load mode the configware is sent to the DiMArch
controller interface. If the multi-cast controller detects valid data on its Di-
MArch controller interface it copies the configware and multi-cast addresses
to the vertical bus and the horizontal bus, respectively. The application
configuration controller later use these addresses to enable the appropriate



























































Figure 3.7: Direct Feed and Multi-Cast controller (DFMC)
DiMArch controller
The functionality of DiMArch controller is depicted in Fig. 3.8. Each Di-
MArch controller is connected to the memory sequencer, multi-cast con-
troller, and vertical bus. To determine its operating mode, the DiMArch
controller monitors the memory sequencer and the multi-cast controller in-
terface. On detecting valid data on its multi-cast controller interface, it
morphs to memory load mode. In memory load mode, the DiMArch con-
troller copies the configware on the multi-cast controller interface to the
vertical bus and signals the memory sequencers to load the data in reserved
memory (See Section 3.3.2). If the DiMArch sequencer finds data on its
interface with memory sequencer, it morphs to memory feed distributed or
memory feed multi-cast mode.In memory feed multi-cast mode and the con-
figware is sent to the multi-cast controller. In memory feed distributed mode




































Figure 3.8: Memory Load and distributed Feed Controller (MLFC)
3.4.2 Application controller
An application controller is embedded with a set of local controllers to gen-
erate and manage a private execution environments. The architecture and
functionality of the application controller is depicted in figures 3.9 and 3.10,
respectively. The application controller is connected to platform controller,
horizontal bus, row bus, and column bus. The total number of rows and
columns in a private configuration environment is a design time decision.
Each wire RBi and CBj is connected to the all the sequencers in ith row
and jth column, respectively. During operation, the application controller
snoops, for valid data, on platform controller interface and horizontal bus.
If it detects valid data on platform controller interface, it morphs to ei-
ther direct feed or memory load mode. In direct feed mode the application
controller performs two tasks: (i) it asserts the row bus and column bus ad-
dresses and (ii) it copies the data to horizontal bus. In memory load mode
the configware from platform controller is sent directly to the horizontal
bus. If application controller finds valid data on horizontal bus, memory
feed multi-cast mode is inferred and row bus/column bus addresses are ex-
tracted from the horizontal bus.
3.4.3 Platform controller
The platform controller is the general manager responsible for dynamically
















































Figure 3.10: Application controller functionality
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cal representation of the Platform Controller (PCC) is depicted in Fig. 3.11.
The platform controller based on the sequencers to be programmed, iden-
tifies the candidate application controller. It is mainly intended to ensure
scalability of the proposed bus based morphable architecture. For small
projects (applications hosting only a single applications) the platform con-
troller can be completely removed from the system. For mid to large sized
projects the platform controller can be controlled by a dedicated thread in
the LEON3 processor (2.5). In this thesis, we mainly target future platforms
hosting multiple applications simultaneously and therefore, we control and










Figure 3.11: Platform controller logical/functional representation
3.5 Application mapping protocol
In this section, we will explain how the polymorphic reconfiguration archi-



































Figure 3.12: Configuration protocol
3.5.1 Configware datapath setup
Fig. 3.12 depicts how the datapath for the configware of an application
is setup. Before mapping an application to the reconfigurable fabric, the
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platform controller determines the application controller where the config-
ware should be sent. The algorithm to determine an appropriate application
controller is beyond the scope of this thesis. Some details about similar algo-
rithms can be found in [40]. Upon reception of configware from the platform
controller, the application controller checks the mode field in the received
configware (see Fig. 3.4). If the field indicates direct load, the configware is
loaded directly to DRRA sequencers. To load the configware, the row and
column lines are first asserted (to activate the destination sequencers) and
then the configware is broadcast to the horizontal and vertical buses (HBUS
and VBUS). If the mode field indicates indirect loading, the configware is
sent to the DiMArch memory. It should be noted that before loading the ac-
tual application configware, the DiMArch sequencers are programmed. The
configured DiMArch sequencers first load the configware to the memory and
then feed it to the DRRA sequencers at selected times. For multi-context
memory feed modes, multiple copies of configware are stored. In the mem-
ory feed direct mode, only a single copy of configware is stored, while for
the memory feed distributed mode configware is stored in multiple memory
banks.
3.5.2 Autonomous configuration mode selection
Up till now we assumed that the configuration mode for each application
is determined by the programmer at compile time. To autonomously select
the configuration mode, we have implemented a simple algorithm, called
Autonomous Configuration Mode Selection algorithm (ACMS), on the plat-
form controller (note that the platform controller itself is realized on LEON3
processor as a software). ACMS based on the available resources and appli-
cation deadlines selects the configuration mode needing the least memory at
runtime. The algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3.13. To illustrate the motivation
for using this algorithm, consider for example that an application A requests
CGRA resources. Given the availability of resources, the application will be
mapped to the platform. However, if the sufficient resources are not avail-
able the platform controller will call the ACMS algorithm, that will attempt
to time multiplex the application with an existing application. To time-
multiplex multiple applications, ACMS finds a mapped application, B, with
a slack larger than the deadline of application A. If such an application is
found, A and B are multiplexed and the mode fields of both applications are
modified. The current version of ACMS only make dynamic mode selection
decisions if the resources consumed by the mapped application (application
B in this example) are greater than or equal to the resources needed by the
application to be mapped (application A in this example). The algorithm
presently works only if both the mapped and to be mapped applications are
in memory feed modes. The dynamic change from direct feed to memory
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feed mode will require further architectural modification and which are not












Figure 3.13: Autonomous Configuration Mode Selection algorithm (ACMS)
3.6 Formal evaluation of configuration modes
In this section, we will formally analyze the performance and memory re-
quirements of each configuration mode.
3.6.1 Performance
The time, ts, needed to configure an application, Ai, in direct feed mode






(T (CW(i,j)) + Ls), (3.1)
where seq, W i, Ls, and T (CW(i,j)) denote the total sequencers to be fed, the
total configware words in each sequencer, the latency from the global config-
uration memory to the HBUS, and the time needed for loading a configware
word from VBUS to the sequencers. In the proposed configuration scheme,
T (CW(i,j)), remains constant, since it is achieved via broadcast. Therefore,






(T (CW ) + Ls), (3.2)
The time needed for direct feed in employing multi-casting, tmd, is given by:
tmd = ts − (
MC∑
l=0
Tcw ∗G(l)− 1 + Ls), (3.3)
The time needed for memory feed distributed mode, td, is given by:
td = max(tseq(i)), (3.4)





Tcw + Lm. (3.5)
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Where Lm is the latency for feeding data from the DiMArch and given by:
Lm = D + 1, (3.6)
where D is the distance of memory bank from MLFC. Therefore, provided
that the configware is in DiMArch, distributed mode promises significant
reductions in reconfiguration time, compared to direct mode. The time






T (CW(i,j)) + Lm)− (
MC∑
l=0
Tcw ∗G(l)− 1 + Lm), (3.7)
where MC and G(l) denote the words which can be multi-cast and the group
of sequencers to configuration word l can be broadcast. It will be shown later
in Section 3.7 that Ls >> Lm. Finally, the time needed to switch a context
in multi context mode is same as that of the memory feed distributed mode.
The multi-context mode is useful for time sharing when applications need to
shift their contexts frequently. Therefore, from the equations 3.2, 3.3, 3.4,
and 3.7 it can be concluded that ts > tmd > tm > td.
3.6.2 Memory requirements
Configuration memory, CMs, needed to configure an application, Ai, in




Wi ∗ lCW , (3.8)
where seq, Wi, and lCW denote the sequencers, the configuration words in
the ith sequencer, and the length of a configuration word. The configuration
memory, CMmc, required for direct feed, by employing multi-casting, is
given by:
CMmc = CMs − (
MC∑
l=0
lcw ∗ seq(l)− 1), (3.9)
where MC and seq(l) denote the words which can be multi-cast and the
number of sequencers to which word l can be broadcast. Equations 3.8 and
3.9 clearly indicate that multi-cast feeding requires lesser memory. Config-
uration memory, CMMF D, needed for distributed mode, is given by:
CMMF D = 2 ∗ CMs, (3.10)
It should be noted that CMs and ctxt ∗ CMs bits will be needed in the
global configuration memory Global Configuration Memory (GCM) and the
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DiMArch, respectively. Configuration memory needed for multi-cast mem-
ory feed, CMMF MC , is given by:
CMMF MC = (ctxt + 1) ∗ CMmc. (3.11)
The configuration memory, CMcs, required for multi context mode, is given
by:
CMcs = CMMF D ∗ ctxts, (3.12)
where ctxt denotes the number of contexts reserved. From equations 3.8,
3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 it is obvious that the memory requirements of
Ccs > CMMF D > CMMF MC > CMs > CMms.
3.6.3 Energy consumption
In this section, to visualize the effect of configuration mode on configuration
energy consumption, we will present a very simplistic energy model. The
actual energy estimates, using Synopsys Design Compiler will be reported
in Section 3.7. Configuration energy, Es, needed to configure an application,




Wi ∗ ECW , (3.13)
where seq, Wi, and ECW denote the sequencers, the configuration words in
the ith sequencer, and the and the energy required to transport a configura-
tion word to from memory the sequencer.
The configuration energy, Emc, required for direct feed, by employing
multi-casting, is given by:
Emc = Es − (
MC∑
l=0
EG2B(l) ∗ seq(l)− 1), (3.14)
where MC and seq(l) denote the words which can be multi-cast and the
number of sequencers to which word l can be broadcast. EG2B is the energy
needed to transport a word from the global configuration memory to the
HBUS. Equations 3.13 and 3.14 indicate that multi-cast feeding requires∑MC
l=0 EG2B(l) ∗ seq(l) − 1 lesser than the direct feed mode. Configuration
energy, EMF MC , needed for multi-cast memory feed mode is given by:
EMF MC = Emc + Recof ∗ Emem, (3.15)
where Recof are the total number of reconfigurations and Emem is the re-
configuration energy to feed from the memory. The configuration energy,
Ecs, required for multi context mode, is given by:





where Emem(i) denotes the energy needed to feed the DRRA from the ith
context. It is assumed that different contexts will be placed very close
together making Ecs ≈ EMF MC . From equations 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16
it is obvious that the energy requirements of Es > Ems > EMF MC ≈ Ecs.
3.7 Results
In this section, we will perform cost benefit analysis of the proposed ap-
proach.
3.7.1 Configuration time and Memory requirements of vari-
ous configuration modes
To analyze the configuration time and memory requirements of various con-
figuration modes, on real application, we mapped six representative appli-
cations/algorithms on the DRRA: (i) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), (ii)
Matrix Multiplication (MM), (iii) Finite Impulse response Filter (FIR), and
(iv) wireless LAN transmitter (WLAN), 2-D convolution, and block inter-
leaver ). The motivation for choosing FFT, FIR, MM, 2-D convolution,
and block interleaver is their wide spread in DSP application. WLAN was
selected to analyze the benefits on a real complete application. For the
FFT and MM multiple versions with different levels of parallelism (serial,
partially parallel (par par), and fully parallel) were simulated. Each appli-
cation was configured using the three configuration modes, shown in Section
3.3: (i) Direct Feed (DF), (ii) Memory Feed Multi-Cast (MFMC), and (iii)
Memory Feed Distributed (MFD). In addition, we also simulated the con-
figuration time and memory, with no multi-casting support. Therefore, two
additional modes: Direct Feed Sequential (DFS) and modes Memory Feed
Sequential (MFS) were created. Table 3.3 shows the time needed to config-
ure the applications. It is clearly seen that the direct feed modes have require
significantly large configuration time compared to the memory feed modes
due to large configuration latency. Hence, justifying the assumption made
in Section 3.6.1 (Ls >> Lm). Table 3.4 compares the configuration time of
Memory Feed Distributed (MFD) and Memory Feed Multi-Cast (MFMC)
modes. It is seen that, for the tested applications, the MFD mode promises
a considerable reduction in configuration time (from 35 % to 80 %) com-
pared to the multi-cast mode. The reason is that, the MFD mode feeds the
configuration words in parallel, while the MFMC mode offers parallel feed-
ing only when identical words are fed to multiple sequencers. Table 3.4 and
Fig. 3.14, show the memory requirements for the Direct Feed (DF), Memory
Feed Distributed (MFD) and Memory Feed Multi-Cast (MFMC) modes. It
can be seen that direct feed mode requires significantly lesser memory com-
pared to the memory feed modes (MFD and MCMF) because it does not
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require additional copies of configware in DiMArch. The reason for better
memory efficiency of Memory Feed Multi-Cast (MFMC) mode, compared
to Memory Feed Distributed (MFD) mode is that, the MFMC mode stores
identical configuration words only once. The memory requirements of the
MFD and MFMC modes are identical only when all the configware words
are different (e.g. in case of FIR and MM serial). It should be noted that all
the for the multi-context mode, the memory requirements will be a multiple
of MFD mode. The reconfiguration time will remain the same as the MFD
mode.
Table 3.3: Reconfiguration cycles needed in different configuration modes
Application
Configuration mode
DF DFS MFS Multicast Distributed
(Cycles) (Cycles) (Cycles) (Cycles) (Cycles)
FFT64 serial 5577 3120 143 52 80
FFT64 par par 7137 5655 183 29 145
FFT2048 25077 19500 643 63 500
MM serial 819 819 21 13 21
MM par par 1677 1326 43 13 34
MM parallel 2535 1716 65 13 44
FIR 507 546 13 5 14
WLAN 8892 6435 228 52 165
2D convolution 4056 4056 104 75 75
Block interleaver 1872 1872 48 8 8





FFT64 serial 52 80 35
FFT64 par par 29 145 80
FFT2048 63 500 87
MM serial 13 21 38
MM par par 13 34 62
MM parallel 13 44 70
FIR 5 14 64
WLAN 52 165 68
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FFT64 serial 5760 10296 2880
FFT64 par par 10440 13176 5220
FFT2048 36000 46296 18000
MM serial 1512 1512 756
MM par par 2448 3096 1224
MM parallel 3168 4680 1584
FIR 1008 936 504
WLAN 11880 16416 5940
2D convolution 7488 7488 3744
Block interleaver 3456 3456 1728
3.7.2 Overhead analysis
To estimate additional overhead incurred by the local, application, and plat-
form controllers, we synthesized the DRRA fabric with PCE infrastructure.
Area and power requirements of each component is shown in Table 3.6 and
Fig. 3.15. The LCC and ACC arbiter were found to be most costly, con-
suming power (64 %) and area (39 %). LCC consumes high power since it is
active in all configuration modes. Overall, the results confirm that the mor-
phable reconfiguration architecture incurs negligible additional overheads (3
% area and 4 %power). To support RowMultiC (Section 3.4.2), an additional
wire is added to every row and column of DRRA. Every cell is connected
to the row and the column wire, traversing the cell (see Fig. 3.9). Thereby,
each cell requires only 2 wire bus for its addressing. This overhead is sig-
nificantly smaller compared to the wiring overhead of traditional addressing
strategy, i.e. nlog2. Where n is the total cells present in the system. The
latency for direct loading (from SRAM to DRRA sequencers via AHB bus)
and memory loading (from DiMArch to DRRA sequencers via memory se-
quencers) is 39 and 6 cycles respectively. For memory loading, once the
pipeline is filled a configuration word can be sent every cycle.
Table 3.6: Area and power consumption of different components of PCE
ACC ACC-arbiter LCC LCC-arbiter DRRA cell
Power µW 13.67 25.1 130.19 33.29 5029
Area µm2 488 1247 580 890 85679
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Figure 3.14: Configuration memory requirements for various configuration
modes
Figure 3.15: Area and power breakdown of various PCE components
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3.7.3 PCE benefits in late binding and configuration caching
To demonstrate the benefits of our scheme, we have used autonomous par-
allelism, voltage, and frequency selection algorithm (APVFS), presented in
[60]. The APVFS algorithm stores multiple versions of each application,
with different degree of parallelism. High energy efficiency is achieved by
dynamically choosing the version that requires the least voltage/frequency,
to meet the deadlines on available resources. To ensure low configuration
time, the algorithm stores multiple versions in spare contexts. For our ex-
periments, we use WLAN and Matrix Multiplication (MM). WLAN requires
a stream to be processed in 4µsec. Additionally, we assume that the appli-
cation allows to buffer a single stream during reconfiguration stall. For MM,
we assumed a synthetic deadline of 1msec. Additionally, we assume that the
applications allows to buffer a single stream during reconfiguration. Using
these constraints on DRRA operating at 400 MHz frequency, the WLAN
and MM are allowed to stall for 1.6 K and 400 K cycles, respectively. Fig.
3.16 shows the reconfiguration stalls, using different configuration modes.
It can be seen that the desired configuration constraints for WLAN and
MM are met by MFMC (requiring 11880 bits) and DF (requiring 1584 bits)
modes, respectively (see Table 3.5). A traditional worst case architecture
(using MFD mode) would require 32832 bits see Table 3.5. Therefore, even
for this small example (using a single context), our architecture promises 58
% savings of configuration memory.
Figure 3.16: Stalls when applying late binding to WLAN and matrix mul-
tiplication
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3.7.4 PCE in presence of compression algorithms
To reduce the configuration memory, DRRA supports two configuration
compression schemes: (i) loop preservation and (ii) Compact Generic Inter-
mediate Representation (CGIR) based compression.
Loop preservation saves memory by delaying the loop unrolling until
the configware reaches the sequencer. Once the configware reaches the
DRRA sequencer, an embedded hardware unit unrolls the loops and maps
the instructions to the DRRA sequencers. It has been shown that the ap-
proach can save on average 55% configuration memory [91]. To evaluate
the impact of loop preservation on configuration mode, we mapped six algo-
rithms/applications (64 point FFT, 2048 point FFT, 2D convolution, matrix
multiplication, and block interleaver) on DRRA fabric. The configuration
cycles and the memory requirements of each configuration mode is shown
in Table 3.7. The multi-casting modes are not shown since they are not
supported in presence loop preservation. It can be seen that while overall
data cycles and memory for all the applications reduces significantly, the
difference in configuration modes remain constant.




Direct feed Memory feed Memory feed distributed
(Cycles) (Cycles) (Cycles)
FFT64 serial 2262 58 19
FFT2048 5460 140 23
2D conv 546 14 9
Matrix mult serial 468 12 12
Block interleaver 1872 48 8
Compact Generic Intermediate Representation (CGIR) is mainly in-
tended to compress configware when multiple versions of an application
(with different levels of parallelism) are stored. Storing multiple versions
allows to enhance energy efficiency by dynamically parallelizing/serializing
an application. Details about how energy efficiency is enhanced by using
multiple versions can be found in [60][57]. CGIR compresses data by stor-
ing configware for only a single version. The rest of the versions are stored
as differences from the original version. The decompression is performed
in software by a LEON3 processor. Therefore, in the memory feed modes
(MFD and MFMC) configware cannot be stored as a CGIR. To consider
the impact of CGIR on different reconfiguration modes, we mapped IFFT
(used in WLAN transmitter) with multiple versions on DRRA. The results
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2D conv 504 1008
Matrix mult 532 864
Block interleaver 1728 3456
Table 3.9: Configuration memory requirements for different versions of IFFT
Versions No Compression CGIR
DF (bits) MFD (bits) DF(bits) MFD (bits)
1 4050 8100 4121 8100
2 8240 16480 5077 16480
3 12290 24580 6033 24580
4 16340 32680 6989 32680
5 20390 40780 7945 40870
are shown in Table 3.9 and depicted in Fig. 3.17. It can be clearly seen
that after the CGIR based compression the difference between the memory
requirements of direct feed and memory feed distributed modes increase sig-
nificantly. The reason for the increase is that the decompression of CGIR
into hard binary requires a processor, which is not available in the memory
feed modes. From these results it is obvious that the CGIR based compres-
sion aggravates the need for proper mode selection.
Figure 3.17: Effect of compression on IFFT
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3.8 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a morphable architecture, to provide
the on-demand reconfiguration infrastructure to each application, hosted by
a CGRA. On-demand reconfiguration was attained by using a morphable
data/configuration memory supplemented by morphable hardware. By con-
figuring the memory and the hardware, four configuration modes were real-
ized: (i) direct feed, (ii) direct feed multi-cast, (iii) direct feed distributed,
and (iv) multi context. To manage the process in a scalable fashion, a three-
tier control backbone, was introduced. It was responsible for customizing
the configuration infrastructure upon arrival of a new application. The ob-
tained results suggest that significant reduction in memory requirements
(up to 58 %) can be achieved by employing the proposed morphable archi-
tecture. Synthesis results confirm a negligible penalty (3 % area and 4 %
power) compared to a DRRA cell. Future research on PCEs will involve
development of a comprehensive reconfiguration mode selection algorithm.
The algorithm, along with memory, will also take into account thermal and
energy considerations for optimal mode selection. Additionally, we also plan
to test the feasibility of other compression techniques (such as run length






With the progress in the processing technology, the size of semiconductor
devices is shrinking rapidly, which offers many advantages like low power
consumption, low manufacturing costs, and ability to make hand held de-
vices. However, shrinking feature sizes and decreasing node capacitance, the
increase of the operating frequency, and the power supply reduction affect
the noise margins and amplify susceptibility to faults. It is therefore pre-
dicted that the number of on-chip faults will increase as technology scales
further into the nano-scale regime, making fault-tolerance an essential fea-
ture of future designs [17]. In particular, bit-flips in storage elements called
Single Event Upsets (SEUs), most often caused by cosmic radiation, are of
major concern [63]. In this chapter, we will first present our work on de-
veloping private reliability environments for CGRAs followed by PREs for
NoCs (in the next chapter).
4.1.1 Private reliability environments for computation, com-
munication, and memory
The superior performance of CGRAs (compared to FPGAs) combined with
the increasing importance of fault tolerance has lead the researchers have to
develop CGRAs with reliability considerations [5, 56, 55, 6]. Novel CGRAs
host multiple applications simultaneously on a single platform. Each ap-
plication can potentially have different reliability requirements (e.g., a car
braking system requires very high reliability while a video streaming can be
accommodated on a less reliable platform). In addition, the reliability needs
of an application can also vary depending on the operating conditions (e.g.
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temperature, noise, voltage, etc.). Providing maximum (worst case) pro-
tection to all applications imposes high area and energy penalty. To cater
this problem, recently, flexible reliability schemes have been proposed [6] [5]
[55], which reduce the fault-tolerance overhead by providing only the needed
protection for each application. Since the flexible reliability schemes pro-
vide each application with the fault-tolerance infrastructure tailored to its
need, in this thesis we call them Private Reliability Environments (PREs).
The existing architectures that offer flexible reliability, only allow to shift
between different levels of modular redundancy. In modular redundancy, an
entire replaceable unit (i.e. a module) is replicated, making it an expensive
technique resulting in at least twice energy and area overhead. As an alter-
native to expensive modular redundancy, we propose a flexible fault-tolerant
architecture that, besides modular redundancy allows to use low-cost protec-
tion based on Error Detecting Codes (EDCs) [61]. Compared to previously
proposed flexible reliability schemes, that protect CGRAs against the same
class of faults (e.g. SEUs), the proposed scheme (using EDCs) not only
protects data memory, computations, and communications, but also offers
significant reduction of energy consumption. In particular, we chose residue
modulo (mod) 3 codes, because they have been known as one of the least
costly methods which can be used to protect against undetected errors simul-
taneously in the computations, the data memory, and the communications
[56][82]. Depending on the strength of the fault-tolerance approaches used
(which imply different energy overhead), the proposed technique offers five
different dynamically configurable reliability levels. Our solution relies on
an agent based control layer and a reconfigurable fault-tolerance data path.
The control layer identifies the application reliability needs and configures
the data path to provide the needed reliability.
4.1.2 Private reliability environments for configuration mem-
ory
To protect the configuration memory we have used configuration scrubbing.
The motivation for using configuration scrubbing in CGRAs is that the
modern CGRAs enhance the silicon and power efficiency by hosting multi-
ple applications, running concurrently in space and/or time. Some applica-
tions enjoy dedicated CGRA resources and do not require further reconfig-
uration, whereas some other applications share the same CGRA resources
in a time-multiplexed manner, and thus require frequent reconfigurations.
Additionally, some CGRAs [112] also support smart power management
systems that can serialize/parallelize an application to enhance energy effi-
ciency by lowering the voltage/frequency operating point. To address these
requirements multiple copies of the configware are stored and techniques
like configuration caching [109][88] and indirect reconfiguration [58][119] are
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employed to configure/reconfigure applications. While these techniques do
solve the problem, they impose high overheads in terms of configuration
memory. Therefore, in many recently proposed CGRAs the configuration
memory consumes significant percentage of the overall device area (50% in
ADRES [124], 40% in MuCCRA [7], 30% in DRRA [112]). The large con-
figuration memories make configuration scrubbing an interesting technique
even for CGRAs. However, to the best of our knowledge, before our thesis
the research on configuration scrubbing dealt only with FPGAs without any
reference to CGRAs.
4.1.3 Motivational example
As a concrete motivational example (for private reliability environments)
consider Fig. 4.1 which depicts a scenario in which a CGRA simultaneously
hosts a car braking system and a DSP application (e.g. for video stream-
ing). The dotted boxes indicate the resources occupied by each application.
Obviously, the car braking system requires the highest reliability level, be-
cause each computation should be correct, on time, and cannot be dropped.
We assume that Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) provides the needed
reliability. The computations for the DSP application can be classified into
critical/less-critical computations, depending on their contributions towards
the overall output quality (say, in terms of peak-signal-to-noise-ratio) [10].
While each critical computation is important and needs very high reliabil-
ity (ensured e.g. by TMR), the less critical computations can be dropped
if an error is detected (making a self-checking unit protected using EDCs
sufficient). The static fault-tolerant architecture (Fig. 4.1b)) will waste en-
ergy because it will provide redundant modules for both applications (here,
a module is a basic block that typically consists of an ALU, registers and
a switch). A number of these modules are combined to realize a complete
CGRA. The adaptive modular fault-tolerance (Fig. 4.1c)) enhances the
fault-tolerance strength only at the modular level; it allows to increase en-
ergy efficiency, by providing separate redundancy for each application. The
additional dotted line isolates the resources occupied by the critical (em-
ploying TMR) and the less critical (employing duplication with comparison
(DWC)) parts of the DSP application. Our solution (Fig. 4.1d)) provides
architectural support to allow shifting redundancy even at the sub-modular
level.
The proposed scheme is generic and in principle applicable to all grid
based CGRAs [43][103]. To obtain some realistic results, we have chosen
a Dynamically Reconfigurable Resource Array (DRRA) [111], as a repre-
sentative CGRA. Simulating practical applications (Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), matrix multiplication, and Finite Input Response (FIR) filter) shows
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of different fault-tolerance architectures.
from 3.125% to 107% for self-checking to fault-tolerant versions, respec-
tively. Synthesis results confirm that sub-modular redundancy significantly
reduces the area overhead (59.1% and 7.1% for self-checking and fault-
tolerant versions, respectively), compared to the-state-of-the art adaptive
reliability methods.
4.2 Related Work
Since the last decade, fault-tolerance has been a subject of extensive re-
search [78]. In this section, we will review only the most prominent works
in adaptive fault-tolerance which are the most relevant to our approach.
4.2.1 Flexible reliability
Much of the work dealing with flexible fault-tolerance attempts to protect
the communication system (especially in packet switched network-on-chips).
Worm et al. [125] proposed a technique to scale supply voltage depending
on observed error patterns. Assuming that the voltage level directly af-
fects reliability, they suggested that a smaller voltage would be sufficient for
transmission in less noisy execution conditions, thus increasing/decreasing
the voltage depending on the noise level. This work was later used in [126]
to propose a self-calibrating on-chip link, where the proposed architecture
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achieves high-performance and low-power consumption by dynamically ad-
justing the operating frequency and voltage swing. Error detection was com-
bined with retransmission to ensure reliability. Li et al. [79] showed that re-
taining the voltage and changing the fault-tolerance scheme provides a better
improvement in reliability per unit increase in energy consumption. Based
on their findings, they presented a system capable of dynamically monitoring
noise and shifting amongst three fault-tolerance levels of different intensity
(Triple ERror detection (TER), Double Error Detection (DED), and par-
ity). The idea behind their strategy is to monitor the dynamic variations
in noise behavior and to use the least powerful (and hence the most energy
efficient) error protection scheme required to maintain the error rates below
a pre-set threshold. Rossi et al. [105] included end-to-end fault-tolerance
on specific parts of the Network-on-Chip (NoC) packet to minimize energy
and timing overhead. A method for adapting error detection and correction
capabilities at run-time, by dynamically shifting between codes of different
strengths, was presented in [130] to tolerate temporary faults. The latter
work was improved to handle both permanent and temporary faults [100].
The proposed scheme combines Error Correcting Codes (ECC), interleaving,
and infrequently used spare wires to tolerate faults. Unfortunately, only a
few works present attempts to provide adaptive fault-tolerance to protect
computations in CGRAs. Alnajjar et al. [5], [6] proposed a coarse-grained
dynamically reconfigurable architecture with flexible reliability to protect
both computations and the configuration. The presented architecture of-
fers flexible reliability level by allowing to dynamically shift between Double
Modular Redundancy (DMR) and Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR). To
reduce the overheads of this method, we presented an architecture to allow
flexible reliability even at sub modular level [61].
4.2.2 Scrubbing
Various surveys and classifications of configuration scrubbing in FPGAs, can
be found in the existing literature [12][48][75][49]. The scrubbing techniques
can be classified on the basis of methodology (intelligence), architecture (lo-
cation of the scrubber), and system level considerations (reliability offered
and power consumed) [49]. On the basis of intelligence the scrubber can
be either blind, readback scrubber or error invoked scrubber [48][49].. The
blind scrubber scrubs the configuration memory after selected intervals [12],
[48]. The readback scrubber first reads the configware form configuration
memory and writes to the configuration memory only upon error detection
[12], [48]. The error invoked scrubber reduces power consumption and time
to recover from faults by combining high level error detection and correc-
tion techniques with the configuration scrubbing [13][49]. The scrubbing
circuitry of the error invoked scrubber scrubs part of the system in error
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upon error detection [81][18]. Depending on the scrubber’s location, the
configuration memory can be scrubbed internally or externally. In internal
scrubbing the scrubbing hardware resides inside the reconfigurable device,
whereas in external scrubbing the scrubbing circuitry is present outside the
reconfigurable device [87][64]. On the basis of system level considerations
the scrubbing techniques can be classified on the basis of the reliability they
provide to a system. One of the adequate reliability measures of a system is
the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) which depends primarily on the scrub-
bing frequency. To calculate the scrubbing frequency, various models have
been presented. For instance, Ju-Yueh Lee et al. [75] developed a model to
quantify the effect of scrubbing rate on reliability using the stochastic sys-
tem vulnerability factor of configuration memory bits. They also proposed a
heterogeneous scrubber which scrubs different parts of the device at different
rates depending on their effect on MTTF. In addition, the Markov model
[114] and soft error benchmarking [115] (for caches) can also be extended
for the configuration memories and used to determine the scrubbing rates.
Most of the existing work on configuration scrubbing deals with FPGAs.
In this thesis, we implemented and evaluated the efficacy of configuration
scrubbing even on CGRAs.
4.2.3 Summary and contributions
The related work reveals that ECCs are mostly used to protect only the
interconnects. Existing adaptive fault-tolerance techniques either employ
expensive modular redundancy or leave the configuration memory unpro-
tected. Our approach allows to shift reliability on a fine-granular level (using
residue mod 3 codes). We will show that this seemingly small change in gran-
ularity would significantly enhance the energy efficiency of the whole system
(see Section 4.8). In addition, we propose a unique framework for protect-
ing the memory, computation, communication, and configuration against
permanent and temporary faults.
By introducing the private reliability environment we made
four major contributions:
1. We proposes a morphable fault-tolerance architecture that can be dy-
namically tailored to match the reliability needs of any application
hosted by the CGRA. Compared to the state-of-the-art adaptive ar-
chitectures that support adaptivity at modular level, our technique
also incorporates Error Detecting Codes (EDCs). Thereby, it not only
simultaneously protects data memory, computations and communica-
tions, but also promises a significant reduction in energy consumption;
2. We present an architecture for low-cost implementation of various
configuration scrubbing techniques on a CGRA (so far implemented
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only on FPGAs). These schemes on one hand allow to evaluate the
overheads and performance of configuration scrubbing techniques and
on the other allow to provide the scrubbing technique that optimally
matches the scrubbing requirements of an application;
3. We introduce fault-tolerance agents (FTagents) that allow to adapt
autonomously between different reliability levels, at run-time; and
4. We present an enabling control and management backbone that pro-
vides a foundation for the above concept by configuring the FTagents
to meet varying reliability requirements.
4.3 System Overview
In this thesis, we have chosen the DRRA to test the effectiveness of our
method. The block level explanation of DRRA computational layer, mem-
ory layer, and programming flow has already been presented in Chapter
2. Because we are looking at the DRRA structure specifically from the
point of incorporating in it fine-grained (sub-modular) fault-tolerance, we
will present a detailed description of its DPU. The DRRA architecture con-
tains a DPU in every cell, in which the computations are performed. As
shown in Fig. 4.2, each DPU has three adders, a multiplier, and a subtrac-
tor connected by a series of multiplexers. In addition, it contains saturation
and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) logic to support an industrial
application (with Huawei) [92][112]. It has a total of five inputs, four out-
puts, and a configuration signal CFG (not shown) to realize different DSP
functions detailed in Table 4.1. For a detailed discussion and motivation for
using the DRRA architecture, an interested reader can refer to [92][112][36].
4.4 Fault Model and Infrastructure
In this thesis, we present a configurable framework to protect the data path
against temporary and permanent faults that cause single bit errors. To
address the temporary faults, we consider the Single Event Upsets (SEUs)
which are bit-flips in storage elements, most often caused by cosmic neutron
strikes. The motivation for choosing SEUs is that they constitute a major
percentage of all faults in modern VLSI digital circuits [63]. An SEU can lead
to erroneous data by flipping a bit in the storage elements (data memory,
configuration memory, or the registers in computation and communication
blocks). The proposed architecture handles single bit errors in computation,
communication, and data memory. To protect the configuration memory,
a scrubbing scheme similar to [47] can be used. In addition to SEUs, our
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Figure 4.2: DRRA Data Path Unit (DPU).
Table 4.1: DPU functionality.
CFG Functionality
007 Symmetric serial FIR filter with internal accumulation
003 Symmetric FIR MAC with external accumulation
006 Asymmetric FIR MAC with internal accumulation
002 Asymmetric FIR MAC with external accumulation
20A FFT butterfly
000 Simple multiplication, two input add
200 Two input subtractor OVSF and scrambler code generator
050 Initialize scrambler registers
030 Shift scrambler registers and code generator
080 Vector rotator MAC
101 Complex number multiplication
OVSF = Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor
MAC = Multiplier-Accumulator
4.4.1 Residue Mod 3 Codes and Related Circuitry
To handle single bit temporary errors, we use Error Detecting Codes (EDCs).
The reason for using them is that modular redundancy approaches, like Du-
plication With Comparison (DWC) and TMR, not only require prohibitive
(over twice and thrice) overhead, but also leave the data memory unpro-
tected (unless the memory system is duplicated, triplicated or uses a sepa-
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rate EDC). EDCs like parity checking or arithmetic residue modulo (mod)
A codes (A odd integer) require less hardware overhead and can be used
to protect memory, computations, and communications. Although simple
parity code requires just one additional bit, it incurs excessive overhead (70–
90% area [82]) to protect the arithmetic circuitry (adders, multipliers, and
subtractors). Therefore, we employ the residue mod 3 codes that detect all
arithmetic errors that do not accumulate to a multiple of 3 (hence, all single
bit errors), while incurring smaller overhead [56][82].
Working Principle
Fig. 4.3 shows the general scheme of a self-checking arithmetic circuit pro-
tected using the residue code mod A. The circuit works as follows. Two
operands X and Y along with their check parts mod A, |X|A and |Y |A, arrive
at the inputs of the circuit. The same arithmetic operation ∗ ∈ (+,×,−)
is executed separately and in parallel on input operands and their check
parts, to produce the result Z = X ∗ Y and the check part of the result
|Z|A = ||X|A ∗ |Y |A|A. From the result Z, the check part |Z|∗A is generated
independently and used as the reference value for the comparator. Any fault
in the arithmetic circuit or the residue generator mod A may influence only
the value of |Z|∗A. Similarly, any fault in the arithmetic circuit mod A may
influence only the value of |Z|A. Therefore, assuming that no single fault in
any of three blocks (arithmetic circuit, arithmetic circuit mod A, and residue
generator mod A) produces an error whose arithmetic value is a multiple of











































Figure 4.3: Working principle of residue mod 3.
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Implementation
The basic arithmetic blocks needed to realize residue mod 3 checking in the
DRRA architecture are shown in Fig. 4.4. Fig. 4.4a) shows the logic scheme
of the adder/subtractor mod 3, where |X|3 = |x1x0| and |Y |3 = |y1y0|
respectively denote the residue mod 3 check parts of the operands X and
Y , S = (s1s0) represents the check part of the result, and FA denotes a
full-adder. Figs. 4.4b) and 4.4c) show the logic schemes of the multiplier
residue mod 3 and the 8-input generator of residue mod 3. Assuming that
X = (xn−1, ..., x1, x0) is an operand to be protected against errors, the
residue mod 3 generator calculates R = (R1R0), which is the remainder of
the integer division of X by 3. For this thesis, we have employed the efficient
residue generators from [98]. Residues for bigger numbers can be calculated
easily by first calculating the residue mod 3 of each part separately and then























Figure 4.4: Residue adder/subtractor, multiplier, and generator mod 3.
4.4.2 Self-Checking DPU
To protect computations against errors resulting from temporary faults, we
have modified the data paths of the four outputs: Out1, Out2, Out3, and
Out4 (cf. Fig. 4.2). The data paths of Out1 and Out2 are mainly composed
of arithmetic circuits (±,×) whose functioning can be efficiently verified by
their residue mod 3 equivalents working in parallel (as shown in Fig. 4.4).
Fig. 4.5 illustrates the circuits used to generate Cp1 and Cp2—the check
parts for the data paths of Out1 and Out2, respectively. It will be shown
later in Section 4.8 that the residue mod 3 equivalents require significantly
smaller overhead, compared to corresponding arithmetic blocks they protect.
The data paths with outputs Out3 and Out4 contain logic blocks (CDMA
and saturation). To verify these outputs, we simply duplicate their data
paths, using an additional hardware block called Cp3-4. Henceforth, all the
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Figure 4.5: Self-checking hardware to check Out1 and Out2.
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Fig. 4.6 illustrates how the replicas are combined to realize a self-
checking DPU. We will explain the scheme with the data flowing from the
top to the bottom. Initially, four 18-bit inputs (only one input is shown to
enhance visibility), each containing 16 data bits and 2 check bits arrive at
the input of the DPU. At this stage, the data bits and the check bits are
separated. 16 data bits are sent to the original DPU, Cp3-4, and MSB mod
3 blocks. The MSB mod 3 block generates |msb|3—the residue mod 3 for
8 most significant bits of the 16-bit operand which is sent to the Cp1 and
Cp2. At the same time, the Cp1 and Cp2 also receive the check bits (from
the input). Considering that the residue mod 3 of an entire word equals the
sum of the residues mod 3 of all its parts, the Cp1 and Cp2 generate the
residue mod 3 for least significant bits (LSBs), |lsb|3 according to
| |msb|3 + |lsb|3 |3 = |operand|3 (4.1)
and
| |lsb|3 = |operand|3 − |msb|3 |3 (4.2)
performed using the adder/subtractor mod 3 of Fig. 4.4. Having available
the |msb|3 and |lsb|3, the replicas perform the calculations simultaneously
with the original DPU. Finally, the results calculated from the replicas are












































































Figure 4.6: Self-checking DPU using residue code mod 3 and duplication.
4.4.3 Fault-Tolerant DPU
To realize a fault-tolerant DPU, we considered two alternatives: (i) recom-
putation and (ii) duplication (by combining two self-checking DPUs). For
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recomputation, the error signal from the self-checking DPU is fed to the
DRRA register files (see Section 2.1.1). If the error signal is activated, the
data transmission is stalled and recomputation is executed. A detailed dis-
cussion of recomputation is beyond the scope of this thesis, and some details
can be found e.g. in [9]. The fault-tolerant DPU can also be realized by
combining two self-checking DPUs, as shown in Fig. 4.7: the output selector
allows to move forward only the error free output. The architectural mod-
ifications needed to realize this architecture dynamically will be discussed









Figure 4.7: Fault-tolerant DPU built using two self-checking DPUs.
4.4.4 Permanent Fault Detection
To detect a faulty DPU, we have used the state machine containing three
states, shown in Fig. 4.8:
1. As long as no fault is detected in the system, the state machine remains
in state No error. If an error signal is activated, the state machine
changes its state to Tempft, denoting detection of a temporary fault.
2. Once in the Tempft state, a counter is initialized. Upon consecutive
occurrence of errors in the same DPU, the counter is incremented.
Should the value of the counter exceed a pre-defined threshold, a per-
manent fault is declared and the state machine shifts to Update RTM
state, where RTM denotes the run-time resource manager.
3. In Update RTM state, the RTM updates information about detected
permanent faults.
The reason for choosing this widely used methodology for detecting on-line
permanent faults was relative ease of its implementation [55][39].
4.5 Private Reliability Environments
To efficiently meet the reliability requirements of multiple applications, the
proposed architecture dynamically creates a separate fault-tolerant parti-













Figure 4.8: Permanent fault detection state machine.
clarify the concept of the PRE, let us consider the case of a DRRA in-
stance that hosts simultaneously two applications, shown in Fig. 4.9. It is
assumed that each of these two applications requires a different reliability
level. Therefore, assuming the worst-case for both of them, and hence ap-
plying the same fault-tolerance techniques to both the applications, would
clearly waste energy and area. The proposed technique reduces the over-
head involved by morphing into private reliability environment 1 and private
reliability environment 2 for application 1 and application 2, respectively.
To create PREs, the fault-tolerance needs of each application are stored
along with its configware in the global configuration memory.Depending on
the reliability needs, a separate thread in the RTM configures a set of Fault-
Tolerance agents (FTagents) which activate/deactivate different parts of the
fault-tolerance infrastructure to meet the exact fault-tolerance needs of the

































Figure 4.9: Private reliability environments.
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Table 4.2: Fault-tolerance levels.
Reliability level Technique used Faults covered
RL1 None No fault-tolerance
RL2 Res mod 3 SEU detection
RL3
Res mod 3 + SEU and permanent
state machine fault detection/diagnosis
RL4 Res mod 3 + DMR SEU detection/correction
RL5
Res mod 3 + DMR + SEU and permanent
state machine fault detection/correction
4.5.1 Reliability Levels
We have defined five different fault-tolerance levels (RL1-RL5) with growing
fault-tolerance strength, and hence requiring higher and higher overhead,
as shown in Table 4.2. The lowest level RL1 offers no fault-tolerance, so
the replicas and residue mod 3 generators (see Fig. 4.6) are switched off
thus consuming no dynamic energy. In RL2, the replicas, residue mod 3
generators, and logic duplication units are all activated to allow for SEU
detection. In RL3, besides SEU detection, permanent faults causing single
bit data errors are also detected, by activating the state machine of Fig.
4.8. In RL4, two self-checking DPUs are combined to realize a fault-tolerant
DPU that can detect and correct SEUs as well as tolerate permanent faults
causing single bit data errors. Finally, the highest level RL5, besides the
protection level offered by RL4, it also allows to diagnose permanent faults
and signal them to the RTM which then can trigger an appropriate action.
4.5.2 Fault-Tolerance Agent (FTagent)
To ensure that each application is provided with the required reliability
level autonomously, we have embedded a fault-tolerance agent (FTagent)
into each self-checking DPU (see Fig. 4.10). The FTagent is a passive entity
that is controlled by the RTM. Each FTagent, denoted by FT ai,j, is con-
nected to the FTagents FT ai+1,j and FT ai,j+1, by a 1-bit feedback wire,
where i and j represent the row and column number of an FTagent. The
feedback wire is used to send an error signal when two self-checking DPUs
are dynamically combined to implement a fault-tolerant DPU (capable of
detecting and correcting SEUs). The details of how the fault-tolerant DPU
is realized at run-time, will be discussed below in Section 4.5.3. To map
an application, the RTM sends its reliability requirements to the FTagents
which activate only those parts of the self-checking DPU circuitry that are
essential to provide the required reliability level. Thereby, the dynamic en-




















Figure 4.10: Fault-tolerance agent integration.
4.5.3 Run-Time Private Reliability Environments Genera-
tion
Fig. 4.11 illustrates the FTagent circuitry that allows to dynamically shift
between different reliability levels. The RTM controls the FTagent using
three control bits: (i) Enable Self-Checking (ESC), (ii) Enable Permanent
fault Detection (EPD), and Enable Fault-Tolerance (EFT). Table 4.3 shows
the bit values and the corresponding reliability levels. The ESC bit con-
trols Multiplexer 1 and Demultiplexer 2 to decide whether the self-checking
replicas should be enabled. The EPD bit decides whether the state machine
should be activated to allow for permanent fault detection. To implement
the fault-tolerant reliability levels RL4 and RL5, two self-checking DPUs
are dynamically combined, as discussed previously in Section 4.4.3. The
proposed architecture allows to combine the self-checking DPU, DPUi,j,
with one of the neighboring DPUs, DPUi+1,j or DPUi,j+1, where i and j
represent the DPU row and column numbers, respectively. To interchange
between self-checking and fault-tolerant reliability levels, the Enable Fault-
Tolerance (EFT) bit is used. In the fault-tolerant mode, the outputs of
both self-checking DPUs are connected to the same line. The Output Se-
lect (OtS) bit determines which of the two outputs should be forwarded to
the common line. The value of the OtS bit itself can be determined with
the help of Table 4.4, where OrD, ErN, and Error denote respectively the
DPU order, an error in the neighboring DPU (shown in Fig. 4.10), and an
error in the same DPU. For example, consider the self-checking DPUi, j
combined with one of the self-checking DPUs DPUi+1,j or DPUi,j+1, to
realize a fault-tolerant DPU. The self-checking DPUi,j will have OrD = 0,
while the self-checking DPUi+1,j or DPUi,j+1 will have OrD = 1. In ab-
sence of any error (ErN = 0 and Error = 0), the first DPU (i.e. the DPU
with OrD = 0) outputs data while the DPU with OrD = 1 outputs high
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Table 4.3: Control bits and the corresponding reliability level.
Control bits Reliability
ESC EPD EFT level
0 0 0 RL1
1 0 0 RL2
1 1 0 RL3
1 0 1 RL4
1 1 1 RL5
impedance signal. If erroneous data is detected in one of the DPUs (indi-
cated by the positive ErN or the Error bit), the error free data is forwarded.
The minimized logic circuitry generating the OtS bit is given by
OtS = Error ·OrD + Error · ErN (4.3)
CB  = Check bits
Comp= Comparitor
ESC = Enable self-checking
DPU = Data path unit
zzz = High impedence
ord = Ft_agent 1 or 2
ErN = Error in neighbouring Ft_agent
EPD = Enable permanent fault 
      detection
OtS = Output select




















Figure 4.11: Interface of a fault-tolerance agent with a self-checking DPU.
4.5.4 Formal Evaluation of Energy Savings
To visualize the potential savings of the proposed method, first we will
present here a simplistic energy model, whereas more accurate synthesis
results, obtained using Synopsys Design Compiler, will be given in Section
4.8. The energy, Eft(i), needed to execute an application, A(i), on a static
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Table 4.4: Truth-table of the output select signal OtS.
Inputs Output
OrD ErN Error OtS
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0
fault-tolerant architecture is given by
Eft(i) = Ea(i) + Eft(max), (4.4)
where Ea(i) is the energy required to execute A(i) and Eft(max) is the
energy required to provide fault-tolerance to the application needing the
maximum reliability level.
The total energy, Eftt, needed to execute a set of applications, A, by a




(Ea(i) + Eft(max)). (4.5)
The energy, Efr, required to execute an application on a platform with
flexible reliability level is given by
Efr(i) = Ea(i) + ERL(i) + Econf , (4.6)
where ERL(i) is the energy consumed by the ith application requiring a given
reliability level and Econf is the additional energy required to configure the
reliability levels.
The total energy, Efrt, needed to ensure suitable fault-tolerance methods
for a set of applications, A, hosted by a CGRA (with support for flexible




(Ea(i) + ERL(i) + Econf ). (4.7)
Eqns 4.5 and 4.7 indicate that for a set of applications, A, an architecture
with flexible reliability promises a decrease in energy consumption provided
that Eft(max)−(Eft(RL))+Econf ) > 0. Since in many application domains,
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the reliability requirements of different applications vary significantly (e.g.,
a car braking system and a video decoder have significantly different reli-
ability needs), on-demand fault-tolerance promises massive energy savings,
provided that the actual implementation guarantees that Econf is indeed
relatively low. As shown in Figs 4.11, the on demand circuitry is composed
of simple multiplexers that consume negligible energy (see Section 4.8).
4.6 Configuration memory protection
To support advanced features like configuration caching [109, 88], runtime
parallelism and indirect reconfiguration [58] modern CGRAs host big con-
figuration memories (50% in ADRES [124], 40% in MuCCRA [7], 30% in
DRRA [112]), making configuration scrubbing an interesting technique for
CGRAs. Various scrubbing techniques (discussed in Section 4.2) have dif-
ferent overheads and benefits (as will be shown later in sections 4.7 and
4.8). Therefore, instead of implementing a dedicated scrubber, we present
an architecture to support multiple scrubbing techniques (shown in Section
4.2). In Section 4.8) we will show the the architecture to support multiple
scrubbing schemes requires negligible overheads compared to a dedicated
scrubber.
4.6.1 Morphable Configuration Infrastructure
Fig. 4.12 depicts a high-level overview of the DRRA configuration infras-
tructure. The configware is fed to the DRRA sequencers either directly by
LEON3 or indirectly by DiMArch. To feed the sequencers directly, LEON3
performs three steps: (i) it loads the configware from the configware bank to
the Horizontal Bus (HBUS); (ii) it asserts the sequencer addresses directly
to DRRA using RowMultiC (see [123]); and (iii) it directs the memory se-
quencers which are present in each column of the DRRA to copy the data
from the HBUS to vertical bus VBUS, thus effectively broadcasting data
to all sequencers. To feed the DRRA via DiMArch, the configware is first
loaded to DiMArch by the memory sequencers using the DiMArch network.
Then, the configware from the DiMArch memory banks is transferred to
the DRRA sequencers, depending on the instructions of the LEON3. It
will be shown later in Sections 4.6.2 and 4.8 that this architecture supports
scrubbing techniques discussed in Section 4.2 incurring minimal overhead.
4.6.2 Scrubbing Realization in DRRA
Table 4.5 summarizes how scrubbing methods based on location and intel-
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Figure 4.12: Private Configuration Environment (PCE) infrastructure
scrubbing techniques. To implement the external scrubber, the LEON3 pro-
cessor picks the configuration words from the global configuration memory
and transfers them via AHB, application controller, and local controllers
to the DRRA sequencers. To realize the internal scrubber, the DiMArch
sequencers are initially programmed by the LEON3 processor. Once pro-
grammed, the memory sequencer can configure DRRA sequencers during
each cycle (without any support from the processor). Both the configu-
ration memories (global configuration memory and DiMArch) are volatile
memories that are filled when the system is powered on. In this thesis, we
assume that the first configuration (i.e. copied from non-volatile memory to
global configuration memory) is correct. Techniques to ensure the validity
of the first configuration will be considered in the future.
To realize various levels of intelligence, the scrubbing algorithms pre-
sented Section 4.2 were implemented on LEON3 processor and the DiMArch




















Figure 4.13: Architecture for internal and external scrubbers
To support a heterogeneous/homogeneous scrubber (Section 4.2), we
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from DiMArch or GCM
Readback
Configware from sequencers read
and checked after statically
calculated period
Error invoked
Configware from sequencers read
and checked after error
detection
exploit the memory sequencers present in DiMArch. Each memory se-
quencer can be programmed to scrub the sequencers at a different frequency
(by LEON3). Therefore, each application on the DRRA fabric can have
a scrubbing scheme tailored to its reliability needs. The required scrub-
bing frequency can be calculated on the basis of the methods proposed in
[75][115][114].
4.7 Formal Modeling of Configuration Scrubbing
Techniques
In this section, we will formally analyze the memory timing and energy over-
head of each scrubbing technique. The basic assumption is that a given se-
quencer can be scrubbed without affecting all the remaining sequencers. The
main motivation for providing these formalizations is to provide a generic
framework to estimate the impact of scrubbing strategy on memory require-
ments, reconfiguration cycles, and reconfiguration energy. The actual results
on a representative platform will be given in the next section.
4.7.1 Memory Requirements
The configuration memory requirements depend mainly on whether a reli-
able memory SEU hardened or protected by ECCs is used. The total number
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Wi ∗ lCW , (4.8)
where seq, Wi, and lCW respectively denote the total number of sequencers
in DRRA, the number of configuration words of the ith sequencer, and the
length of a configuration word. The size of the configuration memory re-




(Wi ∗ lCW ) +
seq−1∑
i=0
(Wi ∗ lF CW ), (4.9)
where lF CW denotes the length of a configuration word in memory. Here,
we assume that the reliable memory is realized using an error detecting and
correcting code protection, which implies FCW > CW . Since the blind
scrubbing requires a reliable duplicate, Eqns 4.8 and 4.9 indicate that the
blind scrubbing requires twice the area of an unprotected memory. The other
schemes (readback and error invoked scrubber) can also be realized with a
reliable duplicate memory. However, modern memory schemes commonly
employ EDCs and/or ECCs to reduce the overhead, and the size of thus




(Wi ∗ lCW + lECC), (4.10)
where lECC is the length of the check part of the EDC/ECC employed.
From Eqns 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 it is obvious that for memory requirements the
following inequalities hold: CMnft < CMDUP < CMECC . Hence, a blind
scrubber is expected to require larger memory than the readback or error
invoked scrubber.
4.7.2 Scrubbing Cycles
The number of scrubbing cycles is mostly dependent on the datapath em-
ployed for configuration (i.e. the location of the scrubber). The time needed




(W i ∗ CycGCM + CycAHB + Cycapp + Cyclcc), (4.11)
where CycGCM , CycAHB , Cycapp, and Cyclcc denote the number of cycles
respectively needed by the global configuration memory, the AHB bus, the
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application controller, and the local controller, to transfer a sequencer in-





(W i ∗ CycDiMArch + Cyclcc), (4.12)
where CycDiMArch and Cyclcc denote the number of cycles needed respec-
tively by DiMArch and the local controller to transfer a sequencer instruc-
tion. Therefore, from Eqns 4.11 and 4.12 we can infer that text ≫ tint pro-
vided that CycDiMArch ≪ CycGCM + CycAHB + Cycapp. It will be shown
in Section 4.8 that it is indeed the case.
4.7.3 Energy Consumption
In this section, we will present a simplistic energy consumption model to
visualize the impact of using scrubbing on energy consumption. The actual
energy estimates, obtained using Synopsys Design Compiler, will be reported
in Section 4.8.




Wi ∗ECW , (4.13)
where ECW is the energy required to transport a configuration word from
the memory to the sequencer.
The energy needed to scrub the configuration memory depends on both
the location of the scrubber and the technique employed to implement scrub-
bing.
The configuration energy needed for blind scrubbing is
Ebl = SCRcyc ∗ EW Bcfg, (4.14)
where SCRcyc is the number of times the configuration is written during
the application execution (it depends on the reliability needs and external
noise level).
The configuration energy needed for readback scrubbing is
Erb = SCRcyc ∗ (ERDcfg + EW Rcfg) ∗ Ecmp, (4.15)
where ERDCF G, EW Rcfg, and Ecmp respectively denote the energies needed
to read the configuration word, to write to the configuration memory, and to
perform comparison. EW Rcfg and Ecmp depend on whether DWC or ECC
is employed. Eqns 4.14 and 4.15 indicate that the blind scrubbing consumes
less energy than the readback scrubbing.
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The configuration energy needed for error invoked scrubber is
Esys = SCRcyce ∗ (ERDcfg + EW Rcfg) ∗ Ecmp, (4.16)
where SCRcyce is the number of the scrubbing cycles which for error invoked
scrubber depends on the number of detected errors. It should be noted
that although the architectural components (sequencers, instructions, AHB
bus etc.) used to realize these formalizations were applied specifically for
DRRA, the formalizations presented can be adapted for other architectures
by replacing the appropriate components, e.g. the distributed sequencers
can be replaced by the centralized configuration memory for ADRES.
4.8 Results
In this section we will separately discuss the benefits and overheads of using
adaptive sub-modular redundancy and configuration scrubbing adaptively.
The architecture and formalizations used in this thesis are generic and, ba-
sically, should be applicable to most grid based CGRAs as well. Since the
existing CGRAs vary greatly in architecture, it is not possible to provide
concrete generic results as well. Therefore, we have chosen DRRA as a
representative platform because of the following reasons: (i) it is well docu-
mented [112], (ii) it has been used in both industry [92] and academia [112],
and (iii) we had available all its full architectural details from RTL codes
design to physical layout.
4.8.1 Sub-modular redundancy
To analyze the benefits of using residue mod 3 codes rather than modu-
lar redundancy techniques, we have synthesized the self-checking and fault-
tolerant versions of DPUs. The area and power overhead of unprotected,
self-checking, and fault-tolerant versions of DPU are shown in Table 4.6 and
depicted in Fig. 4.14. The second column of Table 4.6 shows the parame-
ters of the self-checking DPU using DMR and residue mod 3 circuits. The
self-checking DPU using DMR was realized by duplicating the entire DPU
followed by a comparator of the results. The self-checking DPU using residue
mod 3 was realized by using circuitry shown in Figs 4.5 and 4.6. The table
clearly shows that the residue mod 3 circuitry requires significantly smaller
overhead in terms of area (59%) and power (57%) compared to DMR. The
fault-tolerant DPU using TMR was realized by triplicating the entire DPU
followed by a 2-out-of-3 voter selecting the correct result. The fault-tolerant
DPU using residue mod 3 was realized using circuitry shown in Figs 4.7 and
4.10. It is seen that two self-checking residue mod 3 DPUs can be combined
to realize a fault-tolerant DPU with lesser overhead than TMR. It should
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Table 4.6: Area and power overhead of self-checking and fault-tolerant cir-
cuits using residue code mod 3, DMR, and TMR.
DPU
Self-checking Fault-tolerant
DMR Mod 3 TMR Mod 3
Area [µm2] 13563 27868 19890 40984 39978
Power [mW ] 4.5 9.16 6.61 13.78 13.2
be noted that the architecture is capable of dynamically shifting between
self-checking and fault-tolerant versions.
Figure 4.14: Overhead evaluation of self-checking and fault-tolerant DPUs
using residue mod 3 code, DMR, and TMR.
Fig. 4.15 shows the area breakdown of self-checking DPU. It can be
seen that most of the extra area (74%) is consumed by the duplicated DPU
logic. As for the residue mod 3 circuits of Fig. 4.6, most of the extra area
(18%) consume the residue generators mod 3. The adders, subtractors, and
multipliers mod 3 consume only negligible area compared to the remaining
part of the self-checking circuitry.
To evaluate the energy/power consumption benefits of the fault-tolerance
on-demand, we performed gate level simulations by mapping three repre-
sentative applications (FFT, matrix multiplication, and FIR filtering) on
DRRA. Figs 4.16 and 4.17 show the energy consumed by the self-checking
and fault-tolerant circuitry for executing the above three benchmarks. It
can be seen that using on-demand fault-tolerance incurs the power overhead
varying from 3.125% to 107%, depending on the reliability level. In sum-
mary, the proposed energy aware fault-tolerance approach allows to save
up to 107% energy overhead (compared to the worst case approach) and
58% area (compared to known state-of-the-art techniques offering flexible
reliability levels).
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Figure 4.15: Area breakdown for overall fault-tolerant circuitry.
Figure 4.16: Energy consumption for various applications.




To analyze the configuration time of various configuration scrubbing tech-
niques in real applications, we have mapped four sample algorithms/applications
on the DRRA: (i) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), (ii) Matrix Multiplication
(MM), (iii) Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter, and (iv) Wireless LAN
(WLAN) transmitter. For the FFT and MM, multiple versions with different
levels of parallelism (serial, partially parallel, and fully parallel) were simu-
lated. Since the number of scrubbing cycles directly depends on the location
of scrubber, we simulated the operation of both the internal and external
scrubber. Table 4.7 shows the number of cycles required to scrub each ap-
plication. It is clearly seen that the external scrubber requires significantly
larger configuration time (up to 38 times more) compared to the internal
scrubber, which justifies the assumption made in Section 4.7.2 (text ≫ tint).
The reason is that the internal scrubber bypasses the processor intervention.
Fig. 4.18 depicts these trends graphically.
Table 4.7: Number of cycles required by the external and internal scrubber
Algorithm/ External scrubber Internal scrubber
application [# of cycles] [# of cycles]
FFT64 serial 3120 80
FFT64 partially parallel 5655 145
FFT2048 13500 500
MM serial 819 21
MM partially parallel 1326 34
MM parallel 1716 44
FIR 546 14
WLAN 6435 165
Figure 4.18: Scrubbing cycles external vs internal scrubber
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Memory Requirements
To evaluate memory requirements of each scrubbing class, we simulated
each technique using DWC and Hamming ECCs. The reason behind using
the Hamming codes is their widespread use to protect configuration data
in FPGAs [64]. Table 4.8 and Fig. 4.19 show memory requirements of
scrubbing, when memory is unprotected, using duplication, and using ECCs.
It can be seen that duplication incurs significantly larger memory overhead
compared to ECCs (100% for duplication and only 19.44% for ECCs). It
should be noted that while ReadBack Scrubber (RBS) and Error Invoked
Scrubber (EIS) can employ either duplication or ECCs, the BLind Scrubber
(BLS) can only employ duplication. Therefore, the BLS generally requires
higher overhead than the RBS and EIS. Justifying the assumption made in
Section 4.7.1.
Table 4.8: Memory requirements of different scrubbers
Unprotected Duplication ECCs
Algorithm/ BLS, RBS, EIS RBS, EIS
application (bits) (bits) (bits)
FFT64 serial 2880 5760 3440
FFT64 partially parallel 5220 10440 6235
FFT2048 18000 36000 21500
MM serial 756 1512 903
MM partially parallel 1224 2448 1462
MM parallel 1584 3168 1892
FIR 504 1008 602
WLAN 5940 11880 7095
Figure 4.19: Configuration memory requirements for various scrubbers
Area and Power Overhead
To estimate the area and power overhead related to using scrubbers, we
have synthesized the DRRA fabric with configuration scrubbing support for
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65 nm technology at 400 MHz frequency using Synopsys Design Compiler.
Area and power requirements of each component (discussed briefly in Section
4.3 and detailed in [119]) are shown in Table 4.9. Overall, the results reveal
that scrubbing incurs negligible overhead (3% area and 4% power).
Table 4.9: Area and power consumption for memory based scrubbing
ACC LCC DRRA cell
Power [µW ] 38.68 163.48 5029
Area [µm2] 1735 1470 85679
To estimate additional overhead incurred by the ECCs, we also synthe-
sized the Hamming coder/decoder. Area and power requirements for each
of the components are shown in Table 4.10 and in Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 which
show that the Hamming coder/decoder consumes a significant portion of
the overall additional scrubbing circuitry (58% area and 89% power).
Figure 4.20: Power breakdown for a scrubber
Figure 4.21: Area breakdown for a scrubber
4.9 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented an adaptive fault-tolerance mechanism
that provides the on-demand reliability to multiple applications hosted by
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Table 4.10: Area and power consumption for Error Correcting Codes (ECCs)
Hamming encoder Hamming decoder
Power [µW ] 719 866
Area [µm2] 1527 2904.12
a Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Architecture (CGRA). To provide on-
demand fault-tolerance, the reliability requirements of an application were
assessed upon its entry. Depending on the assessed requirements, one of
the five fault-tolerance levels can be provided: (i) no fault-tolerance, (ii)
temporary fault detection, (iii) temporary/permanent fault detection, (iv)
temporary fault detection and correction, or (v) temporary/permanent fault
detection and correction. In addition to modular redundancy (employed
in the state-of-the-art CGRAs offering flexible reliability levels), we have
also presented the architectural enhancements needed to realize sub-modular
residue mod 3 redundancy. Indeed, residue mod 3 coding allowed to reduce
the overhead of the self-checking and fault-tolerant versions by 57% and
7%, respectively. To shift autonomously between different fault-tolerance
levels at run-time, a fault-tolerance agent was introduced for each DPU.
This agent is responsible for reconfiguring the fault-tolerance infrastructure
upon arrival of a new application or changing external conditions. Finally,
the polymorphic fault-tolerant architecture was complemented by a mor-
phable scrubbing technique to protect the configuration memory. The ob-
tained results suggest that the on-demand fault-tolerance can reduce energy
consumption up to 107%, compared to the highest degree of available fault-
tolerance (for an application actually needing no fault-tolerance). Future
research on a fault-tolerant DRRA will move in two directions: (i) the ar-
chitecture and algorithms to support a comprehensive remapping algorithm
will be implemented and (ii) the algorithms for self-adaption (scrubber that
can adapt itself to provide the needed reliability level using the minimal






Until now we only discussed how the PREX framework was applied to
CGRAs. However, although CGRAs are emerging as high performance en-
ergy efficient alternatives to FPGAs, they are difficult to program compared
to both FPGAs and processors (since the design flows and compilers for
CGRAs are not mature). Therefore, we also decided to test the effective-
ness of the proposed framework on relatively more mature network on chip
platforms. Table 5.1 lists the major differences between a NoC and a CGRA
platform. The table simply shows that while CGRA platforms are essential
to allow fast computations demanded by modern 3-G, 4-G standards, the
NoC based platforms provide an easily programmable.
Table 5.1: Major differences between CGRA and NoC platforms
Platform Switching strategy Computational units Speed Programming efficiency
NoC Packet-switching LEON3 processor Low due to High due to processor
load store based platform and
architecture static network
CGRA Circuit-switching DPUs High speed due to Low due to arbitrary
arbitrary long datapaths with
datapaths in-deterministic
synchronization
This chapter presents an architecture to provide customized reliability
to different applications hosted by a packet switched NoC. In NoCs differ-
ent entities communicate by exchanging packets. Information contained in
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a packet can be classified into two classes: (i) control information (source
address, destination address etc.) and (ii) data information (actual data
payload to be transmitted). To guarantee the smooth delivery, control in-
formation in general require high reliability while the protection level of the
data information should ideally be application dependent [133]. Proposed
adaptive fault tolerance methods attempt to reduce the fault tolerance over-
head by providing different level of protection to control and data fields
[105, 133]. Henceforth, we will refer to these methods as Intra Packet Fault
Tolerance approaches (IPF). Many recently proposed NoCs support multiple
traffic classes [65, 23]. On the basis of functionality, the traffic classes can
be divided into data traffic and control traffic, containing data and control
packets, respectively. The data packets hold computation information such
as intermediate results, while the control packets deliver control information
such as lowering of voltage. In addition, a new traffic class can emerge when
when a new application, with different protection needs (than those already
running), enters the platform. The reliability requirement of a packet de-
pends on its functionality and parent application. Consider for example that
in streaming applications control traffic needs higher reliability because loss
or corruption of a control packet can lead to system failure. However, infre-
quent loss or corruption of data packets has little effect on the quality or can
even be reproduced in software. On the other hand, in a critical application
like car breaking system, both data and control traffic need high reliability.
Inspired from the IPF methods, we proposed Inter Packet Fault toler-
ance (IAPF). IAPF provides different fault tolerance strengths to multiple
traffic classes, considering packet as a single entity, thereby reducing the
energy overhead, significantly. To identify different traffic types, a two layer
low cost identification circuitry is used. The two layers identify the parent
application and the control/data type of each packet, respectively. Upon
identification, packets are directed towards the path offering needed reli-
ability. We have chosen frequently used methods to tolerate temporary
and permanent faults. To combat temporary faults, we use Error correcting
codes (ECC). ECC utilizes information redundancy to detect and/or correct
errors [14, 133]. Specifically, we use hamming codes to detect and correct
temporary faults in each switch. To address permanent faults in intercon-
nects, we use a spare wire between each pair of switches similar to [77, 131].
If a permanent fault is detected, the interconnect is reconfigured to the
spare wire. Using fault tolerance infrastructure and a hierarchical control
layer, our architecture offers four dynamically changeable reliability levels:
(i) no fault tolerance, (ii) end to end fault tolerance providing Double Er-
ror Detection Single Error Correction (DEDSEC) for temporary faults, (iii)
per-hop fault tolerance providing DEDSEC for temporary faults, and (iv)
per-hop fault tolerance providing DEDSEC for temporary faults and spare
wire replacement for permanent faults. It should be noted that more fault
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levels can easily be integrated to existing architecture. We achieve consid-
erable reductions in energy overhead (from 95 % to 52 %) for implemented
applications (wave front, FFT, HiperLAN, and matrix multiplication) with
an acceptable area overhead (up to 5.3 %), for providing on-demand fault
tolerance (in comparison to overall fault tolerance circuitry).
Motivational Example:
As a concrete motivating example, we present here a case study of 64-
point FFT, mapped on a 3-processor NoC, as shown in Figure 5.1. The FFT
is parallelized by pipelining the butterfly stages [57]. The communications
between the processors are realized using a Distributed Shared Memory
(DSM). One of the processors, called system processor, acts as the system
manager that controls the other two processors, performing computations.
The system processor also hosts a smart power management algorithm to
choose the optimal voltage/frequency operating point. In the figure, the
control and data packet exchanges, between the processors, are represented
by dotted and solid arrows, respectively. The data packets hold intermediate
results, and control packets deliver synchronization and voltage/frequency
scaling information. It can be seen that the data packets are significantly
greater in number compared to the control packets. For many streaming
applications (e.g. WLAN, HiperLAN), that use 64-point FFT, infrequent
loss or corruption of data packets has little effect on the quality or can even
be reproduced in software. However, an erroneous control packet can cause
system failure (e.g. by turning off the processor). As opposed to existing
fault-tolerance techniques (providing same reliability to all the packets),
we exploit this difference in reliability requirements, to reduce the fault
tolerance energy overheads, by providing on-demand fault tolerance (to each
traffic class). Like the FFT example taken here, the data packets are likely
to be the dominant the traffic class in most applications, as asserted by the
famous 80-20 % rule [85]. The 80-20 rule states that 80 % of the execution
time is consumed by 20 % of the program code. The time consuming portions
of the code are typically data computations in nested loops. Parallelism is
typically exploited by mapping the loop iterations on multiple processing
elements (which need to exchange data). Thereby making the data packets
dominant traffic class.
5.2 Related work
Since the last decade, fault tolerant NoCs have been a subject of extensive
research [78]. In this section, we will review only the most prominent work
on Energy aware fault tolerant NoCs. Depending on the attribute to be
modified, techniques to reduce fault tolerance energy overheads can be either
Voltage Adaptive (VA) or the Fault tolerance scheme Adaptive (FA). VA
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    for (i=0; i<64; i++)
    {
    FFT=butterfly (data)
    Copy proc2mem
    }
 Enable processor2
 Stop time calc
 Stream time
}














    for (i=0; i<64; i++)
    {
    FFT=butterfly (data)
    Store result
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Data traffic= 64 packets
Ctrl traffic  = 7 packets 
Data traffic= Low reliability
Ctrl traffic  = High reliability
Figure 5.1: Motivational example for control/data traffic
approaches, considering that transmission voltage has a conflicting influence
on energy efficiency and circuit dependability, adjust the voltage level (on
the basis of e.g. error rate or noise) to minimize the energy consumption.
FA approaches adjust the fault tolerance scheme (and hence the energy
overhead) to match reliability needs.
Voltage adaptive: Worm et al [125] proposed a technique to scale sup-
ply voltage based on observed error pattern. Considering that the voltage
level directly affects reliability, they suggested that a smaller voltage would
be sufficient for transmission in a less noisy execution condition. Therefore,
they increased/decreased the voltage based on existing noise. This work
was later used in [126] to propose a self-calibrating on-chip link. The pro-
posed architecture achieved high-performance and low-power consumption
by dynamically adjusting the operating frequency and voltage swing. Error
detection was combined with retransmission to ensure reliability.
Fault tolerance scheme adaptive: Li et al [79] showed that retaining
the voltage and changing the fault-tolerance scheme provides a larger im-
provement in reliability per unit increase in energy consumption. Based on
their findings, they presented a system capable of dynamically monitoring
noise and shifting between among three fault tolerance levels of different
intensity (Triple Error Detection (TER), Double Error Detection (DED),
and parity). The idea behind their strategy was to monitor the dynamic
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variations in noise behavior and use the least powerful (and hence the most
energy efficient) error protection scheme required to maintain the error rates
below a pre-set threshold. Zimmer and Jantsch [133] proposed a method for
dynamically adapting between four different quality of service levels. They
provided different protection levels to different packet fields. They suggested
that, since packet control part needs higher reliability, the encoding scheme
for the header should be chosen first so that the minimum reliability con-
straint is met. The number of wires required for header encoding limits
those remaining for payload transmission. Rossi et al [105] included end to
end fault tolerance on specific parts of NoC packet to minimize energy and
timing overhead. This thesis uses the end to end and per hop strategy in-
spired from their work. Lehtonen et al [76] employed configurable circuits for
adapting to different fault types. They used reconfigurable links to tolerate
transient, intermittent, and permanent errors. A method for dynamically
shifting between codes of different strengths was presented in [130] that tol-
erated temporary faults. This method adapts error detection and correction
at runtime. Later the work was improved to handle both permanent and
temporary faults [100]. The proposed scheme combines ECC, interleaving
and infrequently used spare wires to tolerate faults.
From the related work it can be seen that the existing fault tolerance
FA schemes reduce energy overheads by changing fault tolerance level on
the basis of information class within a packet. Our approach (which can be
considered as a subset of FA schemes) make decisions to adapt reliability
on the basis of traffic class of each packet. This apparently small change in
granularity of decision making significantly enhances awareness (and hence
the intelligence) of the system, as will be shown in Section 5.6.5. Section 5.7
shows that our scheme promises significant reduction in energy overheads
at cost of minimal area/timing overheads.
Compared to the related work, we made following major con-
tributions:
1. We presented on-demand fault tolerance that scans each packet for
its reliability needs and directs it to the path offering the required
protection. Thus, the energy overhead to provide fault tolerance is
significantly reduced compared to state-of-the-art adaptive techniques
FA techniques [133, 105, 76] (having no information about the traffic
class).
2. We present an enabling management and control backbone that pro-
vides a foundation for the above concept by configuring the fault tol-
erance circuit to meet the reliability requirements.
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5.3 Hierarchical control layer
As already mentioned in Chapter 1, we have chosen McNoC to test the
effectiveness of our method. To refresh our memory, we will briefly dis-
cuss its architecture again. The overall architecture of McNoC is shown in
Figure 5.2. Broadly, McNoC can be divided into two different parts: (i)
network on chip, and (ii) power management infrastructure. McNoC uses
the Nostrum network-on-chip as communication backbone [93, 97, 83]. It
uses regular mesh topology and provides hot potato X-Y routing [37]. A
power management system has been built on top of Nostrum by introducing
The power management system allows to manipulate voltage and frequencies


















Figure 5.2: McNoC architecture
To enable adaptivity we added an intelligence layer on the McNoC sys-
tem architecture as shown in Figure 5.3. This layer is composed of one cell
agent per node, one cluster agent controlling a number of cell agents and a
system agent managing entire platform. The main purpose of this layer was
to provide various services like fault tolerance and power management or-
thogonally to the traditional NoC functions (like packet switching etc.). In
this section we will describe this layer briefly. A detailed description about
how this layer controls adaptive fault-tolerance and power-management will
be given later in Section 5.6 and Chapter 7, respectively.
Cell agents are simple, passive entities implemented primarily in hard-
ware to provide on-demand monitoring services such as reporting average
load of a switch, to the cluster agent (explained later in Chapter 7). Each
cluster agent manages a number of cell agents to bring about e.g. DVFS
functionality. The system agent is the general manager of all monitoring.
Operations like application mapping are performed by the system agent.
The cluster agent is responsible for managing each application in case mul-
tiple applications are running in a single platform. The joint efforts of the
system, cluster and local agents realize the adaptivity of the system e.g. au-






































Network on chip Power management infrastructure
Hirarchical control layer
Figure 5.3: McNoC architecture
application. In terms of functionality, the agent layer is orthogonal to the
data computation. The underlying NoC backbone, regardless of the exact
implementation (topology, routing, flow control or memory architecture),
performs the conventional data communication, while the agent subsystem
monitors the computation and communication. The separation of agent
services provides portability of the system architecture to different NoC
platforms, thus leading to improved design efficiency.
5.4 Fault Model and infrastructure
In this thesis, we detect and correct three type of faults in NoCs: (i) single
bit temporary faults in storage buffers, (ii) temporary faults in a link, and
(iii) permanent faults in a link. A single bit temporary faults in storage
buffers or a link, can cause a bit flip in the packet to be transmitted and
is modeled as single event upsets (SEUs). Permanent fault in a link can
induce error in the packet bits traversing the wire. These faults are modeled
as Stuck-At-faulT (SAT). The motivation for protecting buffers and wires
is that they consume most silicon in high performance [106] and low power
[89, 46, 67, 73] NoCs, respectively. Thereby, they are most susceptible to
faults. Moreover, the other components of a NoC (i.e. routing logic and
network interface) can be protected locally, using commonly used Built-In-
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Self-Test (BIST) methods [31], independent of the proposed scheme.
5.4.1 Protection against Temporary Fault in Buffers/links
For protection against single bit temporary errors, we use Error Correcting
Codes (ECC). Specifically we employ hamming codes which are DEDSEC
codes. Motivation behind the choice of the ECC was that hamming codes or
its variants are frequently used in NoCs, to combat temporary faults [14, 76].
It should be noted that any other ECC scheme and/or interleaving can be
used. Same ECC can be employed to detect/correct temporary faults in
wires and the buffers. Here, the purpose is not to propose the most efficient
ECC, but to present a generic methodology to reduce fault tolerance energy
overheads. Figure 5.4 shows the architecture of a fault tolerant switch. HC
and HD stand for hamming coder and decoder, respectively. Whenever, a
packet leaves a switch, it is encoded with hamming code using a hamming


















Figure 5.4: Fault tolerant NoC switch
5.4.2 Protection against permanent faults in links
To overcome a permanent fault in one of the wires, we employ a spare wire
between each pair of switches, similar to [77]. If a permanent fault is de-
tected, the data around the faulty wire is directed towards the spare wire
as shown in Figure 5.5. In the figure T and R indicate respectively the
transmitting and receiving end. To reduce router complexity and balance
the delay within routed wires the reconfiguration ripples through the bus
instead of directly mapping the faulty wire to the spare. The faulty wire
(wire with permanent fault) is detected at the receiving end by continu-
ous occurrence of temporary fault at the same wire. Upon detection of a
faulty wire, the receiver switches to spare wire and informs the transmitter
end about the faulty wire (by sending a faulty wire packet, shown in Ta-
ble 5.3, directed towards the transmitter). After receiving the faulty wire
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packet, the transmitter also switches to the spare wire and sends spare wire
switched packet to the receiving end. To ensure safe communication, from
the transmission of faulty wire packet to the reception of spare wire switched
packet, the receiver rejects all packets during this duration. This process is































No fault Fault detected on wire2 Reconfiguration around faulty wire
Spare Spare Spare
Figure 5.5: Reconfiguration to spare wire
If another permanent fault is discovered, the application is mapped to
another processor. Again, the reason for choosing this methodology was
the ease of implementation. Methods like split transactions [76] can be
employed to increase the efficiency, however they are beyond the scope of
this thesis. The state machine, shown in Figure 5.6, is used to support the
switching to spare wire and the remapping functionality. This state machine
specifically represents the reconfiguration functionality at the receiving end
of faulty wire. The reconfiguration at the transmitting end and remapping
is accomplished by the agent based monitoring and management system,
explained in Section 5.6. The state machine is divided into three stages:
1. As long as no fault is detected in the system, the state machine remains
in state No error. If a temporary fault is detected, by a non zero syn-
drome, the state machine changes its state to Tempft 1. In this state,
a counter is initialized and the syndrome stored. Upon consecutive
occurrence of errors at the same bit location, the state machine moves
to Tempft 2. If the value of counter exceeds a pre-defined threshold,
a permanent fault is inferred. Upon detection of permanent fault the
state machine signals switching to spare wire (state Switch wire) and
changes to state wchd in stage 2,
2. The state machine remains in state wchd as long as no other single
wire fault is detected. If another permanent fault is detected, the state
machine moves to state Remap req in stage 3 passing through states
wchd ft1 and wchdft 2, similar to stage 1.













Figure 5.6: Permanent fault detection state machine
Table 5.2: Fault tolerance levels
Code Fault tolerance level Energy Overhead
00 None None
01 End to end (Temporary) Low
10 Per-hop (Temporary) Medium
11 Per-hop (Temporary and permanent) High
5.5 On-demand fault tolerance
Depending on the reliability needs, each packet is provided only the required
fault tolerance strength, thereby reducing the energy overhead, considerably.
We call this method on-demand fault tolerance. On the basis of fault toler-
ance strength, and hence the overhead, we have provided four different fault
tolerance levels as shown in Table 5.2. In per hop strategy, the packet passes
through the fault tolerance circuitry at each hop. This strategy can detect
both single bit temporary errors and single wire permanent faults per hop.
End to end fault tolerance scheme is employed to ensure energy efficiency
in packets requiring low reliability. This scheme can tolerate single bit error
in the entire source to destination path. On-demand fault tolerance is ac-
complished in two stages: (i) packet identification and (ii) providing needed
protection.
5.5.1 Packet identification
The packet identification involves traffic type and parent application iden-
tification. The traffic type identification circuitry determines whether the
packet is control or data packet. The parent application circuitry determines
the parent application a packet belongs to.
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Control/data traffic identification
This strategy is specifically targeted for applications needing different pro-
tection levels for the control and data packets (e.g. streaming applications).
Packet type identification uses a mux, a demux and a Hop Count Com-
parator (HCC in the figure) shown at the top of Figure 5.7. To distinguish
data packets from control packets, high hopcount values are reserved for
the control packets. The motivation behind choosing hopcount to identify
control packet is that hopcount is also used to prioritize packets in case of
contentions. Therefore, by reserving high values in hopcount field for control
packets, they always have higher priority than the data packets. To support
this mechanism, the router only increments the hopcount value, HV , of the

















Figure 5.7: Multi path reconfigurable fault tolerance circuitry
Parent application identification
This strategy is specifically designed for situations when multiple applica-
tions with different reliability needs are running simultaneously on a plat-
form. To distinguish packets from different applications, either of the two
circuits shown in Figure 5.8 can be used. Circuit in Figure 5.8-a (referred
to ABFA from hereon in), is very efficient and flexible but, as will be shown
later in this section, not scalable. Circuit in Figure 5.8-b (referred to ABFB
from hereon in) is scalable but not as efficient for smaller projects involving
less than 70 processors.
ABFA uses a special, proc ∗ f bit register, called index reg, which can
support 2f different fault tolerance levels. Where proc is the number of
processors present in the platform. Each row in the index reg indicates the
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fault tolerance need of application hosted by that processor e.g. proc3 =
01 indicates that processor 3 needs end to end temporary fault tolerance
(from Table 5.2). When all the applications in the platform need the same
reliability, the application identification circuitry is deactivated and packets
pass uninterrupted through a bypass path (not shown in figure). As soon
as an application needing a different protection level enters the platform,
ABFA is switched on and the corresponding rows of index reg are updated.
When activated, ABFA compares the reliability needs of the source and the
destination processor and provides the greater of the two values. The main
problem with this method is that the size of the index reg is dependent on





















Figure 5.8: Application fault tolerance level identifier
ABFB, shown in Figure 5.8-b offers scalability at the cost of flexibil-
ity. In the this method, a pre determined maximum number of processors
PREmax per application is decided at design time. A PREmax ∗ a bit reg-
ister is embedded in each cell agent. Where a represents the bits needed to
represent the source or destination address. The controlling cluster agent
(explained in Section 5.6.2) fills the register with the addresses of the proces-
sors controlled by the cluster agent, collectively called cluster group. When
ABFB is activated, the source and destination addresses of each packet are
compared to other addresses in the cluster group. If the incoming packet
belongs to a different group, it is assigned the maximum fault tolerance
level supported by the platform. Though less efficient, this approach still
promises substantial reduction in energy overhead provided bulk of packets
are exchanged between processors belonging to the same application. To
estimate the area and power overheads of the proposed circuits (ABFA and
ABFB), we synthesized their multiple versions (with different NoC nodes).
For power estimates, the default 20 % switching activity was used. The
obtained area and power are shown in figures 5.9 and 5.10. The figures
reveal that for small projects (up to 70 nodes), ABFA promises lesser area
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and power overheads. For projects exceeding 70, ABFB is more efficient in
terms of both area and power.
Figure 5.9: Area comparison between ABFA and ABFB
Figure 5.10: Power comparison between ABFA and ABFB
5.5.2 Providing needed protection
Once the packet is identified, the packet is given needed protection by con-
figuring the muxes/demuxes shown in Figure 5.7. Depending on the traffic
type, the control, end to end, and per-hop signals (ctrl, E2E, and perhop
in the figure) are adjusted. Any of the four fault tolerance levels can be
provided to the packets. The details of how this circuit is configured, will
be presented in Section 5.6.1.
5.5.3 Formal evaluation of energy savings
To visualize the potential savings of the proposed method (for a generic
NoC/application), we will present here a simplistic energy model. The ac-
tual energy estimates using, Synopsys design compiler, by executing real
application (HiperLAN, matrix multiplication, wavefront, and FFT) on Mc-
NoC will be shown in Section 5.7. The formalizations can serve as a guide
to determine when to bypass the packet identification circuits, presented
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in sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.1, is useful. Let Ec(i) and Ed(j), be the energy
required by control and data packet, respectively, to traverse the NoC. En-
ergy, Et, needed for providing fault tolerance to all the packets traversing











Where, C and D is the number of control and data packets, respectively.
Eft is the energy required for providing fault tolerance. The equation can
be reduced to:







Energy, ECID, needed to identify and provide fault tolerance to each




(Ec(i) + Eftc + Eid) +
D∑
i=1
(Ed(j) + Eftd + Eid), (5.3)
where, Eid, is the energy needed to identify the packet. Eftc, and Eftd,
represent the energy consumed for providing fault tolerance to control and
data packets, respectively. The equation can be reduced to:







Since in many applications (e.g. streaming applications), the number of
control packets is significantly lower than the data packets (shown in Section
5.7) and data packets can traverse unprotected, this equation promises mas-
sive energy savings provided Eid is lesser than Eft. We will show in Section
5.7 that Eid is composed of a simple comparator needing very low energy.
To cover the corner cases, where the control packets are frequent and/or
each packet class needs the same reliability, the identification circuitry can
be bypassed.
To formalize the potential savings of using ABFA and ABFB, let Ea(i),
be the energy overhead of ith application and Emax be the overhead to pro-
vide fault tolerance to the application needing maximum reliability. Energy,
Eapp, for providing fault tolerance to all application using traditional method




(Ea(i) + Emax), (5.5)
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where, app are the total applications running simultaneously. Energy, EP ID,





(Ea(i) + Eid + Eft(i)). (5.6)
This method can reduce energy overhead provided Eid + Eft(i) < Emax. If
all applications running on the system have same reliability requirements,
bypass paths should be activated. Overall, equations 5.3 and 5.6, promise
significant overhead reduction provided multiple traffic classes with different
reliability needs traverse the NoC.
5.6 Monitoring and management services
The monitoring and management services are provided by a three-tier hier-
archical control layer shown in Figure 5.2. In this section we will explain,
in detail, the architecture and functionality of the control layer. Remember
from Section 5.3, the control layer is composed of three types of agents.
Figure 5.11 shows the functionality of each of the agent type.
5.6.1 Cell agent
Cell agent is a passive entity, implemented in hardware and connected with
each switch of the NoC. In terms of fault tolerance, the functionality of cell
agent can be divided into six parts: (i) if a permanent fault is detected by
the state machine, shown in Figure 5.6, it configures the receiving switch
to shift to the spare wire and sends a packet containing the syndrome to
the neighboring switch at the transmitting end, (ii) if a packet containing
the syndrome has been sent to the transmitting end, it rejects all packets
till the reception of spare wire switched packet from the transmitting end,
(iii) if an incoming packet is identified as faulty wire packet, it configures
the switch to shift to spare wire, specified by the packet, and sends a spare
wire switched packet directed towards the source of received packet, (iv) if
an incoming packet is identified as spare wire switched packet, it restarts
accepting packets, (v) if a permanent fault is detected in another wire, it
sends remap packet to the system agent, and (vi) upon request from the
application/system agent, it configures the fault tolerance circuitry shown
in Figure 5.7, to set the fault tolerance strength. Here, we only focus on
shifting to spare wire, a corresponding fault tolerance protocol is beyond the
scope of this thesis and for that an intrested reader can refer to [16].
The interface of the cell agent with the switch is shown in Figure 5.12.
The cell agent is further divided into 2 sub-agents (i) Power Management
































































System agent Cluster agent Cell agent
Figure 5.11: Functionality of the system, cluster, and cell agent
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Table 5.3: Traffic interchange between cell agent and switch
Packet source destination
peak load PM agent application agent
faulty wire (syndrome) FT agent neighboring node
remap FT agent system agent
load request cluster agent PM agent
set DVFS cluster agent PM agent
set region system agent PM agent
spare wire switched FT agent neighboring node
agent and the FT agent work independently to provide power management
and fault tolerance services, respectively. The only interference between
the agents occur at the switch boundary, when the packet is to be inserted
into the network. At this point the contentions need to be resolved using
appropriate priorities. Here, we will focus on the functionality of the FT
agent and the PM agent will be discussed only when it affects the FT agent.
A detailed functionality of PM agent will be discussed in Chapter 7. All
types of packet transfer between the agents and the network are shown in
Table 5.3.











Traffic: agent to the network
PM agent: peak loadfrom PM agent 
                   to System agent
FT agent : use spare from the 
                   receiver to nearest 
                   neighbour                    






Traffic: network to agent
PM agent: Send load load from the 
                    network to PM agent
PM agent: Set DVFS load from the 
                    network to PM agent
PM agent: Set Region load from the 
                    network to PM agent
FT agent : use spare from the network 
                    to FT agent
FT agent: set FT level
Cell agent on receiving
 interface
Switch
Cell Agent interface with switches
Figure 5.12: Cell agent interface to the switch
Packets from the switch to the agent pass through a service identifier.
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The service identifier directs the packet to the appropriate sub-agent (PM
agent or the FT agent). The packets from the agent to the switch pass
through a packet generator and traffic handler unit. The packet generator
packs the packets with appropriate destination and priority, before sending
them to the switch. For our experiments, the highest priority is given to
remap packets, followed by the spare wire (faulty wire, switch to spare wire,
wire switched) and power management (peak load, load request, set DVFS,
set region) packets. In present implementation of McNoC, the hopcount
field has 6 bits. Therefore, on the basis of priority, values 63, 62, and 61 are
reserved for the remap, spare wire, and power management packets, respec-
tively. In a single cycle, up to four remap or change wire packets and one
sendload can contend for the switch. Three FIFOs with different priorities,
shown in Figure 5.13, are used to resolve contentions. The generate packet






Figure 5.13: block diagram of packet generator
5.6.2 Cluster agent
A cluster agent is present as a separate thread for each application running
on a NoC platform. Cluster agent runs parallel to the computations on one
of the processors executing the application. The number of cluster agents
is equal to the number of applications executing simultaneously on NoC. In
our experiments we use 4 cluster agents to control wavefront, FFT, Hiper-
LAN and matrix multiplication respectively. In terms of fault tolerance, the
cluster agent has two main functionalities: (i) to dynamically update the
index reg in ABFB with the addresses of the processors controlled by the
cluster agent and (ii) to provide turn off signals to the cell agents if the
application finishes. The cluster agent also performs power management,
but that will be discussed later in Chapter 7.
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5.6.3 System agent
The system agent is the general manager of the system and is implemented
as a separate thread on one of the processors of the NoC in software. For
each application, it updates the cell and cluster agent about the fault toler-
ance requirements of traffic types present in the NoC. As soon as the fault
tolerance needs change (e.g. due to entry of new application), it updates
the packet generator of cell agents to ensure that the control packets with
appropriate hop count values (and hence priorities) are generated. Upon
receiving remap message, it remaps the application to a different part of
NoC and sends the turn off message to the cluster agent.
5.6.4 Inter-agent communication protocol
To realize on-demand fault-tolerance, an agent may need to apprise other
agent(s) about an observed event. As shown in Figure 5.14, this infor-
mation exchange takes place via inter-agent communication protocol. To
simply the illustration, all the communications are shown by arrows (they
actually take place using the NoC). In the context of fault tolerance, the
agents communicate with each other in three scenarios: (i) an application
with different reliability needs (from already hosted applications) enters the
platform, (ii) first faulty wire (in a link) is detected by a cell agents, and
(iii) second faulty wire (in a link) is detected by a cell agent. Upon arrival of
an application with new fault tolerance needs, the system agent informs all
cluster agents (by sending Set Fault Tolerance (SFT) packet) to update the
Fault Tolerance Level (FTL) of cell agents, controlled by it. When a wire
with permanent fault is detected by the a cell agent at receiving switch (see
Section 5.6.1), it requests the cell agent at transmitting switch to use the
spare wire. After shifting to spare wire, the the cell agent at transmitting
end updates the cell agent at receiving end about it. When a link with two
faulty wires is discovered, the the cell agent at receiving end updates the
system agent about it.
5.6.5 Effects of granularity on intelligence
Remember from Section 5.2 that principal difference between IAPF and IPF
approaches is the granularity of decision making. As shown in Table 5.4,
increasing the granularity to packet level offers significant flexibility, other-
wise unachievable by IPF approaches. While both IPF and IAPF schemes
can modify their fault tolerance strengths depending on the noise, IPF ap-
proaches inherently lack the ability differentiate packets belonging to differ-
ent traffic classes. They can neither differentiate between packets belonging
to different applications (with different reliability needs) nor between pack-
ets containing different information (control/data). By using the proposed
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Figure 5.14: Communication protocol between agents
Table 5.4: Comparison between voltage scaled, IPF, IAPF, and IPF+IAPF
schemes
Awareness IPF IAPF IPF+IAPF
Varying noise levels yes yes yes
Different packet classes no yes yes
Different application classes no yes yes
Different fields in packets yes no yes
IAPF approach the system is able to transparently distinguish packets be-
longing to different traffic classes and adjust the fault tolerance intensity
accordingly. However, due to higher granularity, IAPF alone fails to recog-
nize different fields within a packet. Integrating IPF and IAPF approaches
enables the system to aptly analyze the packet and hence reduce the energy
overhead of fault tolerance. It will be shown in the next section that the ad-
dition of this additional analysis step reduces energy overhead, considerably,
at the cost of minimal area and timing penalty.
5.7 Results
In this section, we will evaluate the benefits and costs of on-demand fault
tolerance.
5.7.1 Experimental setup
We performed experiments by mapping four representative applications (wave-
front, FFT, HiperLAN, and matrix multiplication) on McNoC platform.
The applications were coded in C and mapped to multiple number proces-
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Table 5.5: Ratio of control to data packets
App CPUs CPs DPs CPs (%)
WF 3 7 2040 0.34
WF 6 13 4080 0.31
WF 9 19 6120 0.31
FFT 3 7 192 3.64
FFT 6 13 384 3.38
HLAN 4 9 320 2.81
HLAN 7 15 504 2.97
MM 3 7 192 3.64
MM 6 13 240 5.40
MM 12 25 264 9.46
sors, as shown in column CPUs of Table 5.5. Along with the actual applica-
tion C code, the per-core energy/power management algorithm, used in [59]
(will be explained in Chapter 7), was also implemented on each processor.
The algorithm chooses the optimal operating point, by selecting the mini-
mum voltage/frequency required to meet the application deadlines. There-
fore, along with Data Packets (DP) three type of Control Packets (CP) were
generated: (i) synchronization packets, (ii) fault tolerance packets, and (iii)
power management packets. The hopcount field of each control packet was
modified to the reserved value, before leaving the source node, by the cell
agent attached to it. Thereby, the control and data packets were provided
different levels of protection.
5.7.2 Ratio of control to data packets
Table 5.5 shows total Data Packets (DPs) and Control Packets (CPs) gen-
erated while executing each of the benchmarks. The DPs were used in
exchange of intermediate computation results and the CPs were used to
provide fault tolerance and power management. It is clearly seen that only
a negligible portion of packets were control packets (from 0.34% to 9.46%).
Hence, justifying the assumption made in Section 5.5.3.
5.7.3 Cost benefit analysis
To evaluate the reduction in overhead, achieved by the proposed technique,
the fault tolerance hardware was synthesized. Worst case and on-demand
adaptive fault tolerance levels, explained in Section 5.5, were tested. Table
5.6 and Table 5.7 show the energy consumed by the fault tolerance circuitry
for executing the four benchmarks. In the tables, WCP, WCE, OPA, OEA,
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Table 5.6: Energy consumption for worst case and on-demand fault tolerance
App WCP WCE OPA OEA OPB OEB
(µJ) (µJ) (µJ) (µJ) (µJ) (µJ)
WF(3) 114.9 168.5 5.6 11.1 30.5 60.7
WF(6) 229.8 337.1 11.2 22.5 60.8 121.2
WF(9) 344.6 505.6 16.8 33.0 91.2 181.86
FFT(3) 11.2 15.9 0.9 1.6 3.3 6.4
FFT(6) 22.3 31.7 1.7 3.1 6.6 12.7
HLAN(4) 18.5 26.4 1.3 2.4 5.3 10.4
HLAN(7) 29.1 41.6 2.1 3.9 8.5 16.5
MM(3) 11.1 15.8 0.9 1.6 3.3 6.4
MM(6) 14.2 19.8 1.37 2.4 4.4 8.5
MM(12) 16.2 21.8 2.14 3.5 5.6 10.6
Table 5.7: Reduction in energy overhead by using on-demand fault tolerance
App OPA OEA OPB OEB
(%) (%) (%) (%)
WF(3) 95.1 93.4 73.5 63.9
WF(6) 95.1 93.5 73.5 64.0
WF(9) 95.1 93.5 73.5 64.0
FFT(3) 91.9 89.9 70.3 59.5
FFT(6) 92.1 90.2 70.5 59.8
HLAN(4) 92.6 90.8 71.1 60.6
HLAN(7) 92.5 90.8 70.9 60.4
MM(3) 91.9 89.9 70.3 59.5
MM(6) 90.3 88.0 68.7 57.1
MM(12) 86.8 83.7 65.1 51.6
OPB and OEB represent worst case per hop, worst case end to end, on-
demand per hop using circuit ABFA, on-demand end to end using circuit
ABFA, on-demand per hop using circuit ABFB (OPB), and on-demand end
to end using circuit ABFB, respectively. The number inside the parenthesis,
after the benchmark, represents the number of processors used in parallel
to execute the algorithms
For per hop protection, parallel parts of application were mapped con-
tiguously while for end to end fault tolerance, the parallel parts were one
hop apart. For on-demand fault-tolerance, only the control packets were pro-
vided DEDSEC while the data packets traversed the network unprotected.
From the tables it is obvious that both the ABFA and ABFB promise con-
siderable reduction in energy overheads compared to the worst case fault
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Table 5.8: Area and power consumption of different components of fault
tolerant circuit
HC HD AIF ABFA ABFB
Power µW 1333 1924 29 109 705
Area µm2 3729 5369 60 450 2828
tolerance. ABFA circuitry outperforms ABFB circuit, since the synthesis
was done for 16 nodes. Following Figure 5.10, for NoCs with more than 70
processors, the ABFB circuit should be a better solution.
To estimate additional overhead incurred by on-demand fault tolerance,
we synthesized two versions of fault tolerance hardware, using ABFA and
ABFB, respectively. Area and power requirements for each of the compo-
nents is shown in Table 5.8 and Figure 5.15. For both versions, Hamming
Coder (HC) and the Hamming Decoder (HD) was found to be most costly
in terms of area (84.70 % and 79.9 %) and power (95.86 % and 75.9 %). The
AIF circuit for detecting control/data packet had negligible overhead. The
overhead for parent application detection was largely dependent on whether
ABFA or ABFB was used. In Figure 5.15, ABFA promises lesser overhead
(4.68 % area, 3.21 % power) compared to ABFB (23.59 % area and 17.69 %
power) because a NoC with 16 nodes was synthesized. Remember from Sec-
tion 5.5.1, the overhead of ABFA is dependent on the number of processors
present. For a NoC exceeding 70 processors, ABFA would be more costly
than ABFB while the overhead of ABFB would remain constant. Over-
all, results confirm that on-demand fault tolerance can achieve significant
energy savings with negligible additional costs (5.3 % area for ABFA and
24.9 % area for ABFB). It should be noted that although these experiments
were conducted on Nostrum (that reduces energy consumption by eliminat-
ing output buffers), same overheads are expected for a high performance
NoC (with buffered outputs). Since regardless of the buffer size, the fault
tolerance architecture and ECC remains the same.
Figure 5.15: Area and power overhead of fault tolerance circuitry
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5.8 Summary
In this chapter, we presented an adaptive fault tolerance mechanism, capable
of providing the on-demand protection to multiple traffic classes present in
a NoC platform. On-demand fault tolerance was attained by passing each
packet through a two layer , low cost, class identification circuitry. Upon
identification, the packet was provided one of the four fault tolerance levels:
(i) no fault tolerance, (ii) end to end DEDSEC, (iii) per hop DEDSEC, or (iv)
per hop DEDSEC with permanent fault detection and recovery. To manage
the process autonomously, a three-tier control backbone, was introduced.
It was responsible for reconfiguring the fault tolerance infrastructure upon
arrival of each new traffic class. The obtained results suggest that the on-
demand fault tolerance incurs a negligible penalty in terms of area (up to
5.3%) compared to the fault tolerance circuitry, while being able to provide
a significant reduction in energy (up to 95%) by providing protection only





6.1 Introduction and Motivation
As the dark silicon era fast approaches, where the thermal considerations
will allow only a part of chip to be powered on, aggressive power manage-
ment decisions will become critical. This chapter presents the architecture
and algorithms that allow aggressive power management in CGRAs. The
proposed solution, called Private Operating Environments (POEs), allows
various applications (hosted by a CGRA) to enjoy the voltage/frequency
operating points tailored to its needs. Specifically, we deal with the case
when a CGRA hosts multiple applications, running concurrently (in space
and/or time), and each application has different performance requirements.
Some applications enjoy relaxed timing budget, and can afford to run at
a low voltage/frequency operating point. While other applications, have
stringent timing deadlines that require the CGRA to operate at maximum
frequency/voltage. To efficiently host these applications, requires a plat-
form that is geared to dynamically and with agility create arbitrary volt-
age/frequency partitions. Various requirements of such a platform are de-
picted in Table 6.1. In this section we will briefly describe the each function
and its requirements. The detailed implementations will be given later in
this chapter.
For efficient operating point selection, we have employed Dynamic volt-
age and frequency scaling (DVFS) [3]. DVFS enhances energy efficiency
by scaling voltage and/or frequency to match the runtime performance re-
quirements. To realize DVFS, requires voltage regulators and frequency
dividers. Depending on the granularity of power management, DVFS can
be either coarse-grained or fine-grained [41]. In coarse-grained DVFS, the
operating point of entire platform is scaled to match frequency/voltage re-
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quirements of the application needing maximum performance. Fine-grained
DVFS allows to modify the frequency/voltage of different parts of chip sep-
arately. Therefore, for contemporary platforms, fine-grained DVFS offers
better energy efficiency by exploiting fine-grained workload locality [70].
However, realization of fine-grained DVFS is strongly challenged by factors
(e.g. data-flow management and metastability) when data crosses clock
boundaries [33]. In this chapter, we will show how these synchronization
overheads can be reduced by exploiting the reconfiguration features offered
by modern CGRAs. Synchronization overheads arise from extra buffers and
handshakes needed to provide reliable communication between different is-
lands, (i.e. different parts of a platform with different operating points). Our
solution relies on runtime generation of a bitstream, which configures one of
the existing cells (hardware resource) as an isolation cell, called dynamically
reconfigurable isolation cell (DRIC). The DRIC serves to synchronize data
exchanges between different islands. Reduction in overheads is achieved
by eliminating the need for most of additional dedicated hardware. To re-
duce energy consumption even further we utilize Autonomous Parallelism,
Voltage, and Frequency Selection (APVFS). that in addition to selecting
optimal frequency/voltage, also parallelizes the applications at runtime [57].
To implement runtime parallelism, various versions (i.e. implementations of
an application with different degree of parallelism) are stored. High energy
efficiency is achieved by dynamically choosing the version that requires the
least voltage/frequency to meet the deadlines on available resources.
Motivation: To illustrate motivation for using fine-grained DVFS, DRIC,
and APVFS consider Figure 6.1, showing a CGRA with six processing ele-
ments (PEs). The figure depicts a typical scenario, in which WLAN trans-
mits data to an MPEG decoder. Each of these applications is mapped to
a different part of device and requires different throughput (performance).
Fine-grained DVFS promises a considerable increase in energy efficiency
by providing a separate voltage/frequency to each of these parts. Fine-
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grained DVFS, however, requires additional synchronizers embedded in all
PEs, causing unnecessary overheads. The proposed technique reduces these
overheads, significantly, by configuring a DRIC to synchronize communica-
tion between the PEs, which actually communicate (PE2 and PE4 in the
figure). APVFS can enhance the energy/power efficiency even further by
shifting to a parallel version with lower frequency/voltage (F3, V3 in the
figure).
The proposed scheme is generic and in principle applicable to all grid
based CGRAs. To report concrete results, we have chosen dynamically re-
configurable resource array (DRRA) [112], as a representative CGRA. Sim-
ulating many practical applications revealed a significant reduction in power
and energy consumption, compared to traditional DVFS techniques. Ma-
trix multiplication (with three versions) showed the most promising results
giving up to 23% and 51% reductions in consumption (for the tested ap-
plications), respectively. Synthesis results confirm that our solution offers
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Figure 6.1: CGRA hosting multiple applications
6.2 Related Work
Since our work relates both to reduction in DVFS overheads and optimal
version selection (dynamic parallelism), we review the most prominent work
from both areas that is relevant to our approach.
Reduction in DVFS overheads: DVFS has been an area of exten-
sive research in recent years for system on chip [3]. Unfortunately, only few
works deal with implementing DVFS on CGRAs [68], [104]. Liang et al.
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[41] and Amir et al. [102] proposed using reconfigurable links to reduce the
overheads imposed by the synchronizers in network on chips (NoC). The
reconfigurable links bypass the synchronization circuitry if two cells operate
at same frequency. Both of these methods require dedicated reconfigurable
buffers and the reconfiguration is mainly used to minimize the latency. Yang
et al. [101] exploit DVFS to reduce reconfiguration energy in runtime re-
configurable devices. This method is in principal opposite to what we try
to achieve (i.e. use reconfiguration to reduce DVFS overheads). Warp pro-
cessor [84] monitors the program at runtime and generates instructions to
configure its hardware for computation intensive parts. The fast execution
of certain parts creates idle slacks. The voltage is later scaled to take ad-
vantage of these idle slacks. We use runtime creation of DRICs inspired
from this method. To the best of our knowledge, a technique that exploits
the reconfiguration to reduce dedicated hardware, needed for fine-grained
DVFS, is missing (in CGRA domain).
Runtime parallelism: Traditionally, the platforms were provided with
only one configuration per task considering the worst case [38]. Nagarajan
et al. [107], explored the possibility of dynamic parallelism, by employing an
array of small processors. The proposed architecture allowed different levels
of parallelisms ranging from single thread on multiple processors to running
many threads on a single core. P. Palatin et al. [95], presented component-
based programming paradigm to support run-time task parallelism. In the
MORPHEUS project [122], Thoma et al. developed dynamically reconfig-
urable SoC architectures. Teich et al. [121] presented a paradigm (called
invasive computing) to parallelize/serialize tasks on a CGRAs.
DVFS + Runtime parallelism: Although both DVFS and runtime
parallelism have been researched thoroughly, only few works combine paral-
lelism with DVFS, to allow aggressive voltage/frequency scaling. Couvreur
[128] presented a two phase method to enhance energy efficiency, by com-
bining dynamic version selection and DVFS on a CGRA, called ADRES.
The work was later improved in [129] by providing criteria for selection of
optimal versions. However, this method incurred prohibitive memory and
reconfiguration costs, limiting the versions that can be stored. To reduce
storage and reconfiguration requirements, we [57] suggested to store only
a single version and represent the remaining versions by their differences
from the original. In [60], we presented the architecture and algorithm to
dynamically realize Autonomous Parallelism Voltage and Frequency Selec-
tion (APVFS). The proposed architecture/algorithm promised high energy
efficiency by parallelizing a task, whenever adequate resources are available.
However, the task parallelism relied on solely on greedy algorithm, that can
(in some cases) be more costly than simple DVFS (see Section 6.9 and [62]).
In [62], we presented energy aware task parallelism to address the problem
faced by the greedy algorithm. In this chapter, we combine the architecture
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proposed in [60] and with the parallelism intelligence presented in [62].
Compared to related work, this thesis has four major contri-
butions:
• We present Architecture and implementation of fine-grained dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), using low latency rationally
related frequencies, on a CGRA;
• We propose energy aware task parallelism, that parallelizes a task only
when its parallel version offers reduction in energy;
• We integrate energy-aware task parallelism with operating point intel-
ligence, to select optimal parallelism, voltage, and frequency at run-
time; and
• We present a complete HW/SW solution that serves to realize all the
above concepts.
6.3 DVFS infrastructure in DRRA
We have chosen Globally Ratio-synchronous Locally Synchronous (GRLS)
[20] design style to implement DVFS in DRRA. The main motivation for
choosing GRLS is that it promises higher performance compared to GALS
systems (requiring handshake) and higher efficiency compared to me-synchronous
systems (requiring all modules to be at same frequencies).The only restric-
tion is that it requires that all clocks on the chip run at frequencies which
are sub-multiple of a so called global virtual frequency, FH . For a detailed
discussion of GRLS and other clocking strategies, we refer to [20]. It should
be noted that although we specifically use GRLS for this thesis, the proposed
methods are, in principal, applicable to GALS as well.
A power management system has been built on top of DRRA by intro-
ducing a wrapper around every cell as shown in Figure 6.2. The wrapper
is used to ensure safe communication between nodes operating at different
frequencies and to realize Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS).
The access point to provide the power services is given by the power man-
agement unit. The power management unit, depending on voltage select
and frequency select signals, uses voltage control unit and clock generation
unit to control the voltage and the clock frequency, respectively.
6.3.1 Voltage Control unit
To implement voltage scaling, we have used quantized supply voltage levels.
In this technique, multiple global supply voltages are generated on-chip or


















































Figure 6.2: DVFS infrastructure in DRRA
distribution grids. To realize voltage switching, a local Voltage Control Unit
(local VCU) is embedded in every DRRA cell, as shown on Figure 6.3. Each
local voltage control unit contains a PMOS power switch and the necessary
logic to drive it. The power switches select one of the global supply voltages
as the local supply voltage for the module. This allows quantized voltage
regulation. The central Voltage Control Unit (central VCU) powers the
distribution grid with different voltage levels. Depending on the system
requirements, any number of rails can be formed and distributed. For this





















Physical layer voltage switch
Figure 6.3: Voltage control unit
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6.3.2 Clock generation unit
For frequency scaling, we have used a Clock Generation Unit (CGU) inspired
from [20]. The hardware for the clock generation unit is shown in Figure
6.4. The CGU receives the selected clock from the local voltage control
unit. It uses the Frequency Select (Fs) signal, from the runtime resource
manager, to set a division threshold. To generate the output clock, Clko,
of desired frequency a counter is incremented every cycle, and compared to
the division threshold value. If count = Fs, the counter is reset and a toggle











Figure 6.4: Clock generation unit
6.4 Data flow management
Whenever two islands with different frequencies/voltages communicate, syn-
chronization is required. The synchronization requires data-flow and metasta-
bility management. We have employed Dynamically Reconfigurable Isolation
Cells (DRICs) to meet these requirements at runtime. Where a DRIC can
be any spare DRRA cell, that is dynamically configured by the runtime
resource manager (see Chapter 2) to synchronize communications between
two islands. In this section, we discuss how a DRIC manages data-flow later
in Section 6.5 we will discuss how it caters metastability. For data flow
management, the DRIC has two responsibilities: (i) to regulate the data
transmission and (ii) to provides storage buffers (in form of reg-files) for in-
termediate data. To formulate the need for data-flow management, consider
that two islands with different frequencies need to exchange data. Let Ft
and Fr be the transmitter and the receiver frequencies, respectively. As long
as Ft ≤ Fr, the transmitter can transmit safely without any regulation. If
Ft > Fr, a regulation mechanism is needed to prevent the loss of data.
6.4.1 Dynamically Reconfigurable Isolation Cell (DRIC)
Transmission rate management has two major requirements (i) a transmis-
sion algorithm to decide when the data should be sent/stalled and (ii) a
buffer to store intermediate data. Additionally, to dynamically create the
arbitrary partitions (frequency/voltage islands) the architecture should be
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able to meet these requirements between any two cells of DRRA. We have
used Dynamically Reconfigurable Isolation Cells (DRICs) to meet the above
requirements. To create a DRIC, the runtime resource manager (see Chap-
ter 1) configures a spare CGRA cell as isolation cell, whenever a new island
is created. An isolation cell contains three parts: (i) an FSM dictating when
to transmit data (based on the regulation algorithm used), (ii) a buffer to
store data, and (iii) a link connecting the transmitter, DRIC and the re-
ceiver. In DRRA, the configware to manage data-flow (for DRIC) can be
generated using only the reg-file and SB instructions (see Chapter 2 to re-
call the functionality of reg-file and SB instructions). Final composition
of reg-file instructions is dependent on the transmission algorithm used for
synchronization. Contents of the SB instructions are determined by the
physical location DRIC. The process of DRIC generation is shown in Figure




































Figure 6.5: DRIC generation and placement
Register-file (reg-file) instruction generation
We have employed the reg-files to realize the transmission algorithm. The
GRLS clocking strategy, used in our architecture, uses the frequency regu-
lation algorithm presented in [24]. Algorithm 1 shows a modified version of
this algorithm. Nt = Fh/Ft and Nr = Fh/Fr are called transmitter and re-
ceiver division ratios. Where Fh, Ft, and Fr are the global, transmitter, and
the receiver frequencies, respectively. Comments m and o indicate whether
the line is our modification or original code from [24]. The algorithm allows
a transmitter to send data only when send = 1. To implement the regula-
tion algorithm (using DRIC), we considered three alternatives: (i) configure
DPUs, SBs and reg-files to directly mimic the regulation algorithm and con-
trol data flow accordingly, (ii) map the regulation algorithm as a separate
thread on RTM (i.e. in software) and control data transmission by send-
ing the calculated value of send to DRRA, and (iii) use a hybrid of above
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approaches. The first alternative requires at least two cells to implement
a DRIC, making it costly (in terms of area, time and power). The sec-
ond alternative is too costly because it involves software based calculation
of send whenever two islands communicate. We therefore, resort to third
alternative. In our technique, the RTM does initial calculation to gener-
ate custom configware and uploads it to DRRA. After initialization, DRRA
regulates data transmission internally (without any assistance from RTM).
The DRIC configware is generated by RTM in three intermediate steps: (i)
RTM exploits the fact that the sequence of ’0s’ and ’1s’ (in variable send),
calculated by regulation algorithm is periodic with period P ; The period,
P , for given Nt and Nr, is calculated using equation:
P = Nr/HCF, (6.1)
where HCF is the Highest Common Factor (HCF) of the transmitter and
the receiver division ratios, (ii) the loop in Algorithm 1 is executed P times
and the corresponding values of send (either ’0’ or ’1’) are stored in an array
named sendseq, and (iii) the delay and reg-file instructions are generated
for every ’0’ and ’1’ stored in sendseq, respectively.
Although the above steps are performed in software, they have negligible
overheads (compared to overall application execution time), since they are
executed in background only once (when DRIC is created). The process of
reg-file instruction generation for Nr = 20 and Nt = 8 is shown in Figure
6.6. Using Equation 6.1 we get P = 5. The regulation algorithm generates
the sequence 101001010010100.......... For P = 5, the sequence reduces to
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Figure 6.6: Generation of DRIC configware from regulation algorithm
Switch-box (SB) instruction generation
SB instructions need to be generated whenever an island is created. These
instructions serve to connect the transmitter and the receiver with the DRIC.
Based on the location of the transmitter and the receiver, the RTM calcu-
lates the optimal position (in terms of minimum hop-counts) for placing the
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Data: Nr, Nt
Result: Array containing minimum sequence that needs to be stored
c=Nr;
P = Nr/HCF ; /* m */
if Nr <= Nt then /* o */
send=1; ; /* o */
else /* o */
for i← 0 to P do /* m */
if c>Nr-Nt then /* o */
send=1 ; /* o */
c=c-(Nr-Nt); /* o */
else /* o */
send=0 ; /* o */
c=c+Nt ; /* o */
end
sendseq[i]=send ; /* m */
end
end
Algorithm 1: Modified regulation Algorithm
DRIC. The calculated optimal position is used to generate the configware
for connecting the DRIC with the islands exchanging data.
6.4.2 Intermediate Storage
The storage requirement of a DRIC depends on the frequency difference
between the communicating islands and the traffic burstiness. This storage
is essential for all multi-frequency interfaces. In case the applications hosted
by the frequency islands require a bigger buffer, two DRICs can be combined
to meet the storage requirements. The algorithm to dimension the buffer
lies outside the scope of this thesis.
6.5 Metastability management
The transmission algorithm, presented in the previous section, prevents the
data overflow by constraining the transmitter. In this section, we will discuss
how our architecture handles metastability, i.e. setup and hold violations.
To cater the setup and hold violations, that occur due to voltage/frequency
scaling, we employ ratio-synchronous metastability manager, inspired from
[20]. The system level view of the metastability manager is shown in Figure
6.7 (a). If the communicating cells have different operating points (indicated
by different island control line), the data is passes through the metastability
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manager. Otherwise it is sent directly to the receiver.


































Figure 6.7: Metastability manager integration
6.5.1 Operating principle
As shown in Figure 6.7 (b), the functionality of the metastability manager
can be divided into two phases (i) learning phase and (ii) data transmission
phase. During the learning phase, it analyzes a 1-bit strobe signal to deter-
mine the time instants at which data can be safely sampled. The method
relies on the periodicity of ratio-synchronous clocks; i.e. the relationship
between the transmitter and the receiver frequencies repeats periodically.
Based on the analysis results of the learning phase, the valid data is trans-
mitted to the receiver in second phase. Here, we will first explain each
component of the learning phase followed by its implementation. The data
transmission phase will be explained with implementation.
Strobe sampling and synchronization
The strobe signal originates from Dynamically Reconfigurable Isolation Cells
(DRIC). The DRIC uses the same shortened sequence (see Figure 6.6), gen-
erated for data-flow management, to drive the strobe signal. The shortened
sequence is stored in a 16-bit circular buffer (considering the maximum pos-
sible size of shortened sequence), that shifts its contents after every cycle.
The value of the least significant bit, in the circular register is assigned to a
toggle flip-flop that drives the strobe signal. Simply put, the strobe signal
toggles with each data transmission. The strobe signal itself is sampled,
by the metastability manager, after a delay of T W , at every (positive and
negative) clock edge. The motivation and method to determine T W will be
given later in this section. Since the source and destination of the strobe
signal have a different operating point, it is passed through high-latency
multi-stage synchronizers, to ascertain its validity.
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Strobe analyzes
The strobe analyzes phase relies on the fact that the divider algorithm (see
Section 6.4) guarantees that the data sample obtained at either positive or
negative clock edge is valid [20]. This phase determines whether to sample
data at positive or negative clock edge. Let S = (s0, ..., si) denote a set
of samples, of delayed strobe signal (obtained at every clock edge). It was
shown in [20] that if si 6= si−1, the delayed strobe signal transitioned between
the time instants ti−1− tsu and ti + tho. Where tsu and tho denote setup and
hold times, respectively. In other words if si 6= si−1, the data can be safely
sampled at si.
6.5.2 Hardware Implementation
The RTL level implementation of metastability manager is shown in Figure
6.8 (b). We will explain the figure from left to right, considering how the
data flows. A strobe line is connected via delay line to two flip-flops, one
positive and other negative edge-triggered. To synchronize the strobe sam-
ples, each flip-flop is connected to a cascades of additional flip-flops. The
output of the flip-flop cascade is compared with the sample arrived half a
cycle earlier. The results of the comparator are fed to another a chain of
flip-flops. The outputs of this flip-flops chain are connected to multiplexers
controlled by sel = KNT −NS − 1 signal. Where NS and NT denote num-
ber of synchronization stages (typically 2 or 3 flip-flops) and transmission
ratio, respectively. K = ⌈NS/NT ⌉ is the smallest integer that guarantees
KNT − NS − 1 ≥ 0. The circuit of Figure 6.8 (b) outputs Sp and Sn sig-
nals to ensure that the hardware of Figure 6.8 (a) transmits valid data. If
Sp = 0(Sn = 0), vp(vnz) is cleared, otherwise the value of the shortened
sequence is stored in vp(vnz) and the value of the data signal is stored in
dp(dnz). The dnz and vnz signals are synchronized to the receiver clock
domain. vp(vn) indicates that a valid data item has just been sampled on
the positive (negative) edge of the clock. The ds register acts as a one cell
buffer to absorb the bursts of data sampled on two consecutive edges. When
dp and dn contain a word, the oldest (dn) is output and the newest is saved
in the ds register. vs = 1 when the ds register contains a valid item.
6.6 Dynamic Parallelism
In this section, we will explain how an application with each task containing
multiple versions is modeled. Additionally, we will also explain the poten-
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Sn =  Strobe sampled at negative 
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Vp =  Sp
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Figure 6.8: Metastability manager
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6.6.1 Model
Before we introduce the intelligence to control the power management infras-
tructure, we will present an intuitive way to model an application containing
multiple tasks, where each task can be parallelized/serialized. In addition,
we will also show a simplistic delay and energy model to visualize how the
dynamic parallelism affects energy.
Application and delay model
An application A can be described by a directed acyclic graph, as shown in
Figure 6.9. It is an enhanced version of the directed acyclic graph proposed
in [74], that modeled application containing only the tasks with single ver-
sion. A directed acyclic graph is a quadruple < T ; V ; W ; C >, where T is
a set of tasks, corresponding to its nodes. Vi represents the set of versions
(implementations with different degree of parallelism) for each task ti ∈ T .
The weights, wi,j , of a node ti (shown below the nodes), represent the exe-
cution time of each version, v(i,j). A task with multiple versions ti(v(i,j)) is
expressed as:
ti(v(i,j)) = {ti(v(i,j)) ∈ T | w(ti(v(i,j))) > w(ti(v(i,j+1)))}, (6.2)
where i = 1, ..., T and j = 1, ..., Vi. Each edge, C(ti, tj), represents the
precedence constraints between tasks ti and tj. Consider an application
A, pipelined into T tasks, such that that each task executes on a different
part of the device. After the pipeline is filled, net execution time of the
application wA can be approximated as:
wA ≈ max(w(ti(v(i,vm))), (6.3)
where max(w(t(i,vm))) is the mapped task version requiring maximum ex-
ecution time. Simply put, an application is represented by a set of tasks.
Each task contains multiple versions with different degree of parallelism.
During execution, any task version can be mapped to the device. Over-
all application execution time is approximately equal to the mapped task
version, with maximum execution time.
Energy model
To visualize the effect of parallelism on energy efficiency, we present here a
simplistic energy model. The actual energy estimates, calculated by Synop-
sys Design Compiler on synthesized DRRA fabric, will be given in Section
6.9. Overall dynamic energy consumption is composed of two components
(i) computation energy and (ii) communication energy. Consider a CGRA
























V          = version 
V1, V2 = versions with different degree of 
                parallelism
W         = execution time
W (1-4) = execution times of versions 1, 2, 3, 
                and 4
C          = communication 
C (1,3)  = task1 produces data consumed by 
                task3
O1        =  output1
O2        =  output2
Figure 6.9: Directed acyclic graph representing tasks with multiple versions
processing element, are represented as V DDi and Fi, respectively. Where,
i denotes the processing element number. Using this notation, the dynamic
energy consumptions for computations can be written written as:
Ei(V DDi, Fi) = SWi ∗ Fi ∗ V DD
2
i ∗ Aci, (6.4)
where Aci is the time for which ith processing element remains active and
SWi stands for the total switched capacitance per cycle. Equation 6.4 clearly
shows that the energy consumption can be reduced by lowering the frequency
and/or voltage. The for an application, the lowest allowed voltage/frequency
is determined by its performance requirements. Parallelism induces speedup
allowing to scale the voltage/frequency even further thereby reducing the net
energy consumption.
To model the communication energy, we use the bit energy matrix pro-
posed by Benini and Mecheli [127]. The bit energy matrix estimates the
communication energy, for a packet switched NoC to be:
Ebit = ELbit + EBbit + ESbit, (6.5)
where ELbit, EBbit, and ESbit, represent the energy consumed by the link,
buffer and switch fabric, respectively. For a circuit switched NoC (employed
in many CGRAs [112]), the bit energy matrix can be simplified to:
Ebit ≈ ELbit. (6.6)
Since EBbit, and ESbit, are negligible for circuit switched networks (because
after a route is configured, all packets follow the same route). It will be
shown that the parallel versions require additional communication energy,
since the data has to travel longer.
6.6.2 Optimal DVFS granularity
Remember from Section 6.1, depending on the granularity of power manage-
ment, DVFS can range from coarse-grained to fine-grained. Considering the
costs and benefits of fine/coarse grained DVFS, it was shown in [60] that
for CGRAs the DVFS is most effective when is done at application level.
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These results have been further quantified by our experiments in Section
6.9). In application level DVFS, the operation point of an entire application
(e.g. WLAN, MPEG4) is scaled. Implementing DVFS at a finer granularity
(e.g. interleaver, scrambler) would require additional power hungry buffers
(DRICs in our case), that diminish the benefits of DVFS.
6.6.3 Problems with unconstrained parallelism
Existing techniques that aim to enhance energy efficiency by employing
parallelism, use greedy algorithm [128, 129, 57, 60]. However, the greedy
algorithm blindly parallelizes tasks causing two potential problems: (i) un-
productive resource allocation and (ii) inter-task resource arbitration.
Unproductive resource allocation problem
The existing techniques, that combine parallelism with DVFS, take decisions
to parallelize and/or serial a task, based on greedy algorithm. The greedy
algorithm blindly shifts a task ti(v(i,j)) to its parallel version ti(v(i,(j+1)), pro-
vided the required resources are available. Unfortunately, the parallel ver-
sion ti(v(i,j+1)) guarantees a reduction in overall application execution time
wA only if it requires maximum time; i.e. w(ti(v(i,j))) = max(w(ti(v(i,vm))))
(from Equation 6.3). Since, DVFS is done at application level (for motiva-
tion see Sections 6.6.2 and 6.9 or [60, 62]), without a reduction in overall
application execution time, voltage/frequency cannot be lowered. At the
same voltage and frequency ti(v(i,j+1)) is likely to result in excessive energy
consumption due to additional data communication cost of the parallel ver-
sion (see Equation 6.6). Moreover, if a resource is allocated to a task, it
cannot be can be turned off to save static energy. Therefore, it is essential
to judiciously decide whether to parallelize a task. The problem can be
formulated as follows: Given an application A with set of tasks T , subject
to availability of resources available and parallel versions, parallelize a task
ti ∈ T , only if parallelizing it increases overall application throughput.
Inter-task resource arbitration problem
To visualize this problem, consider an instance of a CGRA platform with
limited free resources. In a mapped application, A, multiple tasks can be
parallelized. However, the free resources are only sufficient to parallelize
some of the tasks. In this scenario, the resource manager should allocate
the free resources to the task(s) promising the highest energy efficiency. The
problem can be formulated as follows:
Given an application A with set of tasks tp ∈ T requiring some resources to
shift to a parallel version, subject to availability of resources, parallelize the
task ti ∈ tp promising maximum energy efficiency.
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To illustrate these drawbacks of greedy approach, consider Figure 6.10.
Figure 6.10 (a) depicts an instance of CGRA that hosts two applications,
simultaneously. Application 1 contains three tasks, where tasks 1 and 3 can
be parallelized. Figure 6.10 (b) shows another instance of CGRA in which
application 2 finishes execution, leaving behind free resources sufficient to
parallelize both Task1 and Task3. The greedy algorithm will blindly paral-
lelize both the tasks, even though they have no impact on the application
throughput. Without a speedup, the operating point, of the application,
cannot be lowered. At same voltage and frequency, a parallel versions is
likely to be more expensive in terms of both dynamic (resulting from ad-
ditional data communication costs) and static (since an allocated resource
cannot be turned off) energy. Figure 6.10 (c), shows an instance when lim-
ited free resources are available. The greedy algorithm will be unable to

































(a) CGRA platform hosting
      two applications
(c) Inter-task resource
      arbitration: greedy 
      approach unable  
      to prioritize parallelizing
      Task1 or Task3
(b) Unproductive resource
      allocation: task2 is 
      bottle neck (BN) 
      parallelizing Task1 or 
      Task3 gives no speedup
Figure 6.10: Shortcomings of greedy algorithm
6.7 Parallelism Intelligence
As a solution to the above mentioned problems, we present energy aware
task parallelism. The proposed solution relies on resource allocation graphs
and autonomous parallelism, voltage, and frequency algorithm (APVFS), to
make parallelism decisions. In this section, we will show how to parallelize
tasks intelligently, later in Section 6.8, we will show the criteria to choose
voltage/frequency.
6.7.1 Architectural enhancements
The greedy algorithm requires no information about the application behav-
ior as it parallelizes tasks blindly. The proposed approach, aims to guide
the resource manager in dynamically allocating resources to tasks, such that
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each resource allocation reduces energy consumption of overall application.
As shown in Figure 6.11, our approach relies on a compile-time generated
resource allocation graph (RAG). The runtime resource manager uses this
RAG as a guide to orchestrate parallelism at runtime. The RAG contains
information about the execution time and data dependencies of tasks. Based
on this information, and application deadlines, the runtime resource man-
ager alters frequency/voltage and manipulates parallelism, as will be dis-




















Figure 6.11: Modified programming flow for energy aware task parallelism
6.7.2 Resource allocation graph (RAG) model
The resource allocation graph (RAG) ensures that a resource is only allo-
cated to a task, if it decreases overall application execution time. To accom-
plish this, RAG imposes complete ordering on task parallelism, by using a
one dimensional linked list shown in Figure 6.12. The RAG is composed of
five main components: (i) main nodes, (ii) entry edge, (iii) mapping header,
(iv) sub node, and (v) sub edge. The functionality of these components is
summarized in Table 6.2. RAG contains a set of main nodes connected by
directed edges, called entry edges. A main node, along with the nodes to
its left, represent the application parallelism state. Application parallelism
state identifies the version of each task at a main node. The main-node also
contains information about the application execution time at that node.
The left most main node represents all tasks with their serial version, and
therefore has the maximum execution time. The execution time of a main
node decreases from left to right. The entry edges show the additional re-
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sources needed for moving to the main node towards right. A pointer called,
mapping header, is used to identify the task version currently mapped to
the platform. The mapping header points to one of the main nodes. During
execution, if the resources specified by the entry edge become free (because
another application finishes execution), the mapping header moves towards
right main node. The tasks, indicated by the sub nodes, are parallelized. To
each parallelized task, the resources allocated by the sub edge, are allocated.
To clarify the functionality of resource allocation graph (RAG), consider
for example the RAG shown in Figure 6.13 (bottom right block). The map-
ping header points to main node 3. It means that currently tasks 2, 5, 3, and
6 have versions 3, 2, 2, and 2, respectively, mapped to the platform. Rest
of the tasks have their serial version mapped to the platform. The applica-






















Main node2 Main node1
Entry
edge2
Figure 6.12: Resource allocation graph model
Table 6.2: Functionality of various RAG components
Component Functionality
Main node
(i) Identifies the tasks to allocate the free
resources
(ii) A main mode with all the main nodes to
its right identify the version of each
task
Left most main node Represents all tasks with in serial version
Right most main node Represents all tasks with maximum parallelism
Mapping header Shows the mapped version of each task
Main node execution time
Shows the execution time of an application
when all the tasks using the version specified
by the main node
Entry edge
Specifies the number of resources needed for a
shift to main node towards right
Sub node Indicates the task to parallelize
Sub edge




RAG is generated, at compile time, from the directed acyclic graph of an
application. The proposed solution accommodates the directed acyclic graph
with multiple outputs, with different deadlines. As shown in Algorithm 2


















































Figure 6.13: Resource allocation graph (RAG)
In the first step, a separate dependency graph, is created, for each ap-
plication output. Each dependency graphs, thus created, contain the tasks
on which an output depends. A task ti or an output oj is considered to be
dependent on another task tk, if ti or oj consumes the data produced by
tk. In the second step, each dependency graph is converted to an intermedi-
ate resource allocation graph. An intermediate resource allocation graph is
modeled the same way as resource allocation graph, discussed earlier in this
section. The first main node of an intermediate resource allocation graph,
represents all tasks (from the corresponding dependency graph), in their se-
rial versions. For generating the rest of the main nodes the execution times
of each task, is profiled and stored with the dependency graphs. To create
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the second node, the task(s), tmax, with maximum execution time in the
dependency graph, is isolated. The overall application execution time ap-
proximately equals tmax. The parallel version of tmax forms the second main
node of intermediate resource allocation graph. In the dependency graph,
the execution time of tmax is updated to the execution time of its parallel
version. If the dependency graph contains multiple tasks with maximum
execution time, a sub node for each task is created and placed inside the
main node. The rest of the nodes of each intermediate resource allocation
graph are created the same way. The process continues until a task found
which cannot be parallelized. In the third step, the intermediate resource
allocation graphs are merged into a single resource allocation graph. Like
step 2, this step is also carried out iteratively. In each iteration, all the
intermediate resource allocation graphs are searched to find the main node
with maximum execution time. This main node, along with its entry edge,
is moved to the resource allocation graph (RAG). Therefore, a new node is
added to the RAG in each iteration. The process continues till all nodes
from intermediate resource allocation graphs are finished. To preserve the
dependency constraints, with exception of the first main nodes (in interme-
diate resource allocation graphs), a main node can only be moved to the
RAG, if its predecessor already exists in RAG.
6.8 Operating point intelligence integration
The dynamic voltage and frequency scaling presented in [60] and [62] rely on
monitoring the deadlines at runtime. This method has two drawbacks: (i) it
forces the application to miss a deadline, and is therefore applicable for only
soft deadline applications and (ii) it requires multiple counters that consume
additional dynamic energy. The main motivation for using the counters was
that storing the complete application profile with all the versions is very
costly. We will show here that by using the RAG, the storage requirements
are reduced, or the profile can be generated at the runtime.
6.8.1 Integrating voltage and frequency in RAG
The proposed algorithm caters the overheads of the runtime monitoring us-
ing counters by adding the operating point information in the compile time
generated resource allocation graph. Remember that each main node in
RAG represents an entire application (to find the version of each task a
node with the nodes to its right). The main node also contains application
execution time (in cycles) at a particular state. Therefore, given the appli-
cation deadline and available frequencies, the lowest frequency that meets
applications deadlines can be easily calculated.
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Input: DAG representing an application ;
Output: Resource allocation graph (RAG) ;
/* Generate dependency graphs */
Construct, D, dependency graphs for each application output and
calculate execution times of all task versions;
/* Generate intermediate resource allocation graph */
for j ← 0 to D do
for continuous do
Isolate the bottleneck task(s), tmax ;
entry edge= 0 for m← 0 to L do
/* L is a set of tasks, tli, with execution time =
tmax, and each tli is a sub node */
Find the resources Rm needed to parallelize tmax ;
Create a sub node with the weight of sub edge =Rm ;
entryedge = entryedge + Rm ;
end





/* Generate Resource Allocation Graph (RAG) */
In the intermediate resource allocation graphs, find main nodes,
MNmax, with maximum execution time;
if MNmax > 1 then
Combine all Main Nodes (MN) in to a single node ;
end
while ∃ MN in intermediate resource allocation graphs do
Find the MNmax ;
if the predecessor of the main node already in RAG then
Add mnl as a new node in RAG ;
end
end
Algorithm 2: Resource allocation graph (RAG) generation
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Data: Available frequencies Freq, application deadlines Adl, RAG
main nodes MN with execution time in cycles MNet
Result: RAG main nodes with corresponding frequency and voltage
Selected frequency ;
Fs = Freq(0) ;
for i← 0 to MN do /* loop through all main nodes */
for j ← 0 to Freq do /* loop through all frequencies */
exetime= MNet(i)/Freq(j) ;
if exetime <= Adl then
Fs=Freq(j) ;
else









































Figure 6.14: Resource allocation graph (RAG) with voltage and frequencies
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6.8.2 Quantifying Feasibility of profiling
The main motivation for monitoring the runtime performance in our previ-
ous works [60, 62] was to avoid the excessive memory overhead of profiling
all the versions with all the frequencies. The total values that needed to
be stored is given by versions ∗ frequencies ∗modes. Where mode repre-
sents the operating mode of an applications; e.g. WLAN be mapped with
either BPSK, QPSK, or 16-QAM mode and the processing speed depends
on the chosen mode. In the proposed approach, the memory requirement is
simply equal to the number RAG nodes. The memory requirements for the
presented algorithm is shown in Figure 6.15.
Figure 6.15: Memory requirements to generate profile for RAG based par-
allelism
6.8.3 Autonomous Parallelism, Voltage, and Frequency Se-
lection (APVFS)
To demonstrate the effectiveness and overheads of using our scheme, we
have used APVFS algorithm, shown in Figure 6.16. In the figure, Rf , Rep,
Aa, Ar, V , and F refer to free resources, resources needed to enter the
next RAG node, actual execution time, deadline, voltage, and frequency,
respectively. Depending on the runtime deadlines and available resources,
the algorithm iteratively finds a mapping offering high energy efficiency.
The algorithm operates in three steps: (i) RAG forward traversal, (ii) RAG
backward traversal, and (iii) parallelism lookup table traversal. In RAG
forward traversal, the RAG is traversed from the first main node to the last
main node till an entry edge with weight greater than free resources is found.
The mapping pointer (MP) is placed at the source main node, of this edge.
In RAG backward traversal, the RAG is traversed from this main node to
the first node, to generate a parallelism lookup table. The parallelism lookup
table is a look-up table with single column. The index of the table indicates
the task number and its value denotes the mapped version. During the back
traversal, the task versions, indicated by the RAG sub nodes, is placed in
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the the task cell, if its empty. If a task cell is already full (indicating that a
version with higher energy efficiency is already present) no action is taken.
In the parallelism lookup traversal step, the task versions present in the filled
cells are mapped to the device. For empty cells, the most serial versions of
























































RAG = Resource allocation graph
Rf      = Resources free 
Rep   = Resources shown by entery edge of next node
PUT  = Parallelism lookup table
t         = Task
v        = Version
V       = Voltage
F        = Frequency
App   = Application
Aa     = Application actual execution time
Ar      = Application required exeution deadline
avail  = Available
Figure 6.16: Autonomous parallelism, voltage, and frequency selection
(APVFS)
6.9 Results
To identify the voltages and their corresponding supported frequencies,
DRRA fabric was synthesized. The technology supports voltages from 1.1
V to 1.32 V. The synthesis results revealed that DRRA can run up to a
frequency of 1.2 GHz and 1 GHz at 1.32 V and 1.1 V, respectively.
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6.9.1 Energy and power reduction
To determine the power and energy consumption, gate level Switching Ac-
tivity Files (SAIF) were recorded. The power analysis was performed on the
synthesized DRRA fabric with the generated SAIF files.
Independent islands
Here, we will show the benefits of combining parallelism with DVFS, for the
algorithms that do not communicate with each other (i.e. they do not require
DRICs/buffers for synchronizing the clock domains). Later in section 6.9.1,
we will show how the application level DVFS using DRICs reduce the over-
heads, compared to static buffers. We used matrix multiplication, FIR filter,
and FFT as representative algorithms, motivated by their extensive use in
many DSP applications (like WLAN, image enhancement etc.). To exploit
parallelism, matrix multiplication with three versions, serial (ser), partially
parallel (parpar), and parallel (par) was used. The benchmarks were exper-
imented with no DVFS, traditional DVFS (TDVFS; i.e. DVFS without par-
allelism), DVFS with runtime parallelism (PVFS shown in [60, 62]), and the
pre-profiled DVFS (PPVFS; presented in Section 6.8.3). Synthetic deadlines
were used to analyze whether a shift to different version/voltage/frequency
should be made. Initially, maximum frequency (1.2 GHz) and voltage (1.32
V) was assigned to all cells of the fabric. Figures 6.17 and 6.17 show en-
ergy and power consumption, after applying no DVFS, TDVFS, PVFS and
PPVFS. Since the matrix multiplication had three versions, we have shown
it separately, as well, to amplify the effect of dynamic parallelism. It can
be seen that by applying PVFS and PPVFS the power and energy con-
sumption of matrix multiplication reduces by 23% and 51%, respectively.
The proposed PPVFS iterates quickly to the quickly to the optimal energy
and power. Figures 6.17 depicts a scenario when FIR and FFT also enter
the platform platform at time instants 9 and 13, respectively. Again the
proposed algorithm iterates quickly compared to the TDVFS and PVFS
without missing a single deadline.
Communicating islands
To evaluate the energy reductions for algorithms/applications, at different
operating points, that communicate with each other, we mapped the WLAN
transmitter to DRRA (see [62]). In our experiments, the interleaver and the
IFFT had respectively 2 and 5 versions. The actual deadline of WLAN i.e.
4µsecs was used. To quantify the energy/power reductions, promised by
our approach, we compared it to three DVFS algorithms: (i) traditional
DVFS (TDVFS), (ii) dynamic parallelism voltage and frequency scaling us-
ing greedy algorithm with application level DVFS (GPVFS), and (iii) dy-
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Figure 6.17: Energy and power savings by applying APVFS on matrix mul-
tiplication with multiple versions
Figure 6.18: Energy and power savings by applying APVFS multiple algo-
rithms
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namic parallelism voltage and frequency scaling using greedy algorithm with
task level DVFS (TPVFS). The results are shown in Figure 6.19. The figure
shows power and energy consumed with different number of free resources.
For 13 resources, all the algorithms show similar behavior, since none of
the application tasks can be parallelized. When 17 resources are available,
the interleaver can be parallelized. Both GPVFS and TPVFS parallelize
the interleaver. Unfortunately, TPVFS, increases both the power and en-
ergy consumption as a result of additional buffers needed for synchronizing
different frequency islands. GPVFS is unable to perform any voltage or
frequency scaling, since it would violate 4µsec deadline of WLAN. APVFS
leaves the extra resources free. These free resources can can be powered off
to reduce static power/energy. For 19 resources, APVFS, parallelizes the
FFT (which was actually the bottleneck in application performance), pro-
viding reduction in power and energy since both the voltage and frequency
can be scaled at this point. GPVFS is unable to utilize these resources, since
it would parallelize the Interleaver first. At this point, it can be seen that
APVFS saves 28% power and 36% energy compared to GPVFS. It should
be noted that if more resources are available, GPVFS will continue to assign
resources till all the 5 versions are exhausted.
Figure 6.19: Energy and power consumption of WLAN on DRRA
Resource utilization
To evaluate the resource utilization, promised by our technique compared to
the greedy approach, both the techniques were simulated. For simulations,
MPEG4 [66] and WLAN [62] were used. Figure 6.20 shows the resources
allocated to the applications and their corresponding throughputs. The
figure clearly illustrates that while energy aware task parallelism allocates a
resource(s), only if it promises a speedup, the greedy approach suffers from
unproductive resource allocations for both the applications. For MPEG4,
the greedy approach makes unproductive allocations when 16, 18, 20 and 22
resources are free. For WLAN, an unproductive allocations is made for 15
free resources, and the effect ripples till 21 free resources are available. It is
is due to these unproductive resource allocations that the greedy approach
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consumes excessive energy/power (as seen in Section 6.9.1).
Figure 6.20: Resources required for speedup RAG vs greedy approach
Reduction in configuration memory requirements
Finally, our method promises significant savings in configuration memory
requirements compared to state of the art compression method proposed
in [57]. This method, called Compact Generic Intermediate Representation
(CGIR), compresses data by storing configware for only a single version.
The rest of the versions are stored as differences from the original version.
Remember, from Section 6.7, the RAG isolates the versions which actually
reduce power/energy. Therefore, all the redundant versions are discarded.
As a result, APVFS promises considerable configuration memory savings.
The proposed method promises significant (up to 36 %) memory savings
compared to state of the art for implementing IFFT in WLAN. Figure 6.21
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clearly illustrates the trend that as the number of stored versions increase,
our method promises a higher compression compared to CGIR.
Figure 6.21: Compression achieved by using RAG based DVFS
6.9.2 Overhead analysis
DRIC overheads
To analyze the benefits (in terms of area) of the proposed method (ISD-
VFS), employing DRICs, compared to the traditional DVFS (TDVFS), we
synthesized different versions of DRRA. For each version different number of
cells and islands were chosen. The synthesis results are illustrated in Figure
6.22. In the figure, ISDVFS 1, ISDVFS 2, ISDVFS 3, and ISDVFS 4 refer
to a fabric with 1, 2, 3, and 4 DRICs, respectively. It is seen that while over-
heads of TDVFS increase linearly with size of fabric, the cell addition has
negligible effect on ISDVFS. The overheads for ISDVFS are more dependent
on the number of communicating islands. The figure reveals that ISDVFS
incurs lesser overhead provided only a single DRIC is employed for 10 or
more cells. Since even simple applications like WLAN transmitter (with
serial IFFT) require 16 cells, for most real world applications our approach
promises significant reductions in area overheads. The proposed approach
incurs additional timing overhead, when a DRIC is initially mapped to the
device. This overhead is dependent on the size of DRIC configware, gen-
erated by RTM. For 15 frequency levels, used in this thesis, the maximum
size of DRIC configware can be 15 words and would require 15 cycles to
be mapped. This overhead is a negligible compared to overall application
execution time. DRIC generation itself does not require any overhead since
it occurs transparently in background.
APVFS overheads
The proposed approach incurs additional timing overhead during forward,
backward, and parallelism lookup table traversals. However, the traversals
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are done in the background, while the application is running. The applica-
tion has to stall for only As = SW ∗LC secs. Where SW and LC denote the
number of words in configware and the time required for loading a word,
respectively. At 400MHz, the reconfiguration of the serial and partially
parallel versions of WLAN require As = 9µsec, and As = 10µsec, respec-
tively (i.e. only 3 frames will be lost during reconfiguration). The memory





enteryedges) bits, where Nbit, represents the bits required to store a node.
For WLAN, considering Nbit = 32bits, MRAG = 576bits. Since this overhead
is only 14% of the reductions in configuration memory (shown in section Sec-
tion 6.9.1), overall, APVFS requires less memory than previously presented
approaches. For the GRLS clocking strategy, used in DRRA, the voltage
switching time is approximated to be 20ns, while a frequency can be changed
in a single cycle.
Figure 6.22: Area comparison ISDVFS vs TDVFS
6.10 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented architecture and implementation of energy
aware CGRAs. The proposed architecture promises better area and power
efficiency, by employing DRICs and APVFS. The DRICs utilize reconfigu-
ration to eliminate the need for most of the dedicated hardware, required
for synchronization, in traditional DVFS techniques. APVFS ensures high
energy efficiency by dynamically selecting the application version which re-
quires the minimum frequency/voltage to meet the deadline on available
resources. Simulation results using representative applications (Matrix mul-
tiplication, FIR, and FFT) showed up to 23% and 51% reduction in power
and energy, respectively, compared to traditional designs. Synthesis results
have confirmed significant reduction in DVFS overheads compared to state
of the art DVFS methods. Future research on energy-aware architectures
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In this chapter we will explain how the power management intelligence was
integrated to the McNoC platform. As already explained, McNoC already
hosted an architecture to support multi VDD/multi frequency partitions of
NoC. The architecture uses GRLS principles to ensure that validity when
crossing clock domains. In additions the architecture allowed to use simple
commands like change DVFS to scale the voltage and/or frequency. Unlike
the private operating environments for the CGRAs, where the intra appli-
cation communication patterns are predictable, in packet switched NoCs
both inter and intra application communication patterns are unpredictable.
Therefore, instead of profiling, to achieve autonomous adaptivity we decided
to integrate a feedback loop in existing McNoC architecture. The proposed
feedback loop monitors the traffic loads at runtime and based on the loads
autonomously find the optimal voltage and frequency that meets the appli-
cation deadlines (for each switch).
This chapter presents the essential architectural support to enable the
automation of power management services. The need for scalability has dic-
tated the use of a hierarchical agent monitored NoC. The proposed architec-
ture contains several levels of controllers, called agents (see Chapter 5), with
hierarchical scope and priorities, to provide both coarse and fine-granular
observability and reconfigurability. Conceptually, agents are monitoring and
reconfiguration functions, which can be realized as software, hardware or a
hybrid of both. The conventional NoC platform (consisting of data, memory
and communication) is considered as a resource supervised by the agents.
As explained in previously in Chapter 5, the hierarchical monitoring ser-
vices are performed by three types of agents: (i) system agent, (ii) cluster
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agent, and (iii) cell agent. The system agent, which determines the adap-
tive policy for the whole NoC. It is implemented in software agent, with
specific instructions designed monitor and reconfigure the NoCs. The clus-
ter agents are only used for the fault tolerance services already mentioned
in Chapter 5. The cell agents monitor (e.g. traffic loads) and reconfigure
the local resources (e.g. voltage and frequency) based on the command from
the system agent. The communication between agents are implemented on
existing NoC channels. The agents are fully integrated in a RTL-level cycle-
accurate NoC simulator with LEON3 processing elements and distributed
shared memory.
To test the efficacy of our solution, we have used best-effort per-core
DVFS (dynamic voltage and frequency scaling), as a representative algo-
rithm. The architecture and the algorithm were tested on a few applications
(matrix multiplication, FFT, wavefront, and hiperLAN transmitter). The
software and hardware overheads were evaluated to show the scalability of
the system architecture.
7.2 RELATED WORK
The coming dark silicon era has made DVFS a subject of intensive research.
Existing works focus previous on a specific algorithms or monitoring to de-
termine the optimal power. Unfortunately, works that deal with systematic
approach for generic monitoring and reconfiguration architecture that al-
lows integration of various services (e.g. fault tolerance and DVFS) are
fairly limited.
Ciordas [28] proposed a monitoring-aware system architecture and de-
sign flow for NoC. This work focused on hardware-based probes for transac-
tion debugging and QoS (Quality-of-Service) provision. Our work, however,
presents a SW/HW (software/hardware) co-design approach to the monitor-
ing and reconfiguration, with services for non-functional design goals, such
as power and energy consumption. Sylvester [116] presented an adaptive sys-
tem architecture, ElastIC, for self-healing many-core SoC. Where each core
was designed with observable and tunable parameters, for instance power
monitors. A centralized DAP (diagnostic and adaptivity processing) unit
dynamically was employed to test and reconfigure the cores with degraded
performance. However, [116] does not explore the architectural support. A
two-level controlling architecture was presented by Dafali [32]. They used
a centralized configuration manager to determines the management policies
(of the whole network), while each local manager performed reconfigura-
tion based on the management policies. However, this work only focused
on the design of self-adaptive network interface, without the system level
discussion of power efficiency or dependability. Liang et al. [42] proposed a
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functional overview of hierarchical agent monitoring design paradigm. This
work presented an instruction-level architectural design and implementation
specifically for NoC platforms. However, they only focused on general prin-
ciples to realize functional partition. Hoffmann [50] presented a so-called
”heartbeat framework”. This approach presented a way for applications to
monitor their performance and make that information available to external
observers. The progression of the application is symbolized as a heartbeat.
By monitoring the intervals between heartbeats, the platform observer and
the application can be aware of the system performance. We integrate this
application labeling approach into our system architecture, where the sys-
tem agent monitors the application execution time by checking the labeled
timestamps.
Compared to these existing works, we made following major contribu-
tions:
• We presented an scalable hardware architecture to provide monitoring
and reconfiguration services using hierarchical agents.
• We presented an instruction-level architectural design that enables the
system architecture to be integrated into NoC design flow.
7.3 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
The functions of system and cell agents were implemented as software in-
structions and hardware components, respectively. For the software based
system agents we designed various instructions to monitor and reconfigure.
For hardware based cell agents, we designed an interface with the software
and the the necessary primitives to control the resources under the directives
of system agent.
7.3.1 Application Timestamps
To allow applications monitoring, meta-data was added in the instructions
(e.g. to denote the progression of the application). Fig. 7.1 depicts an
example of adding timestamps in the applications. In particular, the starting
and finishing time of the application and the critical sections are labeled with
special instructions, so that the occurrence of these events can be monitored
by the system agent.
These timestamps labeling instructions are implemented as memory write
instructions. Specific data is written to a memory location of the system
agent, to notify the occurrence of the event. The allocation of the memory
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Figure 7.1: Labeling Timestamps in the Application
7.3.2 System Agent
The system agent works as the “general manager” for monitoring and re-
configuration services. Depending on the design requirement, the system
agent performs operations like task mapping, process scheduling, run-time
power management and fault tolerance. The need to perform these diverse
operations has motivated us to implement the system agent is implemented
as a dedicated processor in NoC, so that the agent functions can be reloaded
dynamically. For smaller projects, the system agent can be implemented as
a separate thread. The system agent monitors the application progress and
the system parameters, and reconfigures the system according to an adaptive
algorithms. To accomplish this, the system agent first checks the start of the
application (or a frame in streaming applications), which is implemented as
a blocking memory read. The application will label the timestamps when
it starts (Section 7.3.1). To monitor a certain parameter after the applica-
tion starts, the system agent first issues a command to check the run-time
value of the parameter. The command is written to the memory location of
the intended network node, so that the corresponding cell agent will receive
the command. Similarly, the system agent issues a number of parameter-
checking commands, implemented as non-blocking memory writes. To make
the reconfiguration decisions, the system agent waits on the report of the
monitored parameters by the corresponding cell agents (as memory writes;
Section 7.3.3). These waiting operations are implemented as blocking reads.
When a read completes, the system agent performs reconfiguration based
on the run-time parameter values. The waiting of multiple parameters are
parallel processes, since the parameters may be returned in random orders.
When all required monitoring and reconfiguration operations are finished,
the system agent waits for the completion of the application. However, in
case one monitored parameter is the execution time of an application frame,
the monitoring operation may be finished after the frame ends.
Table 7.1 lists the detailed C instructions (on a Leon 3 processor) on the
system agent to implement monitoring and power management.
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Parallel processes:
Check ( monitored_parameter1 );
... 




















Figure 7.2: Monitoring and Reconfiguration Software on System Agent
Table 7.1: Experimented Instructions for Monitoring and Power Manage-
ment on System Agent (a LEON3 processor)
Instruction Function
wait(memory location) Wait for the occurrence of an event (the application
writes the corresponding memory location)
get load(row, column, switch) Check the run-time workload of a particular switch
reset load(row, column, switch) Refresh the workload record of a particular switch
set window(row, column, switch, Set the monitoring window
windowsize)
set priority(row, column, Set the priority of agent command in the network
switch, priority) arbitration
DVFS change(memory location, Change the voltage and frequency of a particular



















Figure 7.3: Schematics of cell Agent and its Interfaces to System Agent and
Network Node
7.3.3 Cell Agents
Cell agents are distributed hardware entities embedded in each network
node. They receive commands from the system agent to activate the mon-
itoring and reconfiguration operations. Each cell agent, after receiving the
monitoring commands from the system agent, reads the required parameters
from the local resource (Fig. 7.3). Similarly, when receiving a reconfigura-
tion command, it actuates the reconfiguration, for instance by setting the
power switch and frequency generator. The interfaces to various parameters
for monitoring and reconfiguration are hardwired, so that the network node
can be used as a modularized component integrable into any NoC systems.
7.3.4 Architectural Integration
The agent intelligence layer is the architectural integration of the system
agent and the distributed cell agents, with time-stamp-labeled application
(Fig. 7.4) .
The application programmers specify the timestamps of monitored events
in the application, for instance the starting/end times of each frame. The
system designers write software instructions for monitoring and reconfigu-
ration operations with high-level abstraction. These operations are sent to
and implemented by cell agents, which are hardware entities present in each
network node. The wrapping of the cell agent and the resource is design
specific. For instance, if parameters from both the processing element and
the router are needed for the monitoring and reconfiguration, the cell agent
is attached to the whole node. Since the monitoring and reconfiguration are
infrequently issued compared to data communication [29], we can reuse the
existing NoC interconnect for inter-agent communication.
Due to the SW/HW co-design and modularized architectural integration,
the agent intelligence layer is highly scalable. The cell agent wrapper can












































Figure 7.4: Integrating Hierarchical Agents as an Intelligence Layer
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and be used as a building block to construct a NoC of arbitrary size without
incurring additional overhead. The software-based system agent, on the
other hand, can be written with various monitoring and reconfiguration
instructions as needed for the application.
7.4 SELF-ADAPTIVE POWER MANAGEMENT
To demonstrate the effectiveness and overheads of using dual-level agents, we
have used best-effort per-core DVFS on the existing NoC platform. Based
on the specified parameters (e.g. peak load and average load), the cell agents
trace run-time system information. Upon the request of the system agent,
they return the recorded values. Depending on the provided information
and the application performance constraints, the system agent adjusts the
voltage and/or frequency to optimize the power and energy consumption.
7.4.1 Best-effort Per-Core DVFS (BEPCD)
The adaptive power management using distributed DVFS with run-time ap-
plication performance monitoring, abbreviated as BEPCD, is illustrated in
Fig. 7.5. P, S, LT, F and Ts represent processor, switch, low traffic switches
(the switch with the lowest workload), switch frequency and threshold time
(the application latency), respectively. The terms inside parenthesis rep-
resent the function to be performed on the entity to the left (e.g. P(any)
starts? means if any of the processors starts). Simply put, the process is
performed in three steps: (i) the initialization of voltage and frequency of
each switch and the setting of application latency requirement, (ii) run-time
tracing of the workload of each switch and the application latency (Section
7.3.2), (iii) if the latency is lower than the constraint, DVFS is applied to
the switch with the lowest workload.
7.4.2 Experiment Setup
To identify the voltages and their corresponding supported frequencies, the
switches were synthesized (Table 7.2). The technology supports voltages
from 1.1 V to 1.32 V. The synthesis results reveal that the routers are
capable of supporting up to 300 MHz frequency at 1.32 V and up to 200
MHz frequency at 1.1 V. Based on GRLS clocking in the NoC platform, the
allowable frequencies are 300, 200, 100, 50, 40, and 20 MHz (exact divisors
of FH = 600MHz, least common multiplier of 300MHz and 200MHz).
Four applications (matrix multiplication, FFT, wavefront, and hiperLAN
transmitter) are mapped on a 3x3 mesh-based NoC. The absence of DSPs in
existing NoC platform prevents us from meeting the deadline (4 µs/frame)
of hiperLAN transmitter. Thus we set the deadline as the minimal latency of
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Figure 7.5: Per-Core DVFS for Best-effort Power Management with Run-
time Performance Monitoring
Table 7.2: Voltage frequency pairs













the application on the NoC platform (39 µs) , when all routers are configured
with the highest frequency.
To analyze the power and energy consumption, the switching activity
files are generated for each application from Cadence NCSim. The power
analysis is performed by Synopsys design compiler on the synthesized NoC
routers with the generated switching activity files.
7.4.3 Experiment Result
Four benchmarks (matrix multiplication, FFT, wavefront, and hiperLAN)
were experimented with BEPCD algorithm. Initially, the system agent as-
signed max frequency (300 MHz) and voltage (1.32 V) to all switches. At
each iteration, the application execution time was monitored and if it did
not violate the timing deadline, the next lower voltage/frequency pair from
Table 7.2 was assigned to the lowest traffic switch (in terms of peak load in
a time window of 40 cycles).
Tables 7.3, 7.4, 7.6, and 7.5 show the energy and power savings of each
of the four benchmarks. In the tables, the second column shows the switch
number which changes its voltage/frequency followed by ”f” or ”vf”. ”f”
indicates a frequency change, while ”vf” shows that both the voltage and
frequency change.
The power and energy trends for each of the four applications are clearly
depicted in Figure 7.6. It is seen that as a consequence of BEPCD, the NoC
quickly iterates towards the minimum power for each of the application. If
the targeted switch is present in the critical path, as expected, the applica-
tion execution time (AET) increases with a decrease in voltage/frequency
(iteration 3 to 6 and 7 to 9 in Table 7.3, iteration 2 and 4 in Table 7.6). The
AET remains unaffected if the switch does not come in the critical path
(Table 7.5, iteration 6 to 13 Table 7.6). In some situations, the memory
contention is reduced with voltage/frequency decrease, then AET may also
decrease (iteration 7 and 10 Table 7.3, iteration 7 and 10 in table 7.4, and
iteration 3 in Table 7.6 ).
The BEPCD performs iterations only till the application meets dead-
line. To cater for the sudden changes in time (iteration 6 in Table 7.4)
resulting from massive memory contention (iteration 6 Table 7.4), the al-
gorithm performs an additional iteration to check if a further reduction in
frequency would reduce time. If no reduction is encountered, switch is re-
verted to original frequency and no further DVFS commands are given. The
plots confirm clearly significant advantages of our proposed strategy (from
21% to 33% decrease in energy and from 21% to 36% decrease in power
consumption).
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Table 7.3: Energy and power savings for matrix multiplication
Iteration Switch Time Energy Power Energy saving Power savings
(ns) (mJ) mW % %
1 - 105834 1.73 16.35 0 0
2 1vf 105834 1.67 15.84 3.11 3.11
3 3vf 106808 1.26 11.84 26.90 27.56
4 3f 107415 1.21 11.31 29.78 30.82
5 3f 112134 1.25 11.20 27.39 31.46
6 3f 116373 1.27 10.99 26.07 32.76
7 1f 101815 1.11 10.97 35.46 32.91
8 2vf 108774 1.92 16.96 31.11 32.97
9 2f 113100 1.17 10.41 31.97 36.34
10 2f 111134 1.15 10.38 33.32 36.50
11 2f 111467 1.57 10.38 33.12 36.53
Table 7.4: Energy and power savings for FFT
Iteration Switch Time Energy Power Energy saving Power savings
(ns) (mJ) mW % %
1 - 381615 17.40 45.61 0 0
2 3vf 381615 15.87 41.60 8.78 8.78
3 3f 381615 15.67 41.07 9.95 9.95
4 3f 381616 14.10 36.96 18.95 18.95
5 1vf 377320 13.66 36.21 21.49 20.59
6 1f 430525 15.54 36.11 10.68 20.83
7 1f 381616 16.69 35.89 21.29 21.29
8 2vf 381616 13.69 35.89 21.29 21.29
9 2f 381154 13.68 35.89 21.39 21.29
10 2f 376549 12.01 31.89 30.99 30.06
Table 7.5: Energy and power savings for HiperLAN
Iteration Switch Time Energy Power Energy saving Power savings
(ns) (mJ) mW % %
1 - 39000 1.77 45.61 0 0
2 1vf 39000 1.62 41.60 8.78 8.78
3 3vf 39000 1.60 41.07 9.95 9.95
4 3f 39000 1.44 37.06 18.73 18.73
5 3f 39000 1.42 36.54 19.88 19.88
6 3f 39000 1.42 36.42 20.13 20.13
7 1f 39000 1.41 36.21 20.59 20.59
8 - 39000 1.40 35.90 21.29 21.29
9 - 39000 1.40 35.90 21.29 21.29
10 - 39000 1.40 35.90 21.29 21.29
11 - 39000 1.40 35.90 21.29 21.29
12 - 39000 1.40 35.90 21.29 21.29
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Table 7.6: Energy and power savings for wavefront
Iteration Switch Time Energy Power Energy saving Power savings
(ns) (mJ) mW % %
1 - 91970 1.51 16.50 0 0
2 3vf 110234 1.37 12.50 9.15 31.94
3 3f 106529 1.28 12.03 15.51 37.09
4 3f 110294 1.32 11.97 12.96 37.79
5 - 110294 1.32 11.97 12.96 37.79
6 - 110294 1.32 11.97 12.96 37.79
7 - 110294 1.32 11.97 12.96 37.79
8 - 110294 1.32 11.97 12.96 37.79
9 - 110294 1.32 11.97 12.96 37.79
10 - 110294 1.32 11.97 12.96 37.79
Figure 7.6: Energy and power comparison for (a) matrix multiplication, (b)
FFT, (c) wavefront, and (d) hiperLAN
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7.4.4 Overhead Analysis
To evaluate the overhead of the dual-level agent intelligence layer, we need
to analyze the area overhead of microcontroller-based cell agent (Fig. 7.3)
and the instruction overhead of software-based system agent (Fig. 7.2).
At 300 MHz frequency with 1.32 V operating voltage, Synopsys design
compiler shows an area of 1459 µm2 for each cell agent, which is negligible
(4 %) as compared to the router area (33806 µm2). The cell agent does
not contribute to any timing overhead as it is not present in the critical
path of the switch. Concerning the software overhead of the system agent,
it only amounts to 279 lines of C code on Leon 3 processor for the BEPCD
algorithm.
We can see from the overhead analysis that, dual-level agent monitoring
incurs minimal hardware area overhead and software instruction overhead.
Thus the system architecture is scalable to large-sized NoCs with a diversity
of monitoring and reconfiguration functions.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the design and implementation of a
generic and scalable self-adaptive NoC architecture. The system is mon-
itored and reconfigured by dual-level agents with SW/HW co-design and
synthesis. The system agent is implemented in software, with high-level
instructions tailored for issuing adaptive operations. The cell agent is at-
tached to each network node and implemented as a microcontroller. The cell
agent provides tracing and reconfiguration of the local circuit parameters,
based on the run-time adaptation commands from the system agent. The
dual-level agents make a joint effort to achieve the performance goals of the
application, where the monitored events are labeled with timestamps. The
separation of the intelligence layer from NoC infrastructure makes the ap-
proach generic and improves the design efficiency. The SW/HW co-design
and synthesis effectively reduces the hardware overhead while offering flexi-
bility for adaptive operations.
We demonstrated the effectiveness and the scalability of the system ar-
chitecture with best-effort dynamic power management using distributed
DVFS. In this case study, the application execution time and the run-time
workloads of all routers are directly monitored by the agents. The router
with the lowest workload will be switched to a lower voltage and/or fre-
quency when there is a positive slack of application latency (per frame/stream).
The experiments were performed with four benchmarks (matrix multiplica-
tion, FFT, wavefront, and hiperLAN transmitter), on a cycle-accurate RTL-
level NoC simulator. We showed that the adaptive power management saves
up to 33% energy and up to 36% power. The hardware overhead of each
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cell agent is only 4% of a router area.
In the future work, we will present a complete design chain for the system
architecture, including application mapping, scheduling followed by run-time
monitoring and reconfiguration. The inter-agent communication shall also




In this chapter, the concluding remarks of all the preceding chapters will be
presented to consistently depict the overall picture of the achievements. In
addition, a few remaining open problems and directions for future research
will also be presented.
8.1 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis was to present a framework for creating
dynamic heterogeneity in CGRAs and NoCs. The dynamic heterogeneity al-
lowed to adapt the platform resources, depending on the application, needs
at runtime. Thereby, the proposed framework addressed the emerging design
issues like dark silicon and fault tolerance. In particular, we dynamically ma-
nipulated the voltage, frequency, reliability, and configuration architecture
to optimize the area and power consumption. To systematically tackle this
problem we divided the VRAP framework into three parts: (i) Private Con-
figuration Environments (PCE), (ii) Private Reliability Environment (PRE),
and (iii) Private Operating Environments (POE). To provide concrete re-
sults, PRE and POE were evaluated on both NoCs and CGRAs, while PCEs
were analyzed analyzed only on CGRAs.
PCE provided on demand configuration infrastructure by employing
a morphable data/configuration memory controlled by a hierarchical con-
trollers. By configuring the memory, four configuration modes, with differ-
ent memory requirements and reconfiguration time, were realized: (i) direct
feed, (ii) direct feed multi-cast, (iii) direct feed distributed, and (iv) multi
context. The obtained results suggest that significant reduction in configu-
ration memory requirements (up to 58 %) can be achieved by selecting the
most appropriate mode. Synthesis results revealed that the PCE incurred
negligible penalty (3 % area and 4 % power) compared to a DRRA cell.
PRE was designed to provide on demand reliability to each applica-
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tion, at runtime, for CGRAs and NoCs. To implement on-demand fault-
tolerance for CGRAs, the reliability requirements of an application were
assessed upon its entry. Depending on the assessed requirements, one of
the five fault-tolerance levels was provided: (i) no fault-tolerance, (ii) tem-
porary fault detection, (iii) temporary/permanent fault detection, (iv) tem-
porary fault detection and correction, or (v) temporary/permanent fault
detection and correction. In addition to modular redundancy (employed
in the state-of-the-art CGRAs offering flexible reliability levels), this the-
sis presented the architectural enhancements needed to realize sub-modular
(residue mod 3) redundancy. The residue mod 3 codes allowed to reduce
the overhead of the self-checking and fault-tolerant versions by 57% and
7%, respectively. To shift autonomously between different fault-tolerance
levels, at run-time, a fault-tolerance agent was introduced for each element.
This agent was responsible for reconfiguring the fault-tolerance infrastruc-
ture upon arrival of a new application or changing external conditions. The
polymorphic fault-tolerant architecture was complemented by a morphable
scrubbing technique to prevent fault accumulation. The obtained results
suggest that the on-demand fault-tolerance can reduce energy consumption
up to 107%, compared to the highest degree of available fault-tolerance (for
an application actually needing no fault-tolerance). For NoCs, this thesis
presented an adaptive fault tolerance mechanism, capable of providing the
on-demand protection to multiple traffic classes. On-demand fault tolerance
was attained by passing each packet through a two layer, low cost, class iden-
tification circuitry. Upon identification, the packet was provided one of the
four fault tolerance levels: (i) no fault tolerance, (ii) end to end DEDSEC,
(iii) per hop DEDSEC, or (iv) per hop DEDSEC with permanent fault de-
tection and recovery. The results suggest that the on-demand fault tolerance
incurs a negligible penalty in terms of area (up to 5.3%) compared to the
fault tolerance circuitry, and premisses a significant reduction in energy (up
to 95%) by providing protection only to the control traffic.
Private operating environments was provided for both CGRA and NoC.
In CGRA domain, this thesis presented architecture and implementation
of energy aware CGRAs. The proposed architecture promised better area
and power efficiency, by employing Dynamically Reconfigurable Isolation
Cells (DRIC)s and Autonomous Parallelism Voltage and Frequency Selec-
tion algorithm (APVFS). Simulation results using representative applica-
tions (Matrix multiplication, FIR, and FFT) showed up to 23% and 51% re-
duction in power and energy, respectively, compared to traditional designs.
Synthesis results have confirmed significant reduction in DVFS overheads
compared to state of the art DVFS methods. In NoC domain, this the-
sis presented the design and implementation of a generic agent-based scal-
able self-adaptive NoC architecture to reduce power. The system employed
dual-level agents with SW/HW co-design and synthesis. The system agent
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was implemented in software, with high-level instructions tailored to issue
adaptive operations. The effectiveness and the scalability of the system ar-
chitecture was demonstrated using best-effort dynamic power management
using distributed DVFS. The experiments revealed that the adaptive power
management saved up to 33 % energy and up to 36 % power. The hardware
overhead of each local agent is only 4 % of a router area.
8.2 Future work
The future work can take two main directions: (i) additional private en-
vironments can be realized and (ii) design time environment generation to
complement the runtime VRAP framework. In this thesis, we have focused
on PCE, PRE, and POE. The VRAP framework can be extended to inte-
grate new environments, for upcoming technology trends. In particular, we
envision Private Thermal Environments (PTEs) and Private Compression
Environments (PComEs) would be useful. The new environments would
adapt the system resources to optimize respectively the device temperature
and the compression hierarchy. VRAP is useful for mixed criticality ap-
plications. Where criticality can be in terms of reliability, performance, or
reconfiguration overheads. If it is known that a particular platform will
host applications varying only in specific type of criticality (reliability, per-
formance, or reconfiguration requirements), incorporation of all the private
environments will be redundant. For such conditions, a design time envi-
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